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a
f ABSTRACT
The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Division of the U.S. Department of
Energy established the Advanced Vehicle Task at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
to assess the potential of nonpetroleum passenger vehicles to compete with
conventional vehicles of the 1990s. The objective of the task was to provide
the technical foundation and make recommendatiune in support of nonpetroleum
electric and hybrid vehicles from a systems perspective.
Volume II (Subsystems Assessment) is part of a five-volume report
entitled Advanced Vehicle Systems Assessment. Other volumes are the Executive
Summary (Vol. IT.—Systems Assessment M-1.111), Supporting Analyses
(Vol. IV), and Appendices (Vol. V). Volume II presents the projected
performance capabilities and cost characteristics of applicable subsystems,
considering an additional decade of development. Subsystems of interest
include energy storage and conversion devices as well as the necessary
powertrain components and vehicle subsystems. Volume II also includes updated
battery information based on the assessment of an independent battery review
board (with the aid of subcontractor reports on advanced battery
characteristics).
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SECTION I
SUMHARY
A. INTRODUCTION
The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle ( EHV) Division of the U.S. Department of
Energy ( DOE) established the Advanced Vehicle ( AV) Development Project to
assess the potential of nonpetroleum passenger vehicles that fully compete
with conventional petroleum - fueled heat -engine vehicles in the 1990s. The Jet
Propulsion Laboratory ( JPL), in its role as the ENV Systems R&D Project
Office, was given the AV Assessment Task to provide the technical foundation
and make recommendations far research in support of the most promising
nonpetroleum electric or hybrid vehicles from a systems perspective.
Therefore, the objectives of the assessment are to characterize and prioritize
the various subsystem technologies and system concepts through the use of
vehicle simulation, based on projections of the subsystem capabilities in the
next 10 years ( Figure 1-1).
This summary describes the overall metnodotogy of the task as wall as
the primary results of the subsystems assessment activiti. The detailed
assessments of energy storage and conversion subsystems, powertrain components,
and the vehicle subsystem ( chassis, etc.) follow in Sections II through V.
B. ASSESSMENT MEiRUDOLOGY
Tne assessment of advanced subsystem technologies is but one of Lhe
primary areas of analysis of the AV Assessment (as shown in Figure 1-2).
ADVANCED BATTERIES
FUEL CELLS
^.._
NONPETROLEUM
HEAT ENGINES
CDVANCED TRANSMISSIONS
AC AND ADVANCED DC PROPULSION
Figure 1-1. Advanced Vehicle Subsystem Options.
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RESEARCH PRIORITIES
DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Figure 1-2. Advanced Vehicle Assessment Hethodology
However, this evalt.-cion is the basis of the vehicle analyses and cost
evaluations that are reported in Volume III of this report. As such, this
assessment includes all aspects of the subsystems required for modeling and
simulation; that is, vehicle subsystem characteristics, power-source
characteristics, and production-cost estimates.
The approach to assessing the various subsystems was based on
extrapolation from present designs and concepts. This approach involved the
evaluation of present status, an assessment of the necessary technological
developments, and a judgment of the likelihood of successful development. One
example of this approach is the batterf assessment. Several developers were
solicited to provide their assessment of the capabilities of their batteries,
given specific design targets in terms of power and energy. An independent
review Loard was assembled to judge the potential of the batteries, using the
subcontractor reports and their experience as inputs. Their projections are
contained in this report. However, the reports of the subcontractors (as
submitted) are contained in the Appendices (Volume V). The other subsystems
were evaluated in a less formal manner by members of the JPL technical staff
or by consultants.
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M
C.	 SUMlMY Of SUBSYSTEM CHARAC:sRISTICB
1.	 Energy-Storage Subsystems
s.	 Batteries. The technologies of interest to the AV
Assessment Task include the aqueous-mobile batte ries (formerly known as
near-term), flow batteries, high-temperature, and metal-air batteries. These
technologies are in various states of development, ranging from electrode/cell
experimentation to developmental battery packs. The primary effort of this
task, therefore, ties been to assess the mature (long-term) characteristics
based on extrapolation from current designs. Projections of performance
within the next decade ( 1990s) have been based on assessing the current
status, identifying fundamental technical anu data deficiencies and, with the
aid of the developers and the cognisant national laboratories, estimating the
probabilities of overcoming these deficiencies in the time range considered
(given adequate developmental funding).
Projected battery discharge curves and peak-power characteristics, in
conjunction with a refined fractional utilisation battery model, are used in
the JPL 6HV simulation program, ZLVEC, for performance predietio ►1. The
details of the battery characterisations are beyond the scope of this summary;
however, constant-discharge and peak-power capabilities, consistent with the
detailed models, are shown in Table 1-1. (The range of values represents
projections for different battery designs.) The detailed assessments, which
follow in Section II of this report, include performance characteristics,
energy efficiency, unique operational characteristics, cost, cycle life,
aftermarket support, and safety concerns.
b.	 Power-Peakinx Devices. Mechanical peaking devices were
investigated as a means to make up for power deficiencies of some of the AV
candidates, reduce life-cycle costs, and improve energy efficiency. The
prospects included flywheels, compressed air, hydraulic accumulators,
elastomars, linear elastic materials, and liquid springs'. A comparison of the
energy characteristics is shown in Table+ 1-2.
Characterising the total systems uuder consideration is difficult
because of the lack of vehicle-rise eomponant i" fu nkaLion. However, costs and
performance characteristics of continuously • r.rioble transmissions (CVTs) to
support the flywheel system are expected to be comparable to automatic
transmissions. The ancillary components for the compressed-air and hydraulic
accumulator systems (i.e., motors, compressors, pumps, and heat exchangers)
are expected to be bulkier and more expensive than the flywheel/CVT system.
Therefore, the flywheel system is considered this most promising, even though
it is probably the most commonly overrated system on a theoretical basis.
Development of the LTV-2 vehicle system at the Garrett Corporation and vehicle
testing at JPL have demonstrated that a smaller, more efficient flywheel
system would be a better trade-off; therefore, a composite flywheel of 0.25 to
0.5 kWh, with a mechanical CVT, is considered the most desirable choice when
mechanical power-Leaking devices are justified. However, the most promising
AV subsystem candidates are expected to have sufficient power capabilities,
and the added complexity of a flywheel system might not be necessary.
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Table l-1. Projected Battery Characteristics
Battery
type
Specific
energy,
Wh/kg
at 20W/kg
30-s
Specific
power,
W/kg
at 10I SoC
Annual	 Life
efficiency,	 cycles,
X	 80X
OEM costa
a	 b c
Pb/Acid 38 to 45 80 to 100 75 750 43 9 400
Bipolar 50 275 85 750 86 0 0
Ni/Fe 48 to 56 75 to 110 58 1500 100 12 800
Ni/Zn 60 155 70 600 L30
Zn/Sr 2 40 to 67 52 to 94 46 750 20 10 700
Zn/C1 7 42 to 89 80 Lo 115 48 1500 LO 45 LL50
Fe/Air 52 to 109 102 to 146 50 S00 8 25 700
Li/FeS 72 to 102 90 to 107 60 750 70 10 750
Na/S 73 to 121 129 to 220 66 750 25 45 1000
Al/Air 158 157 18 NAb 0 42 0
aALi cost estimates are Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) costs in
1982 dollars.
	
Battery costs represent the lover bound of the AV Battery
Reviaw Board estimates, OFM Cost - a x kWh + b x KW + c.
bNot applicable.
2.	 Energy-Conversion Subsystems
a.,	 Fuel Cells/Methanol. The purpose of the fuel-cell
investigations was to assess varxo •is cell types and fuel alternatives that are
applicable to AV systems. This talk is made difficult by th•
 lack of
vehicle-size fuel cells in operation, thereby establishing the need to
authenticate their potential, to identify technical data deficiencies, and to
establish developmental priorities. Although several types of celle and fuels
were originally considered, the decision was made to focus on three fuel-cell
study contracts issued by the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANE), which
specifically targeted the vehicle application with methanol fuel. Phosphoric
acid fuel cell (PAFC) designs were prepared by the United Technologies
Corporation (UTW and the Energy Research Corporation (ERC). FRC also
reported on an advanced acid design, trifluoromethane sulfonic acid (TFMSA).
The General Electric Company (GE) designed a system based on their solid
polymer electrolyte (SPE) technology.
All of the systems are based on the use of methanol and air as reactants
to get the hydrogen and oxygen necessary for the cell stack. LANL specified
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Table 1-2. Characteristics of Mechanical Peaking Devices
Specific	 Energy
energy, a	density,&
Peaking device	 Wh /kg	 Wh/1
Composite flywheel	 20 to 40	 20 to 40
Hydraulic accumulator	 3 to 5	 1 to 5
Compressed airb	20 to 4C	 5 to 15
Utherac	NA	 NA
&The values include only the energy-storage subsystem
(i.e., transmissions, turbines, pumps, etc., are not included
because they are sized for power).
bBased on using heated air from a heat engine; includes onl; ►
storage tanks. The specific energy would drop to about 5 Wh /kg
with ancillary components*
c Elastome.rs, liquid springs, and linear solids are projected to be
Less than 2.2 Wh/kg and were, therefore, eliminated from further
consideration.
20-kW systems (60-KW peak). Comparisons of the results of the design studies
are shown in Table 1-3.
Design studies, although not verified with hardware, indicate that the
proposed fuel-cell designs are compatible with the LANL requirements in terms
of weight, volume, and power demande. However, substantial developments
(i.e., technical breakthroughs) are required to produce systems that exhibit
the performance shown. The studies also indicate data deficiencies or
uncertainties with respect to start-up, sustained peak power, transients,
fuel-purity requirements, and cool-down raten. The projected costs of the
systems are extremely high, relative to currently available heat engines.
b.	 Heat Engines/Nonpetroleum Fuels. The heat-engine assessment
was undertaken to assess major nonpetroleum fuel effects on characteristics of
engines representative of production engines of the 1990s, to identify unique
requirements for engines in hybrid vehicle applications, and to compare
alternatives. The approach was to assess the effects of nonpetroleum fuels
(including methanol, ethanol, natural gas, and ammonia) on existing maps of
developmental and production engines. The engine maps were chosen to
represent baseline generic production engines (i.e., scaleable for engine
size) in the time rer ;.od of interest.
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`	 Table 1-3. Preliminary Fusl-Cell Design Characteristics•
k.
Design	 GE	 UTC	 ERC	 ERC
characteristics	 SPEb	 PAFCc	 PAFCd	 TFHSAe
Specific power, W/kg
Conti 131 80 88 93
Peak 431 240 269 329
Power density, W/1
Continuous 59f 599 598 46h
Peak 194f 1769 1796 162h
Projected energy
efficiency,' %	 51	 56	 60	 40 to 45
Cold start-up
time, min	 l to 3	 5 to 7	 10 to 12	 3
896-Vdc, 20-kW continuous system designs.
bSolid polymer electrolyte (General Electric).
c Phosphoric acid fuel cell (United Technologies Corporation).
dPhosphiric acid fuel cell (Energy Research Corporation).
eTrifluoromethane sulfonic acid (Energy Research Corporation).
fComponent volume of 0.12 m3 witn 34Z packing factor.
gComponent volume of 0.23 m3 with 60% packing factor.
it Component volume of 0.26 m3 with 60% packing factor.
LAt continuous rating.
The choices were made to take advantage of unique attributes for
advanced vehicles (i.e., high-compression for the antiknock properties of the
alternate fuels, rotaries, and turbocharged engines for packaging compression-
ignition for idle fuel economy). The Stirling and Brayton engines are
advanced technology candidates but are not considered baseline production
engines in the early 1990s.
The engine map conversion, considered major fuel effects only and assumed
constant mechanical efficiency with gasoline and alternate fuels. The
spark-ignition engines chosen are controlled by throttling the air intake
rather than the fuel flow as in the case of direct-injection, stratified-
charge engines; further adjustments are required to approach the technology of
the 1990s. For example, a 35Z improvement in spark-ignition engine fuel
economy and 20Z improvement in compression-ignition engine fuel economy are
expected over the present technologies. The projections for alternate-fueled
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engines (Table 1-4), illustrate the differences between the nonpetroleum
fuels, gasoline, and diesel.
The problems with heat engines in hybrid operation are magnified by the
nonpstroleum fuels. Specifically, the alcohol-fueled (methanol and ethanol)
engines are expected to have trouble starting, experience excessive wear
(without new lubricants), and have potential emission problems. The primary
disadvantage of methane is related to the storage problems.. l Ammonia is the
Least desirable of the nonpatroleum fuels considered because the engines could
experience up to 30% reduced engine speed and power output unless a specific
engine is designed fe- *his fuel. Storage and toxicity of ammonia are also
significant problems.
Further rescaLch is required with respect to on/off hybrid operation in
general, with a focus on excessive wear problems and transient emissions.
Compression-ignition engines require investigation of alternat q fuel/injection
system compatibility , pilot fuels, and fuel improvements (additives).
3.	 Powertrain Components
The purposes of this assessment is to characterize critical power-
train components potentially available for use in the 1990s period.
Specifically, the brush-type, do-drive systems versus the do brushless drives
and inverter/ac-induction d:ives (and related ancillary components) now under
development were reviewed as well as advanced transmissions. Important
considerations are that (1) the motor/controller/transmission is a system,
(2) optimality requires simultannous design, and (3) the motor produces the
electrical constraints. Another factor is that processor (i.e.., controller)
technology is in a state of rapid flux relative to motor technology.
Table 1-4. Projected Heat-Engine/Nonpetroleum Fuel Characteristics
Characteristics	 Methanol	 Ethanol	 Methane	 Ammonia
Thermal efficiency
relative to gasoline	 1.22	 1.18	 1.15	 1.22
Specific fuel consumption
relative to gasoline	 1.81	 1.38	 0.77	 1.92
Thermal efficiency
relative to diesel 	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
Specific fuel consumption
relative to diesel	 2.14	 1.60	 0.86	 2.31
3
i
l
'l.
1Methane and ammonia are gaseous at standard temperature and pressure (STP).
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The likely preferred system is a modulating-inverter, ac-induction
drive. This choice is based primarily on the momentum of the already
intensive industrial development. Nance, AV system development should be on a
spin-off basis focusing on specific systems designs, inverter algorithms,
topologies, and packaging. Tables 1-5 and 1-6 summarize the most probable
system characteristics in the period of interest.
4.	 Vehicle Subsystems
This effort considered the "non-propulsion" vehicle
characteristics, which affect the overall system performance even though they
are not the central concern of the AV study. The factors incLade vehi,.!:e mass
(and reduction thereof), aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance, and accessory
Loads. Baseline characteristics for conventional vehicles of the 1990s were
established, and the more exotic alternatives were investigated (i.e., all-
aluminum or advanced composite body and chassis). lite characteristics in
Table 1-7 summarize the bassline intexnal-combustion angina UCE)
characteristics (from which the AVs arm derived) to be used in the system
investigations. These values are not the most optimistic as-jumptions but
represent an attempt to use realistic fleet characteristics.
Table 1-5. Comparison of Powertrain Components
Specific power, W/kga
Component	 DC brush	 DC brushless	 AC induction
Motor 150 to 225 330 Lo 1000 455 to 525
Controls 350 to 525 500 to 1250 2000 to 3000
Gearing 400 to 1000 400 to 1000 400 to 1000
aContinuous rating (one-half peak ratings assumed).
Table 1 -6f. Comparison of Overall Powertrain System Characteristics
System
Characteristics
	
DC brush	 DC brushless	 AC induction
Specific power, W/kZa	85 to 135	 130 to 360	 190 to 310
Efficiency, %	 78 to 89	 77 to 87	 77 to 87
a
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Table 1-7.	 Advanced Vehicle Baseline Internal-Combustion
Engine Characteristics
Characteristics Van 2-Pa	 4-P 5-P
Curb weight, kg 1080 500	 670 895
Frontal area, m2 2.50 1.70	 1.85 2.00
Effective drag coefficient
With radiator 0.47 0.32	 0.32 0.3d
Without radiator 0.45 0.30	 0.30 0.30
Rolling resistance coefficient 0.011 0.01	 0.01 0.01
aDenotes passenger capacity (two-, four-, five-passenger).
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ENERGY-STORAGE SUBSYSTEMS
A.	 BATTERIES
The technologies of interest to this assessment include the aqueous-
mobile, electrolyte-flow, high-temperature, and metal-air batteries. These
technologies are in various states of development, rangin$ from electrode/call
experimentation to in-vehicle, developmental batt cy packs. Therefore, the
primary effort of this task has been to assess the potential of these
batteries within the next 10 years, based on extrapolation from present
designs and concepts. The projections of this report (for complete battery
packs) have been based on assessing the current status, identifying
fundamental barriers to maturity, and estirating the possibility of overcoming
these deficiena£es in the next decade (1990s).
The approach to assessing the batteries was to use an independent team
from outside JPL (referred to in this report as the AV Battery Review Board or
"Board") 2 to project performance and cost characteristics, based on their
best judgment and reports prepared by several battery developers, which
describe specific designs for AV applications (design targets specified by
JPL). Projections varied within the Board (especially regarding cost), and
the range of estimates is presented in this section. The developers'
projections varied from the Board as well, and their reports are included in
total in Volume V (Appendices) for reference. The vehicle systems analyses
and recommendations of Volume III (as well as the Executive Summary, Vol. I)
are based or. the projections of the Boerd, but the Sensitivity Analyses
section of Volume III includes vehicle designs and comparative analyses based
on the developers' projections.
The Board was asked to project the specific power and energy
characteristics in addition to the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) cost
estimates, cycle life, relative maintenance, relative safety, efficiency, and
salvage value. The projections were to be made for batteries designed for
four different power-to-energy (P/E) ratio8 3 defined by JPL (e.g., 1.0, 2.1,
2.4, and 3.3), which are specific to the AV applications under consideration.
The battery section is a synopsis of their assessment; however, the reader
should be aware of the speculative nature of this effort (concerning both the
Board and the battery developers). Therefore, the battery projections are
followed by a discussion of selling-price estimates, prepared by a member of
the Board, which illustrate the differences between the projections of the
various parties involved and the factors to consider in evaluating the
feasibility of the projections.
2See Battery Consultants in Acknowledgment for list of members.
3p/E - 30-9 specific power at 10% state of charge divided by the specific
energy yielded if discharged at 20 W/kg.
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I .	 Lead/Acid Batteries
a.	 Introduction. The lead/acid couple is among the oldest of
all electrochemical couples, with a history dating back to 1859. It has been
in practical use for more than a century and has been the most widely used of
any battery system. Experience with electric vehicles We) on the road has
been almost totally with lead/acid batteries. Interest in continued
development of this battery for EVs has not ljen extensive because of th^ low
theoretical specific energy, out it represents the most viable system for
limited-range missions within the near future. The electrode reactions, cell
reaction, and call potential are as follows:
Negative: SO4 + Pb a PbSO4 + 2e
Positive: 2e + 804 + 4H+ ; PbO 2 a PbSO4 + 2H20
Cell: 4H+ + 2SO4-- + PbO 2 + Pb - 2PbSO4 + 2H20 ,..., E  - 2.041 V
The electrochemistry of the system is unique in that the same discharge
product is formed at both electrodes.
There is some evidence to indicate that the optimum operating
temperature of lead/acid batteries is strove room temperature for maximum cycle
life. This claim is controversial; however, elevated temperature definitely
improves both power and energy characteristics. A thermal management system
will undoubtedly be needed for optimum, overall performance.
An additional characteristic of the lead/acid system is the strong
relationship between specific energy and rate of discharge. In addition, the
peak-power capability strongly depends on the depth of discharge, a
significant disadvantage in current designs of EV batteries.
The lead/acid couple has been used in a wide variety of applications;
consequently, there are many variations in the designs. This assessment is
concerned only with EV batteries, but it is worth noting that some of the
design features of other batteries may eventually be incorporated into EV
designs.
Alternatives to the conventional flat-plate and tubular designs have
been under development for some years., Theme include the use of a "pulsed"
electrolyte (to avoid acid stratification), lead-plastic composite grids (to
reduce weight), and more recently the use of "flow through" electrolyte, which
is projected to improve performance substantially during the latter part of
discharge.
Deep-cycle batteries ordinarily use lead/antimony alloy grids because
antimony is believed to play a necessary role in extending life cycle in
batteries subjected to repeated deep discharges. However, recent results
obtained in the testing of sealed deed-cycle photovoltaic batteries with
non-anrimonial positive grids, developed by Eagle Picher Industries (EPI),
have shown that at low discharge rates, cycle lives of 1000 deep cvcles can be
obtained. This finding is likely to have implications in the development
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of sealed lead/acid batteries for 6V applications. The sealed cell or battery
concept minimises acid stratification without the complications of electrolyte
circulation and should lead to greatly improved safety and reduced maintenance
requirements ap well as to allow more flexibility in packaging (e.g.,
horizontal electrodes).
b.	 Performance Projections. The ao;rd projections for the
performance of anmproved conventional battery and for a completely
redesigned battery are shown in Tables 2-1 and 2-2.
Table 2-1. Specific Energy (in Wh/kg) as a FuncLLOn of
Power-to-Energy Ratio and Power Density
Power density, W/kg
Projections	 P/E ratio	 20	 60	 100
A	 1.0 45 31 NA
B	 2.1 43 31 18
C	 2.4 41 31 20
D	 3.3 38 31 22
E	 3.3 50 46 41
Table 2-2. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy
Ratio and f,tate of Charge
State of charge, %
Projections	 P/E ratio	 50	 30	 10
A 1.0 120 105 80
B 2.1 135 115 90
C 2.4 135 13.5 90
D 3.3 145 125 100
A
E 3.3 400 325 200
fi
i
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The p-ojeer.ions labeled A, d, C, and D in Tebles 2-1 and 2-2 represent
batteries based on improvements to the Globe Union ISOA (pulsed electrolyte)
technology. Projection E shows the performance values the Board believes may
be achievable with a sealed bipolar battery. Table 2-3 shown projections for
the volume and macs density of batteries based va these technologies.
c. Original Equipment Manufacturer Cost. At this time, it is
not possible to estimate the cost of the sealed technology with certainty due
to the lack of public information concerning specific designs. At any rate,
the OFA4 cost has been estimated at $80/kWh for the purposes of this study. On
the other hand, the ISOA technology is well defined, and the cost projections
of Table 2-4 include soma consideration of scale and auxiliary requirements.
The values marked "A" in Table 2-4 represent the projected costs made
collectively by the Board. The values marked "B" result from a more detailed
analysis by one Board member (see Section II-A-LO) for the conventional
battery. The analogous value for the bipolar battery represents an arbitrary
range of estimates for this emerging technology.
d. Other Characteristi_s. Table 2-5 shows the projectad values
of the other parameters that influence life-c .•cle costs and acceptance of the
two technologies considered.
Table 2-3. Battery Volume and Mass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size, kWh/kW
Technology	 50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
Improved ISOA	 505/2.2	 127/2.2	 277/2.2	 179/2.2
Sealed bipolar	 454/2.2	 121/2.2	 253/2.2	 162/2.2
Table 2-4. Initial Battery Cost (OEM Cost in 1982 Dollars)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
Technology	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Improved ISOA	 2800 3250	 1300 1750	 2000 2400	 1580 2000
Sealed bipolar	 4000 6000	 960 1440	 2000 3000	 1200 1800
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eTable 2-5. Other Lesd/Arid battery Characteristics
Relative Relative
Cycle maintenance, b Efficisncy. c	Salvagn, safety,d
Technology	 life& 1 to 5 X	 $/kWh l to !0
Improved ISOA	 750 2 75	 1.66
a
!0
Sealed bipolar	 750	 1	 75	 1.66	 10
aEquivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit (1 - minimum maintenance).
c Based on average 29 mi per 24-h travel.
dBxpressed as figure of merit (Baseline ICE vehicle-6), sealed
technology assumed.
e.	 Development Assumptions. The F:ojections made by the Board
for improved ISOA-type, lead acid batteries represent a substantial
improvement in both performance (energy and power) and cycle life over what
has been demonstrated under realistic conditions to date. The following key
developments will be required to achieve the projected values:
(1) Improved active material utilization,
especially at high rates of discharge.
(2) Significant reduction in grid weight
(e.g., through the use of composite grids).
(3) Improved specific power toward the and of
discharge.
(4) Reduction in battery volume, achieved
through specific energy improvements.
(5) Cost reductions arising from improved
performance and adoption of SLI-type4
manufacturing processes.
(6)
	
Cycle-life improvements with regard to
capacity, maintenance, and power
capability; reduced shedding and positive
grid corrosion.
4Starting, lighting, and ignition (i.e., automotive-type battery).
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(7)	 The successful demonstration of relia'As pumps,
central point-watering and thermal management
systems.
Each of these improvements will be needed to achieve the projected
performance, life, and cost values; however, in many eased the improvement in
one parabrter (e.g., specific energy) can lead to a reduction in another
(a.g,, life).
Projections for the wsaled bipolar battery are far more uncertain than
those discussed above.A number of key developments will be needed to
demonstrate a practical bipolar system for EV application:
(L)	 High-conductivity, corrosion-resistant bipolar membrane.
(2) Development of reliable intra-cell sealing.
(3) Improved active material use.
(4) Demonstration of adequate cycle life in bipolar
coufigur&tion.
(5) Demonstration of effective hear dissipation, especially
during charge.
Although the projections for the bipolar system are most attractive for
a lead/acid technology, the system is still at an early stage of development
and is unlikely to be demonstrated as a full -size battery for some
considerable time (but could be developed in the period of interest).
The lead/acid battery has many inherent characteristics that are
especially well suited to EV applications:
(1) Low cost.
(2) High energy efficiency.
(3) High specific gravity (minimizing volume).
(4) High power density.
(5) Ease of thermal management.
In its present state of development the system is unlikely to find
extensive application in general-purpose vehicles. Nevertheless, the Board
expressed the opinion that through new technica l. approaches (u.g., the sealed
bipolar design) the major constraints of the a-totem as presently demonstrated
are likely to be overcome, given adequate support for the technology.
2.	 Nickel/Iron Batteries
a.	 Introduction. The use of the nickel/iron (iron/nickel
oxide) couple dates back to Edison near the turn of the century., The physical
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design of the Edison cells, with the nickel oxide mixed with flaked nickel for
a conductor and placed in perforated steel tubes, resulted in batteries yith
extremely long lives. These batteries were also very rugged, both
mechanically and electrically, as they could be discharged to the point of
cell reversal without damage. It was recognised that the theoretical energy
density for this couple is about 331 higher than for lead/acid, and it seemed
to be an attractive possibility to poser electric vehicles. Research and
development on EV-type nickel/iron batteries has been carried out in Japan and
several countries in Europe. In the United States, Eagle Picher Industries is
the only active developer of the technology for EV applications.
The electrode reactions, cell reaction, and cell potential include the
following:
Negative: 20N + Fe a Fe(OH) 2 + 2e
Positive: 2e + 2Ni00H + 2H20 - 2Ni(OH) 2 + 20H
Cell: Fe + 2Ni00H + 2H20 - Fe(OH) 2 + 2hi(OH) 2 ,..., Bo a 1.35 V
BPI is pursuing a high-performance approach, which uses siU. red nickel
positive electrodes snA negative elactrodas developed by the Swedish National
Development Company. Cost reduction is being addressed by the use of fewer,
thicker electrodes. BPI has developed techniques for making nickel electrodes
up to 3-mcn thick, using the continuous wet-slurry method. Previously,
electrodes made by this method were limited to thicknesses of 1 mm or less.
The Swedish iron electrode uses a sintered iron plaque. It is a high-
performance electrode that overcomes the poor low-temperature performance
previously chsranteristic of the nickel/iron battery.
The most important advantages of the EPI approach are the long cycle
life, tolerance to cell reversal, and a favorable power-to-energy ratio.
Disadvantages of this couple include the low gsrsing overvoltages at the iron
electrode, resulting in a hig" jelf-discharge rate and substantial hydrogen
generation, especially close to full charge and at slevited temperatures.
BPI nickel/iron batteries are now in an advanced stage of development;
full-size battery packs have been operated successfully in a number of
in-vehicle field testn.
b.	 Performance Projections. Tables 2-6 and 2-7 show the
projections of Ragone characteristics and specific peak power made by the
Board.
The values are based on EPI technology with the assumption that marginal
improvements will be made in cell performance and that batteries will be
designed and built to the specific P/E ratio requirements.
The projections for battery volume for each of the four applications
shown in Table 2-8.
fl
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Table 2-6. Specific Energy (in Wh/kg) as a Function of
Power-to-gnergy Ratio and Power Density
Power density, W/kg
P/E ratio	 20	 60	 100
1.0 56 44 NA
2.1 54 48 36
2.4 52 46 36
3.3 48 44 38
Table 2-7. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy
Ratio and State of Charge
State of charge, %
P/E ratio	 50	 30	 10
1.0 120 105 75
2.1 141 120 90
2.4 141 120 90
3.3 160 140 110
Table 2-8. Batti ry Volume and Mass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50 12/25 25/60 15/50
Volume, liters	 496/1.8 123/1.8 267/1.8 174/1.8
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c. Original Iktui pment Hawfacluger Co t. :he Board's
projections for ORK cost are given in Table -9.
The values marked "A" to Table 2-9 represent the projected costs made
collectively by the Board. The values markr' "B" result from , more detailed
analysis by one Board member (see Section I1-A-10).
d. Other Characteristics. Table 2-10 shows the projected
values of the other parameterst— hat inLuence life-cycle costs and acceptance
of the nickel/iron teehnololy.
E;	 Taole 2-9. Iniclal Battery Cost (OLM Cost in 1982 Dollars)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Battery cost	 6400 5800	 2300 2000	 4020 3600	 2900 2900
Table 2-10. Other Nickel/Iron Battery Characteristics
Characteristics	 Value
Cycle life&	1500
Relative vaintenance, b 1 to 5	 2.5
Efficiency, c X	 58
Salvage, /kWh	 6.56
Relative safety, d 1 to 10	 7
a Equivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit (1 minimum maintenance).
cBased on average 29 mi per 24-h travel.
dExpressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
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s.	 Development Assumptions. Presently available nickel/iron
EV batteries do not show all the characteristicsr  giver. in the previous
section. In making their projections, the Board assumes improvements will be
made in the following key areas:
(1) Use of thicker electrodes (i.e., greater
fraction of active material weight) to
Improve specific energy and reduce cost.
(2) -ome improvement in peak specific power
despite use of thicker electrodes.
(3) Development of a reliable and safe water
and gas management system for batteries.
(4) Reduction of amount of overcharge while
maintaining high specific energy to
increase the efficiency and reduce watering.
(5) Implementation of proposed cost reductions
in large-scale battery manufacturing.
Lt will be necessary to achieve these key developments while still maintaining
the excellent cycle life demonstrated to date.
With the exception of improved ISOA batteries (lead/acid), EPI
nickel/iron batteries are in the most advanced stage of devc!opment of those
considered in this review. Compared with lead/acid batteries, the system
offers a somewhat higher specific energy (especially under actual driving
ccaditions), slightly better peak-power capabilities, and a much longer cycle
life under actual-use Condit ; ons. On the other hand, nickel/iron batteries
with sintered plates will always be substantially more costly than lead/acid
batteries. Indeed, the achievement of the first-cost projections and of the
other factors affecting life-cycle cost should be a first priority in
nickel/iron battery development.
3.	 Nickel/Zinc Batteries
a.	 Introduction. The nickel/zinc battery was not addressed by
the AV Battery Review Board due to the lack of a battery subcontractor report
and general acceptance of the currently available performance data (of the
Gereral Moturs Delco Remy battery) as typical of the performance of a produc-
tion battery of the future. This section was adapted from a previous JPL
internal report, updated to be consistent with the latest performance infor-
mation. Only one P/E ratio design was considered, that of the present system.
Early in the electric vehicle program it was recognized that the
nickel/zinc couple has several characteristics that make it an attractive
candidate for powering electric vehicles. Although the nickel/zinc cell has
not been used previously, there had been a considerable history of cells with
nickel/oxide electrodes (e.g., nickel/cadmium and nickel/iron) and cells with
zinc electrodes (e.g., silver/zinc, mercury/zinc, and the so-called "carbon/
zinc," or zinc/manganese dioxide). But these cells with zinc electrodes were
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almost always primary (i.a., non-rechargeable) rells. Some silver-zinc calls
had been made which were rechargoa6le, but the cycle life of these cells under
deep •-discharge conditions was quite limited.
The reason for taking the nickel-oxide electrode from the nickel/cadmium
and nickel/iron experience, and zinc electrodes from the calls named above
with zinc electrodes, was that cadmium, silver, and mercury were too expensive
for EV application, manganese dioxide is almost non-rechargeable, and the
theoretical energy density of nickel/zinc is attractive (superior to that of
nickel/iron). The most obvious problem was to develop a zinc electrode that
could withstand the required number of deep-discharge cycles. lice problem has
not been adequately solved, and lifetimes approaching that of nickel/iron
cannot be foreseen at this time.
A variety of manufacturers have attacked the development of the nickel/
zinc technology, including DOE-sponsored programi at Gould, the Energy
Research Corporation, and Exide. Other efforts include a program at Yardney
that was formerly sponsored by DOE and privately funded programs at the Deleo
Remy Division of General Motors Corporation, Eagle Picher, and the
Electrochimica Corporation.
The electrode reactions and cell reaction are given below:
Negative: Zn + 20H- ZnO + H2 + 2e -
Positive: NiOOH + H2O + e-	Ni(OH)2 + OH"'
Cell: 2Ni00H + H2O + Zn	 2Ni(OH)2 + LnO, Eo - 1.75 V
There are several problems with zinc electrodes, and most are related to
one fundamental characteristic: the high solubility of ZnO in strong alkaline
solution with the formation of zincate ion, HZn02. This solubility results
in dendrites, shape change, zinc migration, and capacity loss.
There is an additional zinc electrode problem, passivation, which is not
caused by the solubility of ZnO. The most common attempts to eliminate
dendrites have been separators that are more resistant to penetration.
Separators have also been made that have a high degree of ion selectivity, in
which the ratio of mobility of hydroxyl ion to zincate ion is maximized.
The development of the nickel/zinc battery has been proceeding outside
the DOE program at the Delco Remy Division of General Motors Corporation since
1977. By any measure except specific energy, their present battery is
superior to any of the other Ni/Zn candidates tested previously at JPL or
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).
The GM battery is unusual in several respects. First, the cell is
flooded with electrolyte, yet the cell is "sealed." This unusual
characteristic is achieved by careful charge control. In terms of
performance, proper attention has been paid to the power-to-energy
relationship, and the result is a favorable ratio of about 2.6. The cycle	 3
life of the battery is remarkable when compared to the beat results of the
Ni/Zn batteries tested by ANL (200 cycles at 80% depth of discharge to 75% of
k.
	initial capacity), having achieved 300 cycles to 100% depth of discharge
Y
ri
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(60% of initial capacity at the end of life). The goal of their program is
r	 600 cycles under similar circumstaucas.
	
b.	 Performance Projections. The Cpl Delco-Remy battery is the
most advanced of its type to date. The capabilities of high power and energy
relative to current lead/acid technology, as well as the "stiff" energy
ehc.racteristie (low sensitivity of energy capacity to discharge rate), make
the battery attractive for EV applications.
The discharge characteristics and 30-s peak-power capabilities for
nickel/zinc batteries are shown in Tables 2-11 and 2-12, respectively.
Table 2-13 shows the projections for volume of the various batteries.
	
C.	 Original Equipment  Manufacturer Cost. Production cost is
not one of the advantages of nickel zinc batteries, with the selling price to
the consumer estimated by GM to be about $2001kWh. Using the convention of a
50% markup over OEM cost implies about $130/kWh OEM. This would imply the
costs of Table 2-14.
The values marked "A" in Table 2-14 represent the costs based on
$130/kWh, while the "H" value represents an arbitrary uncertainty of 10%.
	
d.	 Other Characteristics. Table 2-15 shows the projected
values of other parameters that influence l:.fe-cycle costs and acceptance of
the nickel/zinc technology.
Table 2-11. Specific Energy (in Wh/kg) as a Function of
Power-to-Energy Ratio and Power Density
Power density, W/kg
P/E ratio	 20	 60	 100
	
2.6	 60	 58	 53
Table 2-12. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy
Ratio and State of Charge
State of charge, X
P/E ratio	 50	 30	 LO
	
2.6	 204	 185	 155
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Table 2-15. Battery Volume and Mass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25!60	 15/50
Volume., liters	 500/1.7	 120/1.7	 250/1.7	 190/1.7	 t.
Table 2-14. Initial Battery Cost (OEM Cart in 1982 Dollars)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Battery cost	 6500	 7150	 1560	 1720	 3250	 3575	 1950	 2145
Table 2-15. Other Nickel/Zinc Battery Characteristics
	
Characteristics	 Value
Cycle life a	600
Relative maintenance, b 1 to 5
	
1.5
Efficiency, c %
	
70
Salvage, $/kWh	 10.23
Relative safety, d 1 t ,., 10	 9
aEquivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit (1 minimum maintenance).
°Based on average 29 miles per 24-hour travel.
dExpressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
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e.	 Develo at Assumptions. The "sealed" design of the GM
battery is highly des rsbli in a consumer EV and, as such, will require no
service by the operator of the vehicle. However, the battery pack must be
watered about once a year by a dealer. This sealed, yet flooded, alictrolyte
c!esign requires careful charging to keep the gassing rate lower than the
internal recombination rate.
Another operational concern of this battery is the low efficiency and
Low charge acceptance at elevated temperatures. In fact, the GM system
includes air cooling (2,200 1/min) to lower the battery temperature below a
critical tamp,%rature before starting the charge automacically. This could be
a problem in hoc :limstes were the ambient temperature is not much lower than
that of :tie btt't%iy (i.e., the charger might not turn on in time to charge the
battery ;,;tifi%a-er,t.ly for the next intended use of an EV powered by a nickel/
zinc bwcte ­v; .
-."'..ickel!zinc battery has proven its performance capabilities, but
the pcncL.	 issv:es of cost and life must be addressed. The key developments
are li,tsd 6e1awt
(W	 Increased cycle life to at least 500 cycles.
(2) Demonstrate cost characteristics.
(3) Demonstrate reliability and low maintenance.
The important advantages and disadvantages have become evident during
the time when the nickel/zinc EV battery has been under active development.
Its advantages are specific energy and specific power high enough to be
attractive for EV applications, but cost-to-energy and cost-to-power ratios
are definitely unattractive. The importance of these high cost figures is
magnified by the low cycle life attained to date. T`e prognosis for cycle
life to compensate for the relatively high cost seems to be poor (in
comparison with lead/acid).
4.	 Zinc/Bromine Batteries
a.	 Introduction. Batteries based on the electrochemical
reactions of zinc and bromine have been under development over the past decade
by Exxon, GEL, Inc., and ERC (formerly by Gould). The focus of the
development work at ERC/Gould has been on stationary batteries. Little
detailed performance data on the GEL batteries, which are said to be suitable
for EV applications, have been published. As a result, this assessment was
focused on the Exxon technology only.
The rationale for developing the zinc/bromine battery as an alternative
system for EV ap,Acations was primarily based on the use of low-cost
reactants, a high cell voltage, a specific energy comparable with that of the
nickel/zinc system, and a high degree of electrochemical reversibility.
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The principal electrode and cell reactions are as follows:
Negative: Zn - Zn++ + te-
Positive: Br2 + 2e - - 2Br-
Cell: Zn + Br2 - ZnBr2 ,..., Eo - 1.76 V
During the charge cycle, metallic zinc is deposited as a smooth film
onto a carbon-plastic electrode from an aqueous solution of zinc bromide and
hydrobromic acid. Bromide ions are oxidized to bromine, which is stored as a
proprietary amine complex, a heavy, oily liquid. CompLexing greatly reduces
the concentration of free bromine in the solution, reducing the self-discharge
rate. The bromine electrode is a high-surface-area carbon electrode.
The battery contains pumps for both :he positive and negative loops for
circulation during both charge and discharge. A valve in the bromine storage
tank, which can be shut off when the battery is being charged or is not in
use, can reduce the self-discharge rate. This practice limits the extent of
self discharge to the amount of bromine contained within the bromine
electrodes. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 2-1.
The separator used to limit bromine diffusion to the zinc electrode is a
microporous polyolefin material that is claimed to be !ow cost. However, even
with this material, coulombic efficiencies are substantially less than 100%.
The resistivity of the carbon-plastic electrodes is very high, necessitating a
bipolar design to obtain adequate power levels. Exxon has developed
techniques (shunt-current protection) to alleviate the deleterious effects,
such as zinc dendrite growth into flow channels, from the shunt currents that
occur in bipolar cell stacks with flowing electrolytes.
ANODE LOOP CATHODE LOOP
Figure 2-1. Zinc/Bromine Battery (Source: Exxon)
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Exxon has been in the process of developing zinc/bromine batteries for
almost a decade although their experience with some of ►.he component, of the
system dates back considerably earlier. This development work has progressed
to the point where relatively large zinc/bromine batteries have been assembled
and tested. Both 10-kWh and 20-kWh batteries, incorporating somewhat
different design details, have been tested during the past 2 years.
Exxon's experience with relatively large batteries makes the task of
projecting the performance of improved zinc/bromine batteries somewhat more
straightforward than it might otherwise be. However, it should be noted that
the batteries that have been built and tested to date have not had the power
capabilities that are believed to be needed for advanced EVs.
b.	 Performance Projections. The discharge characteristics and
peak-power capabilities that were projected by the Board for improved
zinc/bromine batteries are shown in Tables 2-16 and 2-17, respectively.
Table 2-18 shows projections for the volume of batteries based on the
Exxon technology.
C,	 Original Equipment Manufacturer Cost. The projected cost of
the batteries is shown in Table 2-19 for the four applications. The values
marked "A" in Table 2-19 represent the projected costa made collectively by
the Board. The ran3e of values marked "B" result from a more detailed
analysis by one Board member (see paragraph II-A-10).
d. Other Characteristics. Table 2-20 shows the projected
values of the other parameters that influence life-cycle costs and acceptance
of the zinc/bromine technology.
e. Development Assumptions. Although a few relatively large
zinc/brorAne batteries have been built by Exxon over recent years, many
technology improvements will have to be made before the projections made by
the Board can be realized. The key developments required are:
(1) Development of electrodes and other
cell-stack components that will give stable
energy and power over extended periods.
(2) Development of leak-free cell stacks and
ancillary hardware.
(3) Improved power capability, specifically
during extended high-rate discharge and at
low states of charge.
(4) Improved coulombic efficiency during
interrupted discharge.
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Table 2-16. Specific Energy (in Wh/kg) as a Function of
Power-to-Energy Ratio and Power Density
}
Power density. W/kg
P/E ratio	 20	 60	 100
	
1.0	 67	 54	 NA
	
2.1
	 48	 42	 32
a
	
2.4	 49	 44	 35
	
3.3
	 40	 36	 29
y
i
Table 2-17. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy a
Ratio and State of Charge
State of charge. %
P/E ratio 50 30 10
1.0 83 69 52
2.1 115 96 72
2.4 135 113 85
3.3	 150	 125	 94
Table 2-18. Battery Volume and Mass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size. kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
Volume. liters	 550/1.36	 220/1.4	 400/1.28	 300/1.25
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iTable 2-19. Initial Battery Cost (O6lt Cost in 1982 Dollars)
f
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Battery cost	 2200	 2800/	 1190	 1800/	 1800 2400/	 1500	 2100/
3500	 2400	 3100	 2750
Table 2-20. Other Zinc/Bromine Battery Characteristics
Characteristics
	
Value
Cycle life a	750
Relative maintenance, b 1 to 5	 4
Efficiency, c Z	 46
Salvage, $/kWh	 2.0
Relative safety, d 1 to 10	 4
aEquivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit (1 - minimum maintenance).
c Based on average 29 miles per 24-hour travel.
dExpressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
(5) Improved shunt-current protection, especially
in high-voltage cell stacks used for EVs.
(6) Development of efficient and reliable
mechanical components such as pumps and
thermal and electrolyte management systems.
The Board considered that the zinc/bromine system is among the more
difficult batteries to develop for EVs. The complexity of the system, its low
efficiency and large volume, together with unproven life in practical designs,
contribute to the problems of developing this technology for EV applications.
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The major positive feature of the Uxon technology is the relatively low
projected cost in comparison with other advanced technologies.
5.	 Zinc/Chlorine Batteries
a.	 Introduction. The only major U.S. development program on
zinc/chlorine batteries for EVs, or indeed for any application, is the one
that has been underway since 1968 at Energy Development Associates (EDA), a
subsidiary of Gulf 6 Western, and its corporate predecessors. The Board
considered only this technology In making its projections for this system.
The zinc/chlorine electrochemical couple appeared attractive for EV
applications because of its high theoretical specific energy, the highly
reversible electrode reactions together with the low cost and abundance of
both zinc and chlorine. The eleetrodo, call, and store reactions are shown
below:
Negative: Zn - Zn++ + 2e -
Positive: C12 + 2e - - 2C1-
Cell: Zn + C12 - ZnC12 ,..., Eo - 2.12 V
Store: C12 ' xH20 - C12 + "20 (x a 6-8)
A schematic of the operation of the system is shown in Figure 2-2. As
indicated, no separators are used in this design. During the charge portion
of the operating cycle, a pump circulates the electrolyte, a solution of zaac
chloride in water, through the unit. Direct current from an external
electrical source is passed through the unit, and metallic zinc is deposited
on the negative plates as a uniform, non-porous solid. Simultaneously,
chlorine gas generated at the positive plates is carried away with the
circulating electrolyte. Outside the plate area, the mixture of chlorine gas
and electrolyte is cooled, and a pale yellow solid, chlorine hydrate, is
formed. The solid chlorine hydrate is retained away from the plates, and the
excess electrolyte is returned to the stack. The unit is fully charged when
the hydrate store is full.
During discharge, the aqueous, zinc/chloride electrolyte is again
circulated. This time it carries chlorine to the positive plates and permits
current to be drawn from the system. As the resultant energy is withdrawn,
zinc metal reacts at the negative electrode to form zinc ions. The warm
electrolyte passes from the stack to the store, decomposing the chlorine
hydrate. During discharge, the dlectrolyte increases in specific gravity due
to the concentration of zinc chloride being added, and this sequence maintains
the electrolyte concentration within an acceptable range.
Recirculating chlorine-enriched electrolyte to the stack sustains the
electric current delivery reactions. Circulation continues until the chlorine
hydrate in the store is dissipated, and the unit is discharged.
a
RDA has adopted a developmental approach that uses graphitic electrode
materials that are readily available. Use of these materials has led them to
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Figure 2-2. Zinc/Chlorine Battery System (Source: -Aergy
Development Associates)
an unusual cell-stack arrangement, referred to as "comb-bipolar" design. In
this design, the electrodes are relatively small but are assembled into unit
cells that give extended-area bipolar electrodes. This allown shunt currents
to be minimized and is said to give a minimum manufacturing coat within the
limits imposed by the graphite materials used.
The system is complex, not only because of the chlorine-hydrate
formation but also because inert gases must be safely removed for satisfactory
operation. However, EDA has built a number of EV batteries and tested them in
electric vehicles. Independent test and operational data on zinc/chlorine
batteries have yet to be obtained.
b.	 Performance Projections. The Board projections for the
performance of zinc chlorine batteries for the various missions are shown in
Tables 2-21 and 2-22.
Table 2-23 shows projections for the volume of batteries based on the
above technology.
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Table 2-21. Specific Knersy (in Wh/kg) as a function of
Power-to-inergy Ratio and Power density
haver, density, W/k`
P/E ratio 20 60 100
1.0 89 78 NA
2.1 54 48 38
2.4 54 49 41
3.3 42 38 31
Table 2-22. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy
Ratio and State of Charge
State of charge, %
P/E ratio 50 30 10
1.0 86 84 80
2.1 110 103 90
2.4 127 121 110
3.3 130 128 115
Table 2-23. Battery Volume and Mass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
Volume, liters	 450/1.25	 220/1.01	 400/1.16	 300/1.19
F.;
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c. Original gauiamaat Manufacturer Cost. The projected cost of
the battery systems for the four applications is shown in Table 2-24. The
values marked "A" in Table 2-24 represent the rrojected costs made
collectively by the Board. The values marked 'B" result from a more Aotailed
analysis by one Board member (see Section II-A-10).
d. Other Characteristics. Table 2-25 sh4ods thou projected
values of the other parameters that influence life-cycle costs and acceptance
of the sinc/chlorine technology.
Table 2-24. Initial Battery Cost (OEM Cost in 1982 DolLars)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12;25	 25/60	 15/50
A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Battery cost	 3900 4850	 2400 2500	 4100 4250	 3550 3600
Table 2-25. Other Zinc/Chlorine Battery Characteristics
Characteristics 	 Value
Cycle life•	1500
Relative maLntenance. b 1 to 5	 4
Efficiency. c X	 48
Salvage, /kWh	 0
Relative safety, d 1 to 10	 4
aEquivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit (1 - minimum maintenance).
a Based on average 29 miles per 24-hour travel.
dExpressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
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e.	 Dayslosmat A	 a. The zinc/chlorine battery is one
of the most complex battery system of those under consideration for gV
application. It requires may auxiliaries. including a separate storage
compartment for chlorins, a refrigeration system, three heat exchangers, an
electrolyte pump, a chlorin gau pump, a valve for charge. a valve for
discharge, a check valve, and an -Altraviulet lamp to prevent hydrogen buildup.
A number ut key developmats will be necessary before the performance
and cost projections can be realised is a practical gV system.
(l)	 Greatly improved separation of the chlorin hydrate
from the electrolyte on charge, giving reduced weight
and volume for storage.
(2 1	Significant improvement in specific power capability
without further loss in coulombic efficiency.
(3) Improved coulombic efficiency, especially during
interrupted discharge (not so severe as with
zinc/bromine).
(4) Development of lightweight, highly efficient
auxiliaries.
(S)	 Verification that tlectrode material cost projections
can be realized in practice.
(6)	 An appropriate manufacturing technology can be
developed for battery production.
(1)	 Demonsciacion that the . •scharge after partial discharge
capability of single cells can be scaled up to
batteries.
(8)	 Demonstration rh-t the eomplax system does not require
excessive maint..nance.
The Board considered that the zinc/chlorine battery is one of the more
difficult batteries to develop for EVe, specifically on thi grounds of
perceived safety problems. However, this battery does offer a reasonably
attractive specific energy with relatively low-cost active materials.
6.	 Iron/Air Batteries
a.	 Introduction. Westinghouse Electric Corporation initiated
their development of the iron air battery around 1967, preceding their
nickel/iron R&D program by about 2 years. The original concept was a
three-electrodo system. In this system, separate air anodes and air cathoder
were used for the charge and discharge portions of the cycle, respectively.
However, it was concluded in the early 19709 that a truly bifunctional
electrode would be needed in any practical battery design. By the mid-1970s
bifunctional electrodes were indeed delivering 300 to 400 cycles. Later,
sub-scale calla (100 cm 2) wars operated successfully. The porous
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sinten,A -iron electrode used in this battery is well developed, reliable,
inexpensive and is not viewed as a major area of concern. The electrode
reactions, cell reactions, and cell potential are shown below:
Negative: 20H- + Fe - Fe(OH)2 + 2e -
Positive: 2e - + H2O + 1/202 - 20H-
Cell: Fe + 1 /202 + H2O - Fe(OH)2 ,..., Eo - 1.28 V
The interest in the iron/air battery is due to its high specific energy
and its use of inexpensive, readily available material.,, except for a small
amount of silver catalyst. The battery tolerates cell reversal and exhibits
very little voltage decline with increasing depth of discharge.
The operating temperature is approximately 400C and there is a 10%
decrease in specific energy at 25 0C, due to capacity losses in the iron
electrode. Auxiliary neat may ba required at ambieni temperatures of less
than UoC, but this depends on the internal heating of the battery and the
spec;fic system design.
The energy efficiency of the iron/air battery is relatively low at
—50X. This is primarily due to the air electrode, which suffers from
high-activation polarization on both charge and discharge, resulting in poor
voltaic efficiency. However, the coulombic efficiency is close to 100%.
The iron electrode in the Westinghouse battery is similar to that of the
EPT nickel/iron system. The advantages of this electrode include tolerance to
overcharge and cell reversal. However, a major disadvantage is the high
degree of gassing (as discussed in the section on nickel/iron batteries).
Despite :he fact that work has been in progress since the late 1960s,
there has been only limited effort on this system compared with other advanced
batteries. In the past few years, however, the primary focus of the work has
been the continued improvement of the bifunctional air electrode. To date, no
full-size cell testing has been performed. However, five-cell, sub-scale
modules were built and tested in the late 1970s that demonstrated a specific
energy of 110 Wh/kg.
b.	 Performance Protections. Tables 2-26 and 2-27 show the
Board's projections of specific energy and specific power for the iron/air
system. It should be emphasized that the confidence level of these projected
values is lower than for any other system considered in this study due to the
battery's early stage of development.
Table 2-28 shows projections for the volume of complete iron/air battery
systems based on the above technology.
C.
	
Original Equipment Manufacturer Cost. The projections for
the cost of complete battery systems for the four applications are shown in
TdSie 2-29. The values marked "A" in Table 2-29 represent the projected costs
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Table 2-26. Specific Energy (in Wh/kg) as a Function of
Power-to-Energy Ratio and Power Density
Power density, W/kg
P/E ratio 20 60 100
1.0 109 100 82
2.1 68 63 54
2.4 68 64 56
3.3 52 49 43
Table 2-27. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy
Ratio and State of Charge
State of charge, X
P/E ratio 50 30 10
1.0 110 107 102
2.1 140 131 115
2.4 157 150 136
3.3 165 162 146
Table 2-28. Battery Volume and Hass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
Volume, liters	 338/1.36	 158/1.12	 338/1.09	 274/1.05
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Table 2-29. Initial Battery Cost (013H Cost in 1982 Dollars)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Battery cost	 2400 3500/	 1420 2700/	 2400 3550/	 2070 3300/
4400	 3650	 4450	 4200
made collectively by the Board. The values mazke4 "B" result from a more
detailed analysis by one Board member (see Section II-A-10).
d. Other Characteristics. Table 2-30 shows the projected
values of the other parameters that influence life-cycle costs and acceptance
of the iron/air technology.
e. Development Assumptions. A number of key developments will
have to be successfully implemented before the projections given above can be
realized in a practical battery system:
(1) Successful development of long-lived,
low-cost bifunctional air electrodes.
(2) Development and demonstration of practical
cell designs (essential prior to realistic
assessment of technology).
(3) Verification of Low-cost production of
sintered iron electrodes.
(4) Design, fabrication, and testing of a
complete iron;air battery system.
(5) Development of reliable, low-cost
auxiliaries.
The iron/air battery is one of the more promising technologies for EV
application, but at the present time it is still in an early stage of
development. The disadvantages are few but potentially serious. The high
energy density is not likely to determine batter • size in a system design
because of its relatively low volumetric power density, which will also make
i	 packaging more difficult than with some other batteries. In addition, the low
` j	 energy efficiency is unlikely to improve significantly in the near future.
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Table 2-30.	 Other Iron/Air Battery Characteristics
Characteristics	 Value d
;a
Cycle life•	500+
Relative maintenance, b 1 to 5	 4
Efficiency, c %	 40
Salvage, $/kWh	 0
Relative safety, d 1 to 10	 6
aEquivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit (1 = minimum maintenance).
c Based on average 29 miles per 24-hour travel.
dExpressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
7.	 Lithium/Metal Sulfide Batteries
a.	 Introduction.	 The lithium/metal sulfide system has been
under development by the Argonne National Laboratory, Eagle Picher Industries,
Gould, Inc., and Rockwell International since 1972. 	 At the present time, only
Gould, Inc., and ANL are actively involved in developing this battery system.
The battery currently under development for EVs uses lithium/aluminum
alloy negative electrodes (with small additions of lithium silicon to improve
the capacity loading) and iron sulfide (FeS) positive electrodes.	 The
electrolyte composition is currently the ternary mixture of lithium chloride,
Lithium fluoride, and lithium bromide, which melts at approximately 4350C
and thereby defines the minimum operating temperature of the system. 	 The
electrode reactions, cell reactions, and cell potential are as follows:
Negative:
	
Li(Al) = Li + + Al + e
Positive:
	
FeS + 2e
	
Fe + S
Cell:	 2Li(Al) + FeS = Li 2S + Fe + 2A1 ,..., E°	 1.33 V
,'.
The composition of the positive electrode at complete discharge of a
W . stoichiometric cell would be Li2 S and iron, the aluminum remaining in the
negative electrode. 	 The lithium reacts with the aluminum on charge at an
"underpotential" of approximately 200 mV, preventing the formation of lithium
"dendrites" or lithium deposition on current collectors, etc. 	 The result of
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the choice of electrode materials is a relatively low open-circuit potential
and a greatly reduced theoretical specific energy (460 Wh/kg, as in zinc/
chlorine) compared with that of elemental lithium and sulfur. However, the
use of the lower performance electrodes greatly simplifies Lhe choice of cell
design and the selection of low-cost materials of construction.
The use of the more energetic alternative solid positive electrode
material, iron disulfide (FeS2), is the focus of continuing R&D at ANL and
elsewhere. This electrode material offers significant improvements in
specific energy and specific power (during the first half of discharge, due to
the higher voltage). However, it is less stable at elevated temperatures than
FeS, and requires the use of molybdenum (or at least molybdenum-plated)
positive electrode current collectors. The present study has made projections
for the lower energy couple only, as this is the current focus of battery
development activities, both in the United States and abroad.
Recent developments have indicated that the ternary electrolyte
LiCI-LiF-Liar seems more promising than the alternative LiCI-KCL electrolyte
because of the problem of lithium chloride freeze-out during periods of
high-rate discharge. The ternary electrolyte has the added benefit of
preventing the formation of J-phase, a complex, irreversible compound
containing potassium. Unfortunately, the ternary electrolyte has a
significantly higher melting point than the binary materials (435 0C versus
35200.
The orig,nal cell design was a prismatic multi-plate system with a
flooded electrolyte and a high-cost boron-nitriae ceramic felt separator.
Cells of this type fabricated by EPI have demonstrated long cycle lives
( —1000 deep cycles; and good specific energy (approximately 90 Wh/kg).
However, attempts to build batteries with these cells have shown the
difficulty of totally retaining the electrolyte within the individual cells in
a series array, resulting in premature short circuiting of the battery.
Developments at Gould, Inc., have demonstrated the attractive
characteristics of an alternative immobilized electrolyte design with a high
surface-area ceramic powder (MgO) acting as separator and electrolyte
retainer. This cell design offers several advantages in terms of cost,
improved electrolyte stability, and simplified cell construction. In
addition, the operation is independent of orientation and therefore offers a
greater flexibility of design. However, the Mg0 separator cells have yet to
demonstrate the excellent cycle life of the earlier BN felt design.
A bipolar battery design is also currently being considered at Gould,
Inc., as a means of improving power-density capability. Such a battery would
he specifically suited to those applications (e.g., hybrid vehicle) where a
high power-to-energy ratio is required. Such a design, also based %n the
powder separator, offers a marginal improvement in specific energy over the
conventional monopolar design.
The main focus of efforts to date has been the development of reliable,
low-cost, practical MgO separator cells. The near-term goal at Gould and ANL
is to de,nonstrate battery sub-modules as a first step toward the fabrication
and testing of full-size batteries.
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The characteristics or this lithium battery are unique in many respects
when compared to conventional EV batteries. The prise differences result from
the high-temperature operation. The battery cannot operate below the
electrolyte eutectic temperature, and the normal temperature is in the range
of 425 to 4750C. Using the advanced vacuus multifoil insulation developed
by the Linde Division of Union Carbide ani by using the stored electrical
energy in the battery to operate the internal electrical heaters, the battery
should be able to stand for approximately two weeks (initially in the fully
charged condition) without the electrolyte freezing.
Alternatively, without expending any of the stored electrical energy,
the insulation should keep the electrolyte temperature above the eutectic
point for about 2 days. Note that the battery does not "lose" the stored
electrical energy by going through a freeze-thaw cycle (the coulombic
efficiency remains almost 100X); however, external electrical energy must be
used to heat the battery, once the electrolyte is frozen.
The battery also requires special attention for charging. The cells
cannot be overcharged without being permanently damaged after only one
occurrence. This is due to the irreversible plating of iron on the aluminum
when charged above the 1.6-V limit. This requires a charging system that does
not allow overcharging under any conditions. ANL has developed a charger that
does just that by controlling the charge on a cell-by-cell basis and actually
discharges any cell in danger of overcharge. The Li(A1)/FeSx battery has
the capability of accepting a relatively fast charge, with an estimated energy
replacement of up to 75Z capacity in 1 hour.
	
b.	 Performanc e Projections. The Board projections for the
performance of the lithium metal sulfide (Li/MS) battery system for the
various applications are shown in Tables 2-31 and 2-32.
Y'able 2-33 shows projections for the volume of complete Li/MS battery
systems based on the above technology.
Table 2-31. Specific Energy (in Wh/kg) as a Function of
Power-to-Energy Ratio and Power Density
Power density, W/kg
P/E ratio	 20	 60	 100
	
1.0	 96	 83	 68
	
2.1	 87	 75	 61
	
2.4	 87	 75	 61
	3.3	 85	 75	 63
3
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Table 2-32. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy
Ratio and State of Charge
State of charge, %
P/E ratio	 50	 30	 10
	
1.0	 161	 126	 98
	
2.1	 165	 140	 90
	
2.4	 165	 140	 90
	
3.3	 175	 137	 107
Table 2-33. Battery Volume and Mass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
Volume, liters	 350/1.49	 125/1.10	 208/1.38	 140/1.26
	
C.
	
Original Equipment Manufacturer Cost. The projections for
the cost of complete battery systems for the four applications are shown in
Table 2-34. The values marked "A" in Table 2-34 represent the projected costs
made collectively by the Board. The values marked "B" result from a more
detailed analysis by one Board member (see Section II-A-10).
d. Other Characteristics. Table 2-35 shows the projected
values of the other parameters that influence life-cycle costa.
e. Development Assumptions. To date, only single cells of the
design assumed in making the projections have been built and tested. A number
of key developments will be needed before the projections above will be
realized in practical systems:
(1) Improvement in power density, especiall;
toward the end of discharge.
(2) Optimized cell and battery hardware to give
a higher specific energy.
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Table 2-34. Initial Battery Cost (OBM Cost in 1982 dollars)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Battery cost	 5000 6100	 1700 1900	 3000 3700	 2200 2250
Table 2-35. Other Lithium/Iron-Sulfide Battery Characteristics
Characteristics	 Value
Cycle life a	750
Relative maintenance, b 1 to 5	 2.5
Efficiency, c %	 60
Salvage, $/kWh	 2.0
Relative safety, d 1 to 10	 9
aEquivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit (1 - minimum maintenance).
°Based on average 29 mile per 24-hour travel.
d Expressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
(3) Demonstration that cells can be integrated
into full-size batteries without significant
loss of performance or reduction in life.
(4) Replacement of present nickel current
collectors with lower-coat materials.
(5) Proof that low-cost, active materials
(e.g., by assembly in discharged state) can
be used to produce practical batteries.
(6) Demonstration of low-cost, high-performance
insulation.
r`	 2-31
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A number of advantages and disadvantages of the lithium/metal sulfide
technology have emerged during the development programs. The strongest
features of this battery are its projected specific energy and specific power
in addition to its high volumetric energy density. The negative features are
its high operating temperature and its reliance on relatively high cost and
somewhat scarce lithium-based materials.
S.	 Sodium/Sulfur Batteries
a.	 Introduction. The development of the sodium/sulfur battery,
which was initiated at the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation
(FACC) in the mid-1960s, was based on the finding that $-alumina was a good
sodium ion conductor at elevated temperatures. Subsequently, there have been
many additional organizations involved in the development of the technology,
including CGE, General Electric, Brown Boveri, Chloride Silent Power, British
Rail, and the Yuasa Battery Company.
The major interest behind the extensive effort to develop this system
into a practical battery is the very high specific energy, offering the
promise of a greatly enhanced range capability in advanced electric vehicles.
The Board's evaluation of sodium/sulfur batteries was limited to the
only U.S. program directed toward EV applications, i.e., the FACC program.
The bae 4.c construction of the FACC cell is shown in Figure 2-3. The design
incorporates a central sodium electrode configuration. The basic electrode
and cell reactions are shown in Figure 2-3. It should be noted that, after
the first half of the discharge, the reaction changes to Na2S5—N82S3
with a declining cell, open-circuit voltage.
i
a
Basic Components of the Sodium/Sulfur Battery (Source:
Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation)
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FACC has given consideration to the effect of declining open-circuit
voltage on power capability and of the difficulty iu completely recharging the
battery by using a revised definition of the fully charged (FIR) and the fully
discharged MR) conditions. The sodium/sulfur system has the advantage of
significantly higher specific energy than most other batteries, making such an
approach (where some capacity is sacrificed) more acceptable. These
definitions of state of charge were taken into account by the Board in
projecting peak-power values. No similar quantitative approach, allowing for
problems at top of charge and and of discharge, was adopted by any of the
other battery developers (except for some discussion on top-of-charge gassing
	 y
problems with Ni-Fe).
As with the Li/MS system, the sodium/sulfur battery must be maintained
at elevated temperatures (-,3500C versus —4500C for WHO. The same, but
somewhat less demanding, considerations (as discussed in the section on the
U MS battery) are necessary to maintain the battery within its operating
temperatuve range.
The primary focus of the FACC program has been the development of a
reliable, high-performance c-ll. There has been only limited effort expended
in the fabrication and testing of batteries. Only one EV battery (35 kWh) has
been built to date by FACC, and testing of this battery was inconclusive.
b.	 Performance Projections. The Board projections for the
performance of the NA IS battery system for the ulrious applications are shown
in Tables 2-36 and 2-37.
Table 2-38 shows projections for the volume of complete sodium/sulfur
battery systems based on the above technology.
C.	 Original Equipment Manufacturer Cost. The projections for
the cost of complete battery systems for the four applications are shown in
Table 2-39. The values marked "A" in Table 2-39 represent the projected costs
made collectively by the Board. The values marked "B" result from a more
detailed analysis by one Board member (see Section II-A-10).
d. Other Characteristics. Table 2-40 shows the projected
values of the other parameters that influence life-cycle costs and acceptance
of the sodium/sulfur technology.
e. Development Assumptions. The sodium/sulfur battery is
currently receiving more support throughout the world than any other battery
system for EV applications. The primary reasons for this are that the system
offers both high performance and low cost. However, many developments will be
required before the promise suggested by the projections can be realized in a
practical system:
(1)	 Development of reproducible, strong, and
low resistance 0-alumina tubes produced
from low-cost starting materials and using
potentially low-cost processing methods.
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Table 2-36. Specific Energy (in Wh/kg) as a /unction of
Power-to-Energy Ratio and Power Density
Power density, W/kg
P/E ratio 20 60 100
1.0 121 109 95
2.1 87 82 76
2.4 83 78 73
3.3 73 69 64
Table 2-37. Specific Power (in W/kg) as a Function of Power-to-Energy
Ratio and State of Charge
State of charge, %
P/E ratio 50 30 10
1.0 148 141 129
2.1 199 192 180
2.4 224 210 180
3.3 244 234 220
Table 2-38. Battery Volume and Mass Density (in liters/kg per liter)
Battery size, kWh/kW
r.
50/50	 12/25
	
25/60	 15/50
Volume, liters	 380/1.09	 128/1.08	 272/1.11	 192/1.07
s	 ._
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Table 2-39. Initial battery Cost (OiM Cost in 1982 Dollars)
Battery size, kWh/kW
50/50	 12/25	 25/60	 15/50
A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B	 A	 B
Battery cost	 4500 6100	 2425 3000	 4325 4100	 3625 3300
Table 2-40. Other Sodium/Sulfur Battery Characteristics
Characteristics	 Value
Cycle life •	 750
Relative maintenance, b 1 to 5	 3.5
Effiriency, c X	 66
Salvage, $/kWh	 0
Relative safety, d 1 to 10	 5
a Equivalent full discharges.
bExpressed as figure of merit U - minimum maintenance).
c Based on average 29 mile per 24-hour travel.
dExpressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
(2) Demonstration that the cycle lives of such tubes
exhibit good Weibull-shape factors.
(3) Demonstrated ability to undergo repeated freeze-thaw
cycling without cell failures.
(4) Successful demonstration of low-cost,
corrosion-resistant construction materials and
positive electrode-current collectors.
(5) Demonstration that batteries can be developed that are
tolerant to on-the-road conditions without ceramic
failure (safety considerations).
t
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The sodium/sulfur battery is one of several batteries under development
that has the capability of yielding considerably higher energy-to-weight
ratios than any of the near-term batteries. A negative feature, however, is
that the volumetric ratios are mignifteantly less attractive.
Despite intensive, worldwide development activity to date, the battery
system must still be considered in its early stages of engineering
development. It is not yet clear that the inherent advantages of this system
can be realized in commercial EV batteries.
9.	 Aluminum/Air Batteries
a.	 Introduction. The aluminum/air battery is the result of a
search for an electrochemical-fuel. Early R&D focused on sodium and lithium
electrodes in aqueous systems but shifted to aluminum for cost, availability,
and safety reasons. DOE support of the aluminum/air battery began in 1978 at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The primary interest in
this battery system is based on the promise of developing an electric vehicle
capable of long-range and rapid refueling. This battery provides the
high-energy density needed for long range through the use of consumable
aluminum anodes and fuel-cell-type air cathodes.
The aluminum/air battery consists Of two essential components: a
galvanic cell stack and a fluidized bed crystallizer. The cell consists of
two air cathode cassettes held at an angle of 3 to 6 deg. These are designed
for ease of replacement during maintenance. Current collection is affe.:ted by
parallel tracts of copper that make contact with the aluminum at the
electrolyte interface. Refueling is accomplished by the continued feeding of
new plates and water. During operation, the aluminum, water, and air react,
forming a powder of hydrargillite (aluminum trihydroxide).
The electrode, cell, crystallizer, and battery reactions are as follows:
Anode: Al + Na0H + 30H- - NaAl(OH)4 + 3e -
Cathode: 3e - + 3 / 2H20 + 3/402 - 30H-
Cell: Al + NaOH + 3/ 2H20 + 3/ 402 a NaAl(OH)4
Crystallizer reaction: NaAl(OH)4 - NaOH + Al(OH)3
Battery reaction: Al + 3/2H20 + 3/402 - A1(O03
Schematic diagrams detailing the cell and crystallizer operation are
shown in Figures 2-4a and 2-4b.
Until the present time, the emphasis of the developmei`. program has been
on the air electrodes and cell design. Small-scale systems have been built
and evaluated to identify critical problem areas. Current emphasis is on
aluminum-alloy development (especially to improve coulombic efficienc-r and to
broaden the operating temperature range) and improvements to the crystallizer.
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b. Performance Projections. Because the aluminum/air system is
a primary battery, the only mission considered was for the full-performance
EV, i.e., the equivalent of a 50-kWh/50-kW tattery. The discharge
characteristics projected for this battery are shown in Table 2-41. The
nature of the electrochemical reactions is such that the peak-specific power
does not depend on the state of charge; indeed, state of charge has no meaning
for this system.
The Board's projection for the volume of the full-performance battery
was 528 liters, with a mass density of 0.6 kg per liter.
c. Original Equipment Manufacturer Cost. The projected cost
for this battery (not subject to detailed analysis was $2100. However, it
must be recognized that this cost relates to cell hardware and auxiliaries
because the active materials are used as "fuel. 01 Projections of
aluminum-alloy costs did not form part of this study.
d. Other Characteriatice. The other factors influencing
life-cycle costs (with the exception of the aluminum fuel) and acceptance of
aluminum/air technology are shown in Table 2-42.
e. Development Assumptions.  It is difficult to make
projections for the aluminum air battery in the absence of a successful
demonstration of a full-size battery system or even full-size engineering
cells. The Board considered the following key developments to be necessary
before the projections can be realized in a practical system:
(1) Development of a low-cost aluminum alloy with
reduced self discharge while maintaining
electrochemical and system performance.
(2) Demonstration of cathode life, under
realistic operating conditions.
(3) Demonstration of lightweight, reliable,
and low-cost device to separate
hydrargillite.
(4) Design development and life test of high-
performance, manufacturable cell stacks
that minimize shunt currents throughout
battery use.
(5) Design, fabrication, and testing of full-
size battery system, including low-cost,
reliable, and efficient auxiliaries.
The main advantage of the aluminum/air battery for EV application is its
unique characteristic of virtually utilimited range. However, its low energy
efficiency and system complexity are significant factors to be considered in
selecting this battery for commerci.,i EVs.
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aTable 2-41. Specific ►lnergy (in Wh/kg) as a Function of
Power-to-Energy Ratio and Power Density
Power density, W/kg y
P/E ratio
	
20	 60	 100
L.0	 158	 158	 151
Table 2-42. Other Nickel/Iron Battery Characteristics
Characteristics	 Value
Cycle life	 NA
Relative maintenance, a 1 to 5	 4.5
Efficiency, b %	 18
Salvage, $/kWh	 0
Relative safety, c 1 to 10	 6
a Expressed as figure of merit (1 - minim6m maintenance).
'	 bSource efficiency combining discharge and charge (alumimum
production) efficiencies.
fi	 bExpressed as figure of merit (baseline ICE vehicle-6).
,F
10.	 Assessment of Battery Selling-Price Estimates
a.	 Introduction. This section summarizes subjective estimates
for the OEM selling prices for the batteries considered by the JPL Board.
These estimates have drawn on related information and methods developed _n
earlier and current projects.
Table 2-43 presents an outline of the major segments of the method used
in making the subjective estimate from the developer's estimate and related
information. The term "Investigator's Estimate" is used to identify this
subjective satimate. 5 A more detailed exposition of the method of analysis
Le presented in t4a Appendices (Volume V).
The extent to which this method can be fully implemented varies widely,
lepending on the amount of information published and the extent to which the
level.oper wishes to participate in the process of clarifying the issues
raised. The greater the cooperation between developer and investigator, the
Less is the subjective element in the Investigator Estimate.
For each battery, a comparison is made of the estimates from the
de jeloper, JPL Board estimate, and the Investigator Estimate generated in this
section.
Included in the comparison charts for each battery are letter-labeled
data points. These are values extracted or derived from earlier projects.
The lines connecting the data points on a chart are not intended to indicate a
continuum of values but, rather, the profile of the values for the four
batteries.
All values of the battery OEM selling prices are in 1982 dollars unless
otherwise noted. The derivation of the selling price estimates is based for
Table 2-43. Outline for Determining Investigator Estimate
(1) Definition of technology, especially in relation to battery design,
materials and components, and performance specification assumed in
the design fe)r the cost estimate
(2) Definition of process f'owsheet and process-and-equipment develop-
ment needs for manufacturing assumed battery desiga for cost estimate
(3) Analysis of developer's estimates for material and component costs,
direct labor hours, and installed equipment costs for the production
rate specified
(4) Discussion with developer to clarify issues raised in the above
analysis
(5) Evaluation of developer's "overall capability" at the time of
generating his developer ceiling-price estimate
(6) Determination of Investigator's Estimate by making subjective
adjustments to item (3) parameters in conjunction with evaluation
made in item (5)
'he Investigator's Estimate represents that of J.A. Consiglio, Solva-Tek
Lasociates. The JPL Board estimates represent those of the remaining members
if the AV Battery Review Board (B.A. Askew, P.C. Symons, and W.J. Walsh).
'his section of the report was prepared in April 1984.
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the most part on Electric Power Research Institute/A.D. Little, Inc. (EPRI/ADL)
guidelines. The aluminum/air battery was not considered because a developer
estimate had not been received at the time of preparation of this section.
A summary comparison and discussion is presented at the and of this section.
As indicated in Table 2-43 (itam 5), an important element in making the
subjective determination of an Investigator Estimate is the evaluation of the
developer's overall capability at the time he generates his cost or selling
pricy; estimates. A summary of this capability evaluation for the developers
being considered is listed in Table 2-44.
x
	
	 The capability rankings are divided into four groups with group A
representing the highest overall capability and group D representing the
lowest capability. The order in a given group is not significant. The column
in Table 2-44 labeled "Impression" is the investigator's impression of the
developer's approach in ma:,ing and presenting the results of his estimate.
As a general rule (but with exception) an ebtimate made by a group D developer
is likely to underestimate the future realized cost or price by a wide
margin. This phenomenon has been documented in othev prototype projects
(Reference 2-1).
For some battery developers in group D, future realized prices can be
two to three times the values projected in their early estimates. Some
explanation is required for Exxon's placement in group D. At the titer initial
estimates were prepared, Exxon had not built a prototype stack or system.
This fact, in addition to the lack of definition in the technology (item (1)),
process flowsheet and equipment-development needs placed Exxon in the lowest
capability group. Further definition has taken place since that time,
although further evaluation is not possible.
Table 2-44. Developer Overall Capability Assessment:
Relative Order by Groups
Group	 Battery	 Developer	 Impression
A	 Pb/Acid	 No specific developer assessed
Ni/Fe	 Eagle Picher Industries
B	 Zn/C1	 Energy Development Associates
Na/S	 Ford Aerospace and
Communications Corp.
C	 Li/MS	 Gould, Inc.
Argonne National Laboratory
D	 Zn/Br	 Exxon
Fe/Air
	
Westinghouse
Conservative
Conservative
Optimistic
Conservative
Conservative
Optimistic
Optimistic
Optimistic
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A closing comment on the evaluation of the developer's capability: This
procedure is used as a working tool to treat the information from the various
developers in a more consistent manner. There is no claim that it is
foolproof in eliminating error or uncertainty.
b.	 Lead/Acid Battery. The comparison of the selling-price
estimates for the ISOA/Pb/Acid battery is shown in Figure 2-5. The JPL
Panel's values are represented by Phil Symons' Equation values. Point
labelled A is an Investigator Estimate (following ADL guidelines) generated in
an earlier study (Reference 2-2). It is for an EV battery at a production
rate of 100,000 batteries per year with lead at 404/lb. The battery
performance specification was not defined in terms of the JPL Panel's
performance parameters. The specification is a low power-to-energy ratio and
is closest to the specification for a full-performance vehicle battery.
The assumptions concerning the battery production facility were that it
was a modern, highly automated plant. Fabrication in a typical automated
plant would increase the selling price by 15 to 20%. For lead at 304/lb, the
selling price would decrease approximately 15%.
The Investigator Estimate 1980 DOE Study is contoured to the JPL Panel
(Symons Equation values) line, starting at point A. No changes were made in
the estimate to reflect 1980-1982 cost changes. Under these conditions, the
estimate should be viewed as optimistic for 404/Lb lead.
C.
	
Nickel/Iron Battery. The comparison of the selling-price
estimates for the nickel/iron battery is shown in Figure 2-6. Points
labelled A and B are based on an Investigator's Estimate (generated by
Phil Symons and Joseph Consiglio) for an EPRI project (Reference 2-3). This
estimate was based on Eagle Picher Industries, Inc., data and is expressed in
1982 dollars per revised EPRI/ADL/Symons guidelines. Point A was derived by
converting the EPRI Investigator's Estimate from 20,000 to 100,000 batteries
per year production, using extrapolation factors developed and used in the
EPRI study. Point B was derived from Point A by applying approximate
adjustment factors to materials, equipment, and rent values to raise the
energy content from 23 to 50 kWh.
This estimate is optimistic because the materials-cost reductions
applied in the extrapolation procedure is not likely to be realized for the
nickel costs. EPRI Study values represent the Investigator estimates
for the various batteries.
d.	 Zinc/Chlorine Battery. The comparison of the selling-price
estimates for the zinc/chlorine battery is shown in Figure 2-7. Points
labelled A, B, and C are based on a Synthesized Developer Estimate and an
Investigator's Estimate (generated by Symons and Consiglio) for the EPRI
project (see Reference 2-3). Energy Development Associates provided the
developer data used in these estimates. All estimates are in 1982 dollars.
Point A was derived by applying extrapolation factors to the
Investigator's Estimate to convert the production rate from 20,000 to
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of Zn/Cl Selling -Price Estimates
100,000 batteries per year. Point B was derived from the Synthesized
Developer estimate by applying extrapolation factors to convert the production
rate from 50,000 to 100,000 batteries per year. Point C was derived from
Point B by applying adjustment factors to the power-related components and
energy-storage-related components. A value of 1.14 (50 kW/44 kW) for power
adjustment and 1.64 [ ( 50/22 ) 0.6 ] for energy storage adjustment was used.
The Investigator Estimates are optimistic with respect to achieving the
cost reductions in graphite, projected by the extrapolation factors used for
materials. These estimates are conservative for the amount of graphite used
for the zinc electrodes and comb buses.
e.	 Sodium/Sulfur Battery. The comparison of the selling-price
estimates for the sodium/sulfur battery is shown in Figure 2-8. This figure
contains two sets of selling price information: cells and battery.
The cell OEM selling-price estimates provided by Ford for the JPL Study
is the lower solid line (Reference 2-4). Point B is also a cell OEM price
estimate (discussed below). The valance of the lines and data points in the
figure pertain to battery estimates. All estimates are based on Ford-supplied
data. Symons Equation values are presumed to be 1982 dollars, values labeled
EPkI or Ford 1980 cost model are in 1980 dollars.
Ford projections for cell OEM selling price in 9/batte ,c^ are given by
the lowest line. Point B is the cell price derived from the Ford 1980 cost
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Figure 2-8. Comparison of Na/S Selling -Price Estimates
model (Reference 2-5) for a cell having the same volume as the cell used in
the full-performance vehicle battery for the JPL Study. These values are for
a production rate of 36,000,000 cells per year equivalent to 100,000 batteries
per year. On a per-cell basis, the cell prices have a JPL Study value of
$6.13 and 1980 cost model of $9.54. A one-on-one comparison of the two cases
shows a major difference in equi^21ent cell-assembly costs:
OEM price	 JPL study	 1980 cost model
Tube	 $3.46	 $3.23
Cell assembly	 2.67	 6.31
Cell total	 6.13	 9.54
There is an excellent correspondence in electrolyte tube OEM selling
price of $3.46 versus $3.23 between the two estimates. However, there is a
significant change projected in the cell assembly OEM selling price
equivalent: $2.67 versus $6.31. This is a projected 58% reduction based on
the Ford 1980 cost model. The factors contributing to this projected cost
reduction are not evident from an analysis of the available information.
Ford, in their JPL study Table 3-1 (see Reference 2-4), suggest reductions to
be achieved by using sodium at $1/kg, sulphur electrode graphite at $10/kg,
and utilizing a highly automated plant. However, these items have already
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been factored into the Ford 1980 cost model (see Reference 2-5): sodium at
30.45/kg, graphite at 39.09/kg, and the plant was assumed to be highly
automated. There seems to be insufficient information to justify Ford's
projected cost reduction in the cell-assembly stage.
The upper portion of Figure 2-8 shows the estimated selling prices based
on Ford's JPL Study and the JPL Panel values. Points lafaled A, C, and D are
values generated in part from the EPRI study (see Reference 2-3).
Point A is a Synthesized Developer Estimate (Ford 1980 cost model) for a
van battery using 240 cells. Tube and call dimensions for this battery are of
different dimensions than those used in the Ford JPL Study. Point C is a
Synthesized Developer estimate using Ford's JPL cell price and Ford's 1980
cost model for cell-to-module assembly. Component costs were increased by
3500/battery to bring this item in line with Ford's range of $600 to
31000/battery used in the JPL Study. Point 0, based entirely on the Ford 1980
cost model, uses the cell price corresponding to Point B. The line joining
points A and D represents Investigator Estimates until there is better
documentation on how Ford intends to achieve the projected cell-assembly costs.
f.	 Lithium/Metal Sulfide Battery. The comparison of the
lithium/metal sulfide battery estimates is shown in Figure 2-9. The Gould and
ANL estimates are not based on a detailed design and manufacturing cost
study. The projected lover costs by ANL are based, in part, on manufacturing
all lithium components (rather than market purchased) from a lower-cost,
abundant material such as lithium carbonate. Projected lithium compound cost
reductions would be approximately 50%. Further studies are needed to verify
the magnitude of the projected cost reduction.
Pending more detailed stu.iies, tha Investigator Estimate is placed below
Gould's estimate, at a value equal to 25% of the difference between the Gould
and ANL lines.
g.	 Zinc/Bromine Battery. The comparison of the zinc/bromine
battery selling-price estimates is shown in Figure 2-10.
Exxon has published an estimated selling price of approximately $38
to 340/kWh for a 20-kWh, self-contained battery (based on ADL guidelines).
This estimate was prepared prior to any significant experience with building
stacks or learning experiences of identifying and resolving problems since
stacks have been built.
A few problems currently exist concerning electrode warpage, deformation
of separator bosses, and life of the activated carbon layer for electrodes.
Costs are expected to increase as these problems are resolved.
An analysis of some of the material cost items, direct labor hours, and
equipment cost items shows the following:
'e	 (1)	 Factory costs for selected injected molded items range
f	 from $1.55 to 32.74/kg, compared with 1977 costs for high
and low density polyethylene at 34.00/kg (Reference 2-6).
r
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Figure 2-10. Comparison of Zn/Pr Selling-Price Estimates
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(2)
	
	 Direct labor hours and installed equipment cost
comparisons, with a generalised comparison referenced
to the lead/acid battery, indicates direct labor hours
at 39% of the correlating value and equipment costs at
k	 53% of the correlating value (see Reference 2-3).
The Exxon estimate is for a battery, presumably rated at 20 kWh/30 kW.
This battery was adjusted to a 50 kWh/50 kW battery by use of the following
factors: power-related factor value of 1.67 (50/30) and an energy-storage-
related factor value of 1.73 ((50/20) 0.6 1.
 The Investigator used an average
value of 1.70 and derived an estimated selling price of $1400 for a 50 kWh/
50 kW battery.
In this case, a subjective estimate is that the realized selling price
is likely to be between 100 to 150% greater than the derived value of $1400
per battery. A major consideration in this instance is that Exxon was judged
to have a low capability at the time they generated their estimate. The range
of the Investigator Estimates is shown in Figure 2-10.
h. Iron/Air Battery. A comparison of the iron/air battery
estimates is shown in Figure 2-11. The information to document and support
the cost projections made in Westinghouse's report to JPL is essentially
non-existent.
The evident status of the development is in the research phase with no
evidence of scaling up cells to a prototype device level. A preliminary cost
estimate, based on a cost model that is not described, did not raise the
Investigator's level of confidence. For these reasons, Westinghouse is placed
in the low capability group D in fable 2-44. The Investigator's subjective
estimate under these circumstances is that Westinghouse's realized selling
price is likely to be between 100 and 150% greater than their current
estimates. The range of estimates is shown in Figure 2-11.
i. Summary Comparisons. The range of cost estimates are
summarized in Table 2-45 relative to the Board values), including those
batteries that were not addressed in the previous discussions. These factors
are based on the previous figures although some adjustments and extrapolation
were necessary to encompass all the AV applications in a consistent form for
the ensuing vehicle-battery calculations.
The highest degree of uncertainty exists with the bipolar lead/acid,
zinc/bromine, iron/air, and aluminum/air. This is understandable for the
bipolar lead/acid and iron/air, which are largely undefined. Aluminum/air
is at an early stage of development as well although cells have been
demonstrated. The zinc/bromine battery has been demonstrated in developmental
batteries; however, the manufacturing experience of the developer was
relatively low at the time of their cost estimates.
The estimates of battery costs by the developers, Review Board, and
Investigator are shown in Figure 2-12 (a, b, c, d), including all the
batteries in the assessment. Note that the ANL estimate was chosen to
represent the developer estimate for Li/FeS (the only case with two
subcontractors).
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Table 2-45. Cost-Range Factors as a Function oc Power-to-Energy Ratio
Power-to-energy ratio
Battery 1.0 2.1 2.4 3.3
Pb/Acid 1.16 1.35 1.20 1.27
Bipolar Pb/Acida 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50
Ni/Fe 0.91 0.87b 0.90 1.00
Ni/Zna 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
Zn/Br 1.59 2.02 1.72 1.83
Zn/C1 1.24 1.04b 1.04 1.01
Fe /Air 1.83 2.57 1.83 2.03
Li/FeS	 1.28	 0.93	 1.19
	 0.98
Na/S	 1.36	 1.24b	 0.95	 0. ;Lb
Al/Aire	1.50
aArbitrary range considering the state of development. 	 y
bExtrapolation from previously presented curves.
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B.	 MECHANICAL POWER-PEAKING DEVICES
While power-peaking devices include chemical and electrochemical as well
as mechanical devices, this review is limited to mechanical energy storage
only because chemical and electrochemical energy storage are considered
separately as potential subsystems for the AVs in -ther parts of this report.
Because the AV is a vehicle that is to be competitive with the future
contemporary ICE vehicle in terms of range (among others), the mechanical
energy storage was not considered sufficiently attractive for routine
consideration with other energy sources. The rationale was that, while
mechanical storage adds significantly to the instantaneous power capability,
it adds little to the total on-board energy storage capability for long-range
requirements.
However, this characteristic of a high power/energy ratio can
potentially reduce the power/energy requirements of some battery couples
sufficiently to make them candidates for the advanced EV where otherwise they
would not be. In addition, several 3f the battery candidates operate at
relatively low efficiencies when they are being charged or discharged at high
rates (high power). Under these circtz-stances it is possible to increase the
overall energy efficiency by using n mechanical energy-storage device to
absorb part of the power during deceleration regeneration and to provide part
of the power needed for acceleration.
Finally, because in many cases the battery replacement cost is the
largest single factor in life-cycle costs, any means of extending battery life
can be beneficial. Because battery life is often related to depth of
discharge and/or typical maximum power demands, mechanical energy storage has
the potential, for some batteries, of reducing life-cycle battery replacement
costs.
In summary, the use of mechanical power-peaking devices seems to offer
the following advantages:
(1) Potential improvement in EV overall energy efficiency.
(2) Possible reductions in EV life-cycle costs.
(3) Potential of compensating for power/energy deficiencies of
some battery candidates.
Based on these potential advantages, it was decided a brief review and
assessment of mechanical energy-storage devices was justified. Mechanical
energy-storage devices have been in use for centuries in the form of flywheels
for machines, springs for clocks, and counterweights for doors or windows.
More recently, compressed air to operate lifts and air hammers, hydraulic
accumulators for heavy machinery, liquid springs such as used in shock
absorbers, and elastomers for items like spear guns and toys, have come into
wide use. Only steel flywheels have had automotive applications where
appreciable levels of energy was stored. And, with the exception of a few
recent experimental piojects, the specific energy-storage capability was
almost insignificant compared to the needs of any AV.
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GThe mechanical energy storage devices that have received recent
attention for possible automotive application are considered in this review as
power-peaking candidates are; these devices are:
(1) Flywheels.
(2) Compressed air.
(3) Hydraulic accumulators.
(4) Elastomers.
(5) Linear elastic materials.
(6) Liquid springs.
1.	 Flywheels
a.	 Energy Consider. ions. The flywheel is the only mechanical
energy-storage device considered that storms the energy in kinetic form, which
has both advantages and disadvantages. The most significant advantage is the
extremely high specific energy and power theoretically possible. There are
two important disadvantages:
(1) Because of continuing motion, there are
continuous losses due to such conditions as
friction, aerodynamic drag, and imbalance
that are analogous to seif discharge in a
storage battery. Hethods of minimizing
these losses are complicated and costly.
(2) As energy is added or rewoved, the rotating
speed is changed. This feature almost
demands a continuously variable
transmission (C'VT) For a mechanical drive
or a sophisticated control system for an
electric drive.
Basically, there are two types of materials used in flywheele:
isotropic and composite. The isotropic material is usually a high-strength
steel while the composites usually include Kevlar and/or fiberglass and/or
carbon fibers because of their high strength-to-weight ratio. The isotropic
G'
	
	
flywheels have been in use much longer and are usually easier to fabricate.
However, the composite materials have the advantage in terms of energy-storage
capacity due to their higher strength-to-weight ratio in the direction of the
maximum stresses. Thus, the isotropic material has the capability of
withstanding the same level of stress in any direction although it is to
primarily in one direction. In a sense a weight penalty is paid to provide
strength in a direction that is unimportant. The composite material is
designed to provide nigh strength only in the directions needed.
F,.
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The important factors in the flywheel from an energy standpoint are:
(1) The failure governing stress, which determines how m..
particle can be stressed. For a given rotor, this will
occur at the maximum allowable revolutions/minute.
(2) The rotor configuration that determines how efficiently the
material in the rotor is being used to store energy.
(3) The range of rotational speed through which energy can bn
effectively removed because this determines the portion of
stored energy that can be recovered.
It is of interest to note that wi:h an ideal rotor, the maximum
theoretical specific energy storage for known isotropic materials is only
about 50 Wh/kg, and for ^:omposite materials the theoretical limit is nearly an
order of magnitude greater. Thus, composite materials have a significant
theoretical advantage over isotropic materials.
b.	 Power Considerations. The limitations associated with the
maximum rate of energy addition or energy removal (i.e., the maximum power
that can be put into or taken out of the flywheel system) are usually not
determined ty the flywheel but by the shaft and other hardware. For example,
if the flywheel stores 1 kWh of energy and is removed in 10 seconds, the
average power available during this time is 360 W. Thus, the shaft, gears,
belts, or whatever is involved in the conversion and transmission of this
power would have to be sized accordingly.
C *	 Hardware Considerations. Flywheels have been used in some
form for centuries, b! • t especially since the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution. Many early machines required massive flywheels (e.g., single-•
cylinder steam or internal-combustion engines) to smooth out power strokes and
permit continuous operation by conserving angular momentum. These early
flywheels were usually made of an isotropic metal and were either constant
cross section or of the hub-web-rim configuration. The rim tangential
velocities were low as was the typical specific energy, but the specific power
under some conditions was high.
From the automotive power-peaking standpoint, the early and significant
work was related to the flywheel-powered buses of Zurich, Switzerland, in
operation 20 to 30 years ago. These steel flywheels typically were about
1.6 m in diameter, 1360 kg, and o^
, srated :up to about 3,000 rev/min, giving a
stored energy of about 9 kWh and s specific energy of about 6 Wh/kg (rotor
only).
In the last decade there have been many experimental flywheel system
programs in the United States involving both isotropic materials and composite
materials, as shown in Table 2-46.
Recently, the composite flywheel rotors and other non-steel rotor
concepts have begun receiving considerable attention, and a number of
experimental rotors have been built. The Lawrence Livermore National
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Table 2-46. Experiwsntal Flywheel Systems
Flywheel Total rotor Max speed, Specific
rotor type weight, kg rev/min energy, Wh/kg
Four Steel-stacked disco s 309 14,000 5.17
Counter-rotating 592 15,000 25.3
steel discsb
Aluminum hub Kevlar/ 27.3 25,000 36.7
Fiberglass rime
AISI 4340 steel forgingd 20 20,000 5.0
Laminated Steel e 90 10,000 5.6
Pierced steel disc f 82 8,000 3.5
aGarrett AiResearch - developed for New York City subway car.
bRockwell International - developed for U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D
Center (MERDC).
cGarrett AiResearch - developed for ETV-2.
dGeneral Electric Company - developed for laboratory studies of
Regenerative Flywheel Energy Systems.
e Uni3ersity of Wisconsin - developed with AiResearch for prototype vehicle
power plant.
fKinergy Research and Development - one of several systems built and
adapted to automobiles for demonstration.
Laboratory tested thin-rim rotors fabricated from various materials with
specific energier. approaching 200 Wh/kg at failure. AiResearch tested thin
multi-rim rotors exhibiting over 80 Wh/kg without failure. These figures show
the enormous energy-storage potential of flywheel rotors, especially for
composite materials. However, it should be noted that a great deal of
supporting hardware is needed in the form of housings, vacuum pumps, oil
pumps, shafts, and some system of efficiently removing the energy from the
rotor. Also, the rotor cannot be a,lowed to operate at or near the failure
stress levels, nor can all of the stored energy be removed from the rotor.
Thus, for the complete flywheel assembly, in the 0.5 to 1.0 kWh sizes, the
anticipated specific energies are expected to he around 10 to 20 Wh/kg for
isotropic rotors and 20 to 40 Wh/kg for composite rotors. Including enel _y
removal and conversion components, the anticipated specific energies are about
114 the values shown above, or about 5 to 10 Wh/kg for composite systems.
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d. Safety Considerations. At the rotational speeds used to
approach the peak-design, energy-storage levels, the rotor tangential velocity
may be 600 to 900 m/s, which is similar to bullet velocities of a high-powered
rifle. Thus, the hazard associated with large metal fragments moving at
bullet velocities is apparent. Consequently, some type of effective
containment is required, especially for the isotropic rotor. Indications are
that, if properly designed, the composite rotor will not fail catastrophically
with resulting high velocity fragments, but in a more controlled manner by
unwinding, stretching, breaking of fibers, etc. Even with the catastrophic
failure, tests have shown that the composite fragments are much easier tc,
contain.
The lower sunceptability of the composite rotor to catastrophic failure
can be interpreted as an important advantage. This is because it is extremely
difficult to contain the particles of an isotropic: flywheel failure, resulting
in a near-prohibitive increase in weight and cost. The alternative is to
maximize the reliability of the rotor (also costly) and to accept the
consequences of a few partially contained failures. With the composite
flywheel, if the catastrophic failure can be totally avoided, neither the
expensive and heavy containment nor the consequences of an uncontained failure
are likely concerns.
A recent study concludes that it is indeed easier to contain glass
composites than steel of equal kinetic energy by a factor of 2.5. The
estimates for a 0.8-kWh steel flywheel weighing 18 kg projected that 18 kg of
containment is needed for a disc-typo flywheel, as opposod to 48 kg for a rim
type.
There are other safety factors to be considered, including the adverse
effect of gyroscopic Forces and the potential fire/explosion hazard, which is
associated with dust from composite rotors and with penetration of the hot
interior of the housi..g by flammable liquids or other materials. Most of the
safety questions have not been adequately answered with many of the
projections coming from experience with aircraft jet engine rotors. Safety
must receive much more attention before flywheels are even seriously
considered for mass-produced automobiles.
e. Performance Characteristics. Available energy depends on
the type and size of the flywheel rotor. A comparison for a 1-kWh system with
the estimates for S-glass and Kevlar rotors reported by LLNL is summarized in
Table 2-47.
The system specific energy is not a constant over a wide range of system
sizes because many of the components do not scale linearly. This is
especially true for the smaller units where accessories and certain
fixed-weight components are a greater percentage of total weight. Therefore,
as a first approximation at 0.5 kWh design energy, the specific energies
might more realistically be 14.5 Wh/kg and 20.0 Wh/kg, respectively. It is
also likely that the design rev/min would be somewhat higher, perhaps
30,000 rev/min.
The self-discharge rate is important for an extended period of non-Ise
overnight (or longer) or possibly for constant-speed operation (for some
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iTable 2-47.	 Comparison o^- 1-kWh S-Glass and Uvlar flywheel Systems
Characteristics S-•Glass Ksvlar
Flywheel assembly weight, kg 57 38
Design rev/min x 1000 25 25
Housing diameter, m 0.6 0.71
Housing width, m 0.23 0.18
Mass moment of inertia, kg-m/s 2 0.10 0.10
Time to reach design speed, s 360 360
Acceasory weights, kg
Lubrication pump 1.8 1.8
Vacuum system 3.6 3.6
Others 0.2 0.2
System weight, kg 62.6 43.6
System specific energy, Wh /kg 15.6 22.9
systems). During this period of non-use, energy is continuously being
lost due to:
(1) Windage ( aerodynamic).
(2) Bearing friction.
(3) Vacuum seals.
(4) Vacuum pump.
(5) Oil pump.
tN
(6) Others.
In addition, there will be losses associated with the power-conversion
system. The flywheel system spin losses for the AiResearch ETV-2 are shown in
°f	Figure 2-13 (Reference 2-7). The data show good agreement between the
predicted losses and the JPL test data, with the deviation attributed to
--ariations in flywheel windage due to the vacuum -pump cycling.
'
	
	
The combination of losses represents a significant energy drain that
continues whenever the flywheel is in operation. The losses increase with
increasing energy-storage capacity, which provides one of the arguments for
minimizing the size of the flywheel system. Other arguments are that recharge
time can be reduced (assuming a limited power source), and that noise, safety
problems, and cost can be minimized. In other words, the flywheel system
}`t
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should be used primarily as a power -peaking device, not as an energy -storage
device.
f.	 Cost Considerations. Because there are no mass -manufactured
flywheel systems to use for comparison, costs are necessarily speculative.,
Estimates made by the LLNL panel for the flywheel system including rotor,
housing, and vacuum pump are shown below.
Using isotropic rotors	 $10.65 per kg ( 1977 dollars)
Using composite rotors 	 $ 6.60 per kg (1977 dollars)
100
	
0
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g.	 Other Considerations. Since the first analyses of electric
or hybrid vehicle applicat ons, flywheels have Looked atLeactive. Thts is
due, in part, to the ease of the analysis and confidence in the results, as
compared to a complex electrochemical or thermal system. Within limits, these
analyses were accurate. It is indeed possible to build flywheels that have
impressive values of specific power and specific energy. The problems are:
(1) Getting the energy into and out of the
iiywheel (a CVT is almost inevitable).
(2) Maintaining the stored energy over a
reasonable time period (I. a., minimizing
self discharge).
	
H
(3) Achieving reliability in spite of highly
loaded bearings, close tolerances, a
hostile environment, atc.
(4) Minimizing noise associated with high
tangential wheel speeds, high rotational
speeds, and high gear ratios.
(5) Minimizing the size and weight of all of
the auxiliary and conversion systems.
(6) Minimizing the safety hazard associated
with a rotor failure.
In spite of these concerns, the flywheel has definite promise as a
power-peaking system. However, the energy capacity should be only as large as
necessary for power peaking through urban driving cycles, probably 250 to
500 Wh. This size would still yield most of the advantages of the flywheel
system while minimizing the concerns listed above.
2.	 Compressed Air
Compressed air has proven to be an effective means of storing
energy to be used later in high-power applications such as air jack hammers,
impact tools, and automobile lifts. It is a free-working fluid that is
non-toxic, colorless, odorless, and available in unlimited quantities.
However, it has the disadvantage of being noisy at high velocity, having
significant losses associated with transferring, requiring large storage
containers, needing appreciable heat transfer for efficient operation, and
potentially presenting a safety hazard.
Conceptually, operation of the system in a vehicle is quite simple:
during deceleration, regeneration is achieved by driving an air compressor and
storing the compressed air in a pressure vessel. During power peaking, the
compressed air is passed through an air motor, which provides useful power.
Unfortunately, this conceptually simple system would be neither efficient nor
affective, due to the behavior of the air as it is being compressed for
storage and expanded to produce useful work. A schematic of the compressed
air system is shown it, Figure 2-14.
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Figure 2-14. Compressed-Air, Eower-Peaking System
a.	 Enemy Considerations. When air is adiabatically
compressed, there is an increase in temperature corresponding to the increase
in pressure; for example, if an ideal compressor raises the pressure of
standard air to 10 atm, the resulting temperature will rise to 284 0C. A
non-ideal compressor will raise the temperature even higher.
One of the major problems with the high temperature is that the
corresponding density is increased much less than the pressure, thus
increasing the volume required for a given mass storag ,... In the example
cited, the density would have increased by only a factor of 5.18 (even less
for non-ideal) instead of 10, corresponding to an isothermal compression; this
means double the required storage volume and at least double the storaga tank
weight.
The situation is reversed as the air is being bled from the tank to
produce useful work. For an adiabatic expansion in the tank, the stored air
temperature decreases. This works against system efficiency for two reasons:
(1) The airflow required to produce a given power is directly proportional
to the absolute temperature of the air entering the turbine (air motor).
(2) The amount of usable air in the storage tank decreases as the temperature
decreases. Therefore, to produce a given horsepower, the airflow rate would
have to be continually increased as the tank temperature and pressure
decreases.
Ideally, the air should be cooled after compression before storage and
heated after leaving the storage tank, but before expansion through the
turbine. Cooling is the lesser of the problems because ambient air makes an
effective heat sink, and with a reasonable heat exchanger the air could be
cooled to within 100 or 200 of ambient (note that the air in the tank must
also continually reject heat as the pressure is being raised by the once-
cooled air). Heating air leaving the tank is more of a problem because
without an external heat source, the maximum possible temperature is ambient,
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fand a such higher temperature is desirable. Some possible heat sources are
from heat-engine radiators or exhaust, electric motor excess heat, or the air-
conditioning condenser. Of course, heat can be provided by burning a
combustible fuel, but then many of the complexities of another heat engine are
added, and the original intent of a simple power-peaking device is diminished
or lost.
For an electric vehicle with no reliable heat source, the probable
system is one that is near-isothermal. Using the assumption of isothermal
operation and ideal compressor and turbine, comparisons can be made of various
alternatives for the compressed air system and the compressed air system can
be compared with other system alternatives.
The main variables involved for the isothermal system are:
(1) The maximum power required.
(2) The total stored energy required (without regenerating).
(3) The maximum tank storage pressure.
(4) The turbine-design pressure ratio.
The power required determines the required air flow rate for a given
pressure ratio across the turbine. The flow rate decreases with an increasing
pressure ratio, but it is not linear. For example, Taole 2-48 shows the
air-flow rate to produce 1 hp with various ideal turbine pressure ratios.
Also shown is the decease in flow required with the increasing pressure ratio;
note the diminishing return.
Table 2-48. Ideal Turbine Performance and Required Airflow per Produced
Kilowatte a in a 0.5-kWh Isothermal System
Turbine Pressure
Ratio, b	Required airflow,	 % Change
Pin/pout	 kg/s
2	 1.419 x 10-2 NA
4	 0.783 x 10-2 -81%
8	 0.575 x 10-2 -36%
lE	 0.468 x 10-2	-23%
i
32	 4.090 x 10-3
	
•13%
r
K'
aTurbine inlet temperature is assumed to be 15 0C.	 s
bTurbine discharge pressure is assumed to be atmospheric.
{
9
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At first glance it seems that the optimum system would be the one with
the highest turbine-pressure ratio. However, this is not necessarily true for
the following reasons:
(1) The higher the required turbine inlet pressure, the
more unusable air the storage tank will contain.
(2) A higher tank storage pressure means thicker tank walls
to maintain a given stress level.
(3) More work per mass of air is required to compress the
air to the higher tank pressures. That is, even though
the turbine uses fencer pounds of air for given work,
the compressor uses more regeneration energy to
compress it.
As a comparison, Table 2-49 also shows the total amount of air needed to
produce 0.5 kWh of energy. The size of the tank and the weight of the total
system can then be estimated for various storage-tank pressures (Table 2-50).
For an isothermal system the ratio of final-to-initial storage-tank pressure
will equal the ratio of final-to-initial air mass in the storage tank.
Tables 2-49 and 2-50 show the various parameters for several ideal
isothermal-system designs, using storage pressure from 16 to 64 atm and
turbine inlet pressure from 2 to 8 atm. Because each system represents a
Table 2-49. Comparison of Compressed Air Storage Volume Requirements•
Maximum
storage-
tank
pressure,
atm
Turbine inlet
pressure,
atm
Usable air
from tank,
kg
Maximum air
in tank,
kg
Required
tank volume,
1
16 2 34 39 1031
32 2 34 37 481
64 2 34 35 232
16 4 19 25 671
32 4 19 22 286
64 4 19 20 134
16 8 14 28 730
32 8 14 19 243
64 8 14 11 104
aAvailable stored energy 0.5 kWh, isothermal.
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Table 2-50. Weight Comparison of Compressed Air Storage Systems
Maximum
storage-	 Spherical
tank	 Turbine inlet Storage-tank	 tank	 Storage-	 Tank plus
pressure,	 pressure,	 volume,	 radius,	 tank weight, air weight,
atm	 ato	 1	 m	 kg	 kg
16 2 1031 0.63 51 100
32 2 481 0.49 57 94
64 2 232 0.38 54 89
16 4 671 0.54 39 64
32 4 286 0.41 34 56
64 4 134 0.32 31 51
16 8 730 0.56 43 71
32 8 243 0.39 29 48
64 8 104 0.29 25 36
•Available stored energy - 0.5 kWh, isothermal.
usable 0.5 kWh of energy, the range of specific energy using the given
assumptions range from about 5 to 13 Wh/kg. If a tank material with a greater
assumed strength-to-weight ratio [very possible because the assumed values
were for aluminum with an allowable stress of 114 MN/m2 (16.6 ksi) or steel
with an allowable stress of 345 MN/m2 (50 ksi)j is used in conjunction with
a heat source for the air, these values could easily be tripled.
Consequently, with a mature design, the range of values for stored energy,
including the weight of air and storage tank, would be about 20 to 40 Wh/kg.
The stored energy for the system is comparatively high in mass, but it
is rather low in volume. The storage tank for the example system has volume
requirements of about 100 to 1000 liters. However, for optimized pressures,
pressure ratio, and mature technology, the expectations would be 5 to 15 Wh/1.
b.	 Cost Considerations. The cost for the storage system is low
because the working fluid is free; the tank is light and comprises a simple
technology. The example system has a higher weight storage tank but a lower
cost-per-unit weigh.. than a mature system. As the tank sophistication
increases, the weight goes down; but the cost per weight goes up. A
reasonable mature storage system cost is about $200/kWh (1977 dollars).
Note that although the cost for the energy-storage system is low,
the costs for the auxiliary and conversion systems will be high. In addition
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to the storage, there are four major subsystems required for a complete
working system:
(l)	 Heat exchangers.
(2) Control valves/regulators.
(3) Air compressor or pump.
(4) Air turbine or motor.
A system designed to produce 20 kW and absorb even higher power levels
and which uses near-ambient temperature air will be relatively large and
expensive; most of the components would have to be developed. Heat exchangers
that must contain fluids at 10 to 100 atm of pressure are difficult to build
inexpensively. The high pressures require thick walls, in contrast to the
thin walls needed for effective heat exchange. Thus, the surface area,
weight, and cost go up dramatically with increasing pressure.
Similar problems will exist with the compressor. At these high pressure
ratios, a multi-stage piston-type compressor with intercoolers is probably the
only viable alternative, «which means a sophisticated, high-strength device in
a small package (and a corresponding high price). Unlike turbocharger
turbines (which use a low-pressure ratio, high-temp- .ure gas to produce a
few kW of power), the high-pressure ratio will probably require a
multi-staged, pressure-compounded, or velocity-compounded impulse wheel, which
again is an expensive, sophisticated device.
Although accurate estimates have not been made concerning these
additional component costs, a consumer cost for the 20 kW, 0.5-kWh system
could easily be $2,000 to $5,000. Furthermore, there could be appreciable
maintenance costs and reduced reliability, especially with the rotating
machinery. These factors will probably combine to make the system an
unattractive option as compared to the flywheel system.
3.	 Hydraulic Accumulators
Like compressed air systems, hydraulic accumulators have been used
for years for energy storage and have proven effective for many applications.
The primary use has been in conjunction with hydraulic systems in which fluid
motors or actuators are used, usually on an intermittent basis, for slow-
moving, high-power applications. A schematic for this type of system is shown
in Figure 2-15.
a.	 Energy Considerations. The energy in the hydraulic
accumulator is stored almost entirely in the compressed gas contained within
the accumulator. The hydraulic fluid provides a means of compressing the gas
and of transforming the stored energy within the gas to useful work (via the
hydraulic motor). The mass of gas contained in the accumulator is typically
constant, usually separable from the hydraulic fluid by a bladder. The
pressure is equalized across the bladder, and work is performed by passing the
high-pressure accumulator hydraulic fluid through a fluid motor and into the
low-pressure reservoir. The pressure in the compressed gas, and correspondingly
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Figure 2-15. Hydraulic Accumulator Energy-Storage System
the potential for work from the hydraulic fluid, depends on the volume of the
gas relative to the overall accumulator volume and the thermodynamics of the
gas during expansion. Because the energy storage media is the same as for the
compressed-air system (assuming air in the accumulator), the theoretical work
capability will be the same in both cases wits the same mass of air and the
same thermodynamics. Thus, with these assumptions, the hydraulic accumulator
will always have a lower specific energy than the compressed-air system, both
in volume and mass. The hydraulic fluid is basically incompressible and,
therefore, stores no appreciable recoverable energy - it simply acts as a
working fluid to convey the energy.
b.	 Power Considerations. Although the stored energy is
contained almost entirely in the compressed gas, the utilization is quite
different from the compressed-air system. The probable operation would be
over a rather limited range of pressure (isobaric would be ideal) at high
absolute pressure levels (200 to 400 atm). Thus, the required air and fluid
storage volumes are determined by the total fluid flow at the design pressure
to produce the desired energy. The flow rate is determined by the power
demand.. For example, if the working fluids are assumed to be air and
^
p
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hydraulic fluid with a specific gravity of 0.8, and the working pressure range
is 200 atm to 1 atm, then the ideal power is 0.02 kW per em /s of fluid flow
(0.44 hp per in.3/s).
Because the power produced is directly proportional to the pressure drop
through the ideal pump, the required flow will increase or decrease as the
working pressure is de^.reased or increared. Table 2-51 shows the volume flow
requirements of hydraulic fluid for various assvmed inlet pressures.
The storage system will not be isobaric but will depend on the ,relative
change of the air volume during expansion (and the thermodynamics of the
process). Without deliberate heat exchange th actual process the gas
experiences trill probably be between itentropic and isothermal. In either
case, the gas initial volume would need to be several times the hydraulic
fluid volume to minimize the pressure change during operation. If the initial
ratio is assumed to be 3.0, then volume and weight requirements are estimated
as shown n Table 2-52.
As was true with the compressed-air systems, the values shown for tank
weights represent conservative state of the art. If higher strength-to-weight
materials (composites, for example) are used and some heat exchange is
included, the projected values of mass specific energy would increase by at
Least :, factor of 3, corresponding to about 3 to 5 Wh/kg.
C.
	 Cost Consiuerations. Tha coat of the hydraulic accumulator
system is uncertain, but the storage system with fluid would be about 8 times
the compresses—air system, or about 11,600 per kWh. The remainder of the
system, for a 20-kW power capability, would probably be in the range of $500
to $1,500, thereby putting the system cost at about $2,000 to $3,000 per kWh.
Table 2-51. Idea! Hydraulic Motor Flow Requirements
Pump Motor
	
inlet	 Required volume
pressure,	 flow pe.* kW,
	
atm	 cm3/kW
Fluid volume	 Fluid weight
for 0.5 kWh,	 for 0.5 kWh,
1	 kg
	
50	 200	 360	 288
	
100	 100	 180	 144
	
200
	 50	 90	 72
	
400	 2i	 45	 36
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Table 2-52. Weight Comparison of Ideal Hydraulic Accumulator Storage
Systems for 0.5 kWh Stored Energy (Isothermal)
Tank + air +
Input	 Air	 Air
	
Tank	 Spherical	 Tank	 fluid +
pressure, volume, weight, 	 volume, tank radium, weight,
	
weight,
atm	 1	 kg
	
1	 m	 kg	 k6
F
50 1080 182 1440 0.70 260 730
100 540 182 720 0.56 270 596
200 270 182 360 0.44 262 516
400 135 182 180 0.35 264 491
d.	 Other Considerations. 	 The advantages of the hydraulic
accuov: '	 ., as compared to a compressed-air system are:
(1)
	
A swaller volume flow rate of working fuid
for a given power.
(2)	 Lass noise generation.
(3)	 Lower rotational foxed of the motor
(turbine).
(4)	 Closed system, less dependent on ambient
conditions.
(5)	 Hydraulic pumps and motors of various
capacity are already in widespread usage.
(6)	 Eanie)	 to obtain higher pressures with
iwicompressible .fluid.
Disadvantages of this system as compared to compressed sit- include:
(1) Lower specific energy on mass and volume basis.
(2) System fluid leaks are much more of a problem.
(3) Cost per unit of stored energy is higher.
(4) Hydraulic motors in existence are usually designed fnr
intermittent duty.
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4.	 Elastomers
Elastomers are materials that have low values of modulus of
elasticity and have elongation capabilities of several hundred percent. A
rubber hand is an example of ,+ simple slastomeric energy storage device, which
in the "stretched" position has the capability of performing useful work.
Natural rubber, polyurethane, and latex are among the most likely candidates
for larger-scale energy storage.
Unfortunately, for the purposes of large-scale energy storage,
elastomers have two major problems:
(1) The ultimate tensile strength is low compared to most
solid materials (usually 2000 to 5000 psi).
(2) The energy-storage capacity is greatly diminished
through repeated cycling, typically 50% to 75% after
100 or fewer zycles.
Conceptually, the storage s ystem is simple: The elastomer is stretched
during the energy absorption phase and relaxed during the energy release. The
actual mechanism could be purely mechanical (such as a rubber band to power an
airplane) or hydraulic. An example of a hydraulic system as suggested by
United Tichnologies Corporation is shown in Figure 2-16. The elastomer has a
specific energy of about 6.6 Wh/kg; the whole system is about 1.5 Wh/kg. The
energy capacity of this device was projected to be 207 Wh.
5-cm dia (18 PAIRS)
	
	 ELASTOMER
180 cm
91.4 cm
'MOTOR
Figure 2-16. Elastomer/Hydraulic Energy-Storage System
(Source: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
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Thus, the elastomerie energy-storage system has the advantages of
simplicity, low noise, low cost, and good safety characteristics, but the
almost insurmountable disadvantage of extremely low energy density. It has
potential applications for cases in which only a low level of energy storage
is required (perhaps less than 100 Wh), and specific energy is not a major
consideration.
5. Liquid Springs
Liquid springs are based on the compressibility of liquids, which
is low. Consequently, a system of this type would use extremely high
pressures (1000 to 5000 atm) to cause sufficient fluid deformation for even
low levels of tnergy storage. Even with pressures of this magnitude, the
specific energy values (based on fluid and container only) are only about 0.5
to 1.0 Wh/kg.
The liquid -spring storage syst em is relatively simpi^t: a liquid in a
sealed, high -strength container is compressed (as a shack ^,boorber) as energy
is absorbed. However, because of the small displacements involved, it is
unclear what type of auxiliary systems would be used to convert the stored
energy into useful propulsion power. This, along with the low expected values
of specific energy, make liquid springs unlikely candidates for power peaking.
6. Linear Elastic Solids
When a solid material is deformed some amount (but below the
elastic limit), it has the capabili'y of doing work as it returns to its
original configuration. Spiral springs iii watches and clocks provide the most
familiar example of this method of energy storage, but other types of solids
could perform the same functions. For example, helical springs, leaf springs,
or even stNight sections of metal rods can store recoverable energy.
A major advantage of a spring over a solid rod is that the amount of
deformation allowable is significantly greater, which simplifies the recovery
of the energy for most applications due to the smaller force moving through a
greater distance.
The primary advantages of linear elastic solids are relative simplicity,
low cost, low noise, an' relative safety. However, the major disadvantage of
low specific energy ( 1-5 Wh /kg for elastic solid and about 0.1 to 1 Wh/kg for
storagw system) essentially precludes the system from consideration.
7. Summary
Six potential candidates for power-peaking systems were reviewed:
(1) Flywheels.
(2) Compressed air.
(3) Hydraulic accumulators.
ti
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(4) Elastomers.
(5) Linear elastic materials.
(6) Liquid springs.
All of these systems have the common characteristic of being capable of
absorbing high power levels without excessively large comp 	 =ts. However,
with the exception of the flywheel, the energy-storage capability is extremely
limited as compared to a storage battery.
There are significant differences in the various systems with respect to
the state of development of critical hardware. For example, the turbo-
machinery for a compressed-air system is almost nonexistent, while the
hydraulic pumps and motors for a hydraulic accumulator system are almost
state-of-the-art. Others, like the flywheel system, are currently under
active development; liquid springs and linear elastic materials are scarcely
more th4 ► concepts.
Nor the immediate future the flywheel system would seem to be the only
reasonable alternative for EHV power peaking. The flywheel rotor development
has beer active and succet.,. I., as has been the case with CVTs. The projected
costs an, , specific energy values are not prohibitive, certainly for a 0.25 to
0.5 kWh energy capacity and 20 to 30 kW of power capability. There are
problems yet to be resolved, such as noise and high self-discharge rates; but
for the time reference associated with this study, those are considered
expected development problems.
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aSECTION III
ENERGY-CONVERSION SUBSYSTEMS
A.	 FUEL CELLS/METHANOL
1.	 Introduction
The purpose of this task was to provide an assessment of fuel-cell
technology as a candidate power source for advanced vehicle systems. This
task stemmed from the need to authenticate the potential of fuel-cell systems,
to identify what must he done to make fuel cells compatible with advanced
vehicles, and to establish fuel-call power-system technology priorities. This
effort builds upon findings from previous fuel-cell studies and from
discussions with government and industrial personnel invGlved in the
development of fuel-call technologies.
The range and performance requirements of the advanced vehicle virtually
dictate the inclusion of some type of 'open" power source where propulsion
energy can be stored as a liquid or gas in a separate container from the
energy-conversion device. The 'open" system energy converters are typically
taken to be heat engines such as the conventional spark-ignition and
compression-ignition engines, or the longer-range Brayton (gas turbine) or
Stir l, ing engines. All of these heat engines have in common mechanical work
ps•­ %ced by the expansion of a gas heated by the combustion of a fuel.
A more direct and more efficient means of converting the fuel energy
into useful work is the fuel cell, which for many years has been considered an
alternative means of producing electrical energy from hydrogen or hydrogen-
bearing fuels. It offers the potential advantages of high efficiency, low
pollution levels, and a small number of moving parts (resulting in low noise
levels and high reliability). The corresponding disadvantages have been
viewed as high initial cost, large volume and weight (resulting in a low
apecific power), and a long start-up time required to reach rated output.
Because of this combination of advantages and disadvantages, the fuel-cell
applications thus far primarily have been limited to space systems and
relatively large industrial power units. However, a number of recent
activities by various private firms, institutions, and national laboratories
have produced results indicating that fuel cells, in fact, could prove to be
feasible for transportation systems.
The history of fuel cells dates back to 1802 when Sir Humphrey Davy
experimented with a cell using carbon and nitric acid. However, Sir William
Grove, another Englishman who in 1839 used crude cells as a means of providing
electricity to decompose water, is usually given credit for the fuel-cell 	
x
concept. In 1889 Ludwig Mond and Carl Langer developed a device (which they
actually called a fuel cell) that produced a current of about 6 A/ft2.
F. T. Bacon demonstrated a working hydrogen/oxygen cell in 1932, but by then
the development of generators and power plants had progressed to the point
where there was little interest in the fuel cell. The space activities of the
19509 and 1960s revived fuel-`ell activity, especially alkaline electrolyte?
hydrogen/oxygen cells. Since then, moot efforts have been aimed at large 	 {
phosphoric acid units (40 kW to 4.8 MW) for load leveling, apartment 	
9
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complexes, other industrial uses, and work with smaller phosphoric acid
(1.5 to 5 kW) units for the military. Only since the recent shortage and
price increase of motor fuels has a serious interest developed in possibly,
a ►itomobile applications, and as yet, no hardware development has been achieved
in this area.
Fuel cells have an efficiency advantage because they convert chemical
energy directly to electrical energy. Thus, the transfer of mechanical energy
is eliminated from the system, as is not the case in high-temperature
combustion processes. As a result, the amount of waste heat rejected is
dramatically reduced, and many pollutants associated with high-temperature
combustion products can be completely avoided. There are no moving parts in
the cell itself, but auxiliary equipment in the form of pumps and blowers are
required for steady-state operation. The curves of Figure 3-1 show the
possible efficiency of fuel cells compared to other power sources.
Basically, there are three types of fuel-cell systems: direct,
indirect, and regenerative. The direct system combines the fuel and oxidizer
(usually, hydrogen and oxygen) from their separate storage tanks to produce
the oxidized fuel (usually water), electricity, and waste heat.
The indirect system decomposes a substance containing hydrogen into
hydrogen gas and other chemical species and combines the hydrogen with oxygen
from the air. In this case, in addition to water, electricity, and waste
heat, there are discharged gases, including the unused part of the air and the
unused portions of the decomposed fuel. Typically, a "reformer" or catalytic
"cracker" are used to obtain hydrogen from the fuel. Fuels potentially
include all hydrogen-bearing substances, but from a practical standpoint only
a few are viable candidates. They include hydrocarbon fuels (methane, naptha,
gasoline, and fuel oils), alcohols (ethanol and methanol), and other hydrogen-
bearing compounds, such as ammonia.
Regenerative fuel-cell systems are much like secondary storage batteries
because they are electrically rechargeable. The most likely couples are
hydrogen and chlorine or hydrogen and bromine. They are not "open" power
sources because the fuel and oxidizer are permanent parts of the system.
However, because of the potentially high specific power and specific energy
(over. 100 Wh"-,g), they are of long-range interest for electric vehicles.
Another classification of specific importance in fuel cells relates to
the type of electrolyte. For cells using a liquid electrolyte, it will be
either alkaline or acid. The alkaline/electrolyte cells have many advantages,
the major one is their proven performance using non-noble-metal catalysts.
This is an extremely important consideration because the projected cost of the
platinum catalyst is 20 to 30% of the overall system cost. However, the
alkaline electrolyte is not compatible with carbon dioxide, which will be
present both in the air and in the decomposed (or ref,.;. -4) hydrocarbon fuels
and alcohols. %.' As problem is alleviated somewhat by u°ins, non-carbon-bearing
fuels, such as ammonia. But even then, an air-scrubber would be required, as
air is composed of about 0.03% carbon dioxide.
Other electrolyte types include solid polymer electrolytes (SPE) and
molten carbonate electrolytes. Of these, the molten carbonate is not a likely
automotive candidate because the electrolyte must be constantly maintained at
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Figure 3-1. Fuel-Cell System Efficiency Comparison
(Source: Los Alamos National Laboratory)
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a very high temperature (approximately 650 00, and bulky, expensive
components are required.
2.	 Fuel-Coll Principles
A simple schematic (figure 3-2) shows how a hydrogen/oxygen
alkaline electrolyte cell operates. The electrodes are necessarily porous
because they are required to bring gaseous reactants into contact with the
electrolyte. At the electrodes, an electron interchange occurs that results
In an external load current so that the electron exchange associated with
direct contact of the molecules in a combustion process is avoided. In the
case shown, the fuel (H ) combines with hydroxyl ions in the electrolyte
(OH-) at the anode to give water and the electrons that travel through the
external load. At the cathode, the electrons and the 0 2 from the air
combine with water to form the hydroxyl ions.
The net reaction is the same as that for stoichiometric combustion of
hydrogen and oxygen, requiring 1 mole of hydrogen gas and 1/2 mole of oxygen
gas for the formation of one mole of water.
Each molecule of hydrogen gas oxydized by the electron transfer through
the external circuits results in a charge transfer corresponding to two
electrons. Therefore, for 1 mole of hydrogen gas, the total charge transfer
is
Q - gtotal - 2e Na
(2 electrons ) (1.602 x 10-19
	
(6.023 x 10 Coulomb 	 23 Molecule
molecule	 electron	 g-mole )
- 1.93 x 10 5 Coulomb/g-mole
where a is the electron charge and N a is Avogadro's Number. Thus,
Q - 1.93 x 108 Coulomb/kg-mole
- 1.93 x 108 A-s/kg-mole
The useful electrical work delivered depends on the potential
Wel.ectrical - q V
where V is the voltage potuntial.
The fuel cell also may be considered thermodynamically as a steady flow
process, which has electrical energy as its work output as shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3. Simple Thermodynamic Model
for a steady-flow system
hreactants * Q ' hproducts ♦ welectrical or
welectrical ' hreactants - hproducts + Q
The Gibbs free-energy function also may be used to calculate electrical
energy produced for an isothermal reversible constant-pr"sure process. At
250C, the electrical energy produced may be represented as follows:
6	 Ca l
welectrical G1 - G2 ' 56.7 x 10 kg-mole of H2
2.37 x 108 k&-mole ofH2
Then, because V ' w
	
2.37 x 108
electrical
	
1.93	 8 x 10
V 	 1.23V
The potential of 1.23 V calculated by this method neglects all Losses
and as such may be used to compute the maximum possible efficiency:
maR 
a G1 - G2 . welectrical
H1 - 
H2 Hcombustion
n 2.37x108
.0.83
2.86 x 108
In the equation above, the denominator of the fraction represents the
energy of combi ►stion per mole of hydrogen gas. Thus, for the conditions
assumed, the hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell will have a maximum efficiency of 832,
with 172 of the energy being rejected as heat. The process described here is
ideal, however, and the actual efficiency of the cell will be considerably
lower because of losses inherent in the system. There will be the
irreversible vn)tage drops that occur in the cells. Also, in computing the
efficiency of the system, one mast consider the motor/controller efficiency
and the power required to opera , ,. all of tha auxiliary systems. A more
reasonable peak efficiency for the hydrogen/oxygen cell propulsion system
wr.uld be on the order of 45 to 502 (including the controller/motor
combination), which is still extremely good compared to even the best of the
conventional heat-engine energy conversion systems.
The use 3f a hydrogen/oxygen/air fuel cell for automotive applications
does not seem likely at the moment because o _ number of factors. Among
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these are the high cost, packaging problems, the inability to store significant
quantities of hydrogen safely and inexpensively on a vehicle, the lack of hydro-
gen at a competitA ve price, and the Lack of an infrastructure system to dis-
tribute the hydrogen. Of more potential interest is the use of a hydrocarbon
fuel, such as methane gas or methanol. Of ttsese two, methanol seems to be the
more attractive because it can be produc-.i from many sources such as wood,
refuse, and garbage, but specifically because it can be produced from coal and
stored as a liquid. Ammonia is also a potential fuel candidate because of the
enormous manufacc«ring capability already in existence. There is, however, an
obvious safety problem associated with ammonia as well as the infrastructure
problem. It is also clear that an indirect fuel-cell system using hydrogen-
bearing fuels will be somewhat less efficient than the direct system using
only hydrogen. The overall efficiency will W reduced due to the energy
associated with fuel decomposition and lower potential on the electrodes, even
though some of the exhaust energy is recovered in the reforming process.
3.	 Puel-Cell Alternatives
Obviously, there are a number of fuel-cell types along with a
number of alternate fuels that could be considered csndidatas for automotive
applications. However, under the guidelines of the Advanced Vehicle
Assessment, petroleum-based fuels are eliminated, as are fuels that could not
most the requirements for widespread, fast refueling (infrastrueeure
consideration). Consequently, it was determined that the most likely fuel
candidate was methanol, which essentially eliminated the alkaline fuel cell
from further consideration. In the event that the carbon dioxide
incompatiblity of alkaline cells is eliminated, they would become prime
candidates. Also, the possibility of ammonia as a viable fuel must be Borne
in mind, as that would also ease the problems of the alkaline cell.
The most comprehensive recent work concerning automotive fuel-call
applications has been done by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANE) and their
contractors, United Technologies Corporation (UTC), General Electric Company
(GE), and the Energy Research Corporation (ERC) (References 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3).
This work has focused on methanol fuel using phosphoric acid, advanced acid,
and solid polymer electrolytes. Preliminary design studies were performed by
the contractors for a fuel-cell system that would most certain goals and
requirements specified by LANL. Because these design studies are the most
recent and comprehensive, they were used to represent the prime candidates for
the present assessment. The LANL goals and requirements are shorn in Table 3-1.
An abundant data source of fuel-cell performance does not exist to
provide a sound basis for a detailed assessment for advanced vehicle appli-
cations. Analyses have been dependent upon data from three basic sources,
namely, that generated for electric utilities, that which provides total
energy data, and that developed for military and space applications. Although
the military application comes closest to resembling vehicular operations, the
militac; fuel cells were usually of the 3- to 5-kW size. The data from the
utility so-trces were usually larger than the 40-kW size. The total energy
data were generated under idealized conditions of continuous rather than the
intermittent vehicle duty-cycle conditions. The deficiency of data also
exists in areas of thermal management and fuel-flow management, especially as
it relates to integrated fuel-cell stack and fuel-processor systems.
3?
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Table 3 •-1. Fuel-Cell Design Goals and Requirements
Item
	
Goal/requirement
Weight, a kg 318
Volume, a m3 0.34
Continuous power. a kW 24
Peak power, a kW 60
Start-up, b min 0.5
Fuel Methanol
a Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
bJet Propulsion Laboratory.
a,	 Solid Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Call. The SPE fuel cell has
been under development for over 2 decades. It has been established as a
successful power plant for space applications. More recently, it has found
terrestr-_, applications in such devices as data buoys, air samplers, and
mobile trAnsmitters. The same basic technology has been adapted for hydrogen
production from water electrolysis.
The basic elements of an SPE unit cell are shown in Figure 3-4. As in
the phosphoric acid (PA) and trifluoromethane dulfonic acid (TFMSA), the SPE
unit cell is a hydrogen/oxygen fuel cell with catalyzed anode and cathode but
with a solid polymeric electrolyte. The various functional elements
(fuel-cell stack, fuel processor, and electrolyzes) in the fuel-cell power
plant are shown in Figure 3-5.
General Electric Company has described the operation as follows: Pure
methanol is pumped from the fuel tank to the vaporizer where it is evaporated
by steam produced from fuel-cell waste heat. The methanol (gas) is further
heated in the super-heater and then is fed to the methanol reactor (cracking
reactor). There, the methanol is converted to H2/CO at 3000C according to
the reaction
CH30H (g) --+ 2H2 + CO
Heat for the exothermic reaction (90,250 kJ/kg mol CH30H) is provided at
3430C b y 14500C flue gas derived from burning excess fuel leaving the
fuel-cell chambers. The H2/CO stream leaves the reactor, exchanges heat
with the incoming methanol stream in the preheater, and enters the anode
exhaust dryer. At that location, most of the water vapor of the fuel-cell
anode exhaust is reclaimed across the water tra gaport membranes. The vapor
exchange ensures system water balance and provides water for the ensuing CO
shift. Additional water is added to adjust the steam-to-carbon ratio (S/C) to
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Figure 3-4. Basic Solid Polymer Electrolyte Structure in the Fuel-
Cell Module (Source: Generat Electric Company)
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F 3.0 in the shift reactor. The water added in the reformats humidifier i,.
produced in the vaporizer from fuel-cell waste heat.
The fuel stream enters the shift preheater where its temperature to
increased and then into the CO shift reactor. The CO shift is exothermic and
is used to produce high-pressure steam. This steam provides part of the power
for the air compressor. The final reformats leaves the preheater and enters
the anode humidifier, whr reiu some of the water used in the shift reactor is
replaced by vapor exehar,;i with steam from the vaporizer. Final trimming of
the water eunti,nt in the Fuel-call food is achieved by injecting liquid water
into the street,, which lowers the temperature and saturates the feed stream.
The fuel charge enters the fuel-call anode chambers and produces
electrical power. At each point along a cell, the fuel stream remains
saturated. As hydrogen is used, water vapor condenses from the gaseous stream
onto the membrane electrode assemhly (M&E). The liquid water is protonically
pumped across the ME from the fuel side to air side, where it appears as
liquid water. After the fuel exhaust stream leaves this fuel cells, it passes
through the anode exhaust dryer. It now contains the excess hydrogen, product
CO2, and some water vapor. It is mixed with stoichiometric air, preheated,
and burned to form hot flue gas, which supports the cracking reaction. The
flue gas leaves the system at moderate temperature with about 40% of the
system product water.
Reaction air is compressed to about 10 atm abs. Some of the heat of
compression is removed by exchanging with exhaust air. The reaction air is
then humidified by absorbing water from the exhaust air via water vapor
transport membranes. It is not necessary to saturate the feed air completely
because condensing water from the fuel side and reaction product water form at
a rate high enough to saturate the air stream and prevent membane drying. :'he
air reacts in the air chambers and leaves saturated with water vapor and
carrying liquid product water. The product water is separated from exhaust
air in the separator. Exhaust air completes the path to the exhaust air water
economizer and reaction air cooler. It leaves that compouint with maximum
temperature and low humidity for u ps in the expander. Net pc-er for the
compressor/expander is provided by the steam expander.
The cooling system and waste-heat conversion operates as follows:
Liquid water enters the fuel-cell boilers where it is evaporated to steam.
The steam enters the vaporizer where it provides heat for methanol
vaporization. Some of -the steam is directed to the fuel humidifiers.
Remaining low pressure steam is fed to the compressor/expander to provide work
for air compression. A condenser provides the heat sink for the steam
expansion in the expander. Condensate from the vaporizer is sub-cooled to
prevent flashing before return to the circulation pump, which feeds back to
the cooling loop. Some product water taken from the separator is added to the
coolant stream to compensate for the water used in the humidifiers.
An electrolyzes subsystem is used to manufacture hydrogen and oxygen
during off-peak loads; these gases are stored in pressure vessels. For
start-up and peak power, pure hydrogen and oxygen are admitted to fuel and
oxidant chambers, respectively. Enough hydrogen and oxygen is stored for
the expected 1--minute warm-up, which would bring the fuel cell to a
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self-sustaining temperature and the fuel processor to essentially steady-starA
temperature.
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Performance Characteristics. The baseline power plant
layout is shown in Figure 3-6, and some projected characteristics are given in
Table 3-2.
The performance polarization curves established for the baseline SP9
design are shown in Figure 3-7. These voltage-current curves are based upon
the performances of (1) a pure hydrogen/oxygen call and (2) a reformats/air
call. In the baseline design for a vehicle, the Fuel-call stack can draw its
reactants from the pure hydrogen/oxygen source, the reformat•/sir source, or a
milcture of the two, depending upon the power level and drive mods. Based on
thLge curves, LANL has developed a composite curve (Figure 3-8) that shows
voltage and fuel consumption versus current density. A mathematical model
describing the voltage-current and voltage fuel consumption relationships must
consiier the effects of the power/voltage level transitions of the baseline
power-systmm design.
Prior reformate/air SPE fuel-cell tests were conducted using a simulated
reformats with a fixed carbon monoxide concentration level of 0.3%. For the
feasibility study, a design point yielding 0.17% CO was used. Because the CO
level will vary in a practical systea: (without precise control), a carbon
monoxide tolerance map should be developed either empirically or theoretically
early in the design of the power plant.
The electrolyzer subsystem manufactures the hydrogen and oxygen used
during start-up and peak power. 'the pressurized gas vessels are sized to
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Figure 3-6. Projected Solid Polymer Electrolyte, Power Plant Layout
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Table 3-2. Projected SPE Fuel -Call System Characteristics•
Characteristics	 Value
Specific power, W/kg
Continuous
Peak
Power density, b W/1
Continuous
Peak
Operating pressure and temperature
Efficiency at continuous rating, %
Cold start-up time, min
131
431
59
194
10 atm cathode, 2 atm anode, 104^C
51
lto3c
aBased on 96--Vdc, 20-kW (continuous raring) GE system design.
bBased on 0.12-m 3 component volume with 34Z packing factor.
cTime required on reformate, instantaneous start on H2 /02 possible.
Figure 3-7. H2/02 and Reformed Methanol /Air Performance Polarization Curves
(Source: General Electric Cnm•iany)
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provide the necessary power until the fuel cell reaches a self-sustaining
temperature and the fuel processor reaches a steady-state temperature. The
effect of temperature on rapid start, on/off, startistop should be
investigated. The problem of freeze -thaw is a more catastrophic phenomenon,
and although it has been examined for other applications, it should be
analyzed in the context of vehicular power plant design.
The baseline power plant incorporated a graphite ring, free-piston
approach for compressor-expander design, and assumes an 82% steam expander
efficiency. The efficiency value is questionable in view of ti;e relatively
poor design of the baseline configuration. The brittleness of the graphite
rings and the replacement of the free piston with a vane-type -pump approach
should be considered. A parasitic po!-3r loss of 700 W is possible in the
baseline design.
Sensitivity analyses to determine the effect of component efficiency on
system output should be conducted to optimize the design and verify the
parasitic power loss levels.
The claims for the SPE fuel -cell aystem seem to satisfy the gross
requirements and goals shown in Table 3-1; however, the assessment indicates
large uncertainties in attaining coat reduction and in actual performance.
Cost and Life. The manufacturing cost has been F,rojected by
GE to be about $3300 for a 20-kW unit in production quantities of 100,000 per
year. Therefore, the selling price would be expected to be about $6600 or
$330ikW. GB has estimated the recoverable platinum cost to be $960 for the
0.72 Vdc per cell baseline plant.
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The cost of the BPS membrane accounts for a large portion of the cost of
the BPS power plant. The assumption that future ^embranes could conceivably
cost about $65/m compr _-.d co existing $320-430 /m will depend upon
(1) technical direction in establishing a usd lit- of the membrane specific to
vehicles, i.e., replacing the 40,000-h utility application requirement with a
4000•-h vehicular-use life and (2) directed research and development to focus
recent worldwide in.arest in S-w-cost, efficient membranes on vehicular
applications.
rho cost of the platinum catalyst accounts for another major portion of
the cost of the BPS power plant. There seem to be no inherent technical
reason why the platinum loading cannot be reduced fx,:-m the present level of
86 g/m2. However, a projection of an order of magnit^L-1a reduction to
8 g/m2 without more substantiating evidence seem somewhat suspect. An
immediate test to verify loading versus performance would be in order.
b.	 Phosphoric Acid Fuel Coll. LAHL contracted with two
organizations for phosphoric  acid fuel cell (PAFC) designs and their study
approaches varied accordingly. United Technologies Corporation (UTC)
identified their most attractive near-term design choice, evaluated the system
deficienci.^s for vehicular applications, and designed an advanced system that
specifically addressed the near-term system deficiencies (see Reference 3-2).
The UTC advanced design met the goals of the LANL contract, and the
performance described in this report deals strictly with that design. Energy
Research Corporation (ERC) projected PAFC performance characteristics based on
parametric analyses of the effects of current density, catalyst Loading, and
pressurization on system efficiency (see Reference 3-3). ERC contrasted the
PAFC system with an advanced acid system, which is described in Section IV of
this report.
The phosphoric acid cell has a more extensive design and manufacturing
base than the SPE system previously discussed. It has been under development
for years, and the technology demonstrated in current technology systems is
well documented. However, the bulk of the information concerns constant-load
operation, and the performance in cyclic-load vehicular applications is
largely unknown.
The most apparent challenge with the PAFC is one of scaling down (weight
and volume) to a size acceptable for a vehicle. UTC has attacked this problem
by physically and thermally integrating the cell stack and reformer (i.e.,
internal reforming) as well as proposing specifically designed ancillary
components. Other key features of the advanced power plant are atmospheric
pressure operation, improved cell performance compared to existing power
plants, and the ability to operate at elevated temperatures for short
periods. The basic elements of a PAFC (UTC) unit cell are shown in
Figure 3-9. Besides the catalyzed anode and cathode, the key element is the
ribbed substrate that functions as gas reaction distribution channels, current
conductor, heat transfer, and phosphoric acid electrolyte storage media.
The various functional elements for the UTC advanced design are shown in
Figure 3-10. The operation of the system has been described by UTC as follows:
The fuel-water mix is pumped through cooling passages in the cell where it is
partially vaporized by stack reject heat. (Another option with slightly
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increased complexity uses water cooling of the stack as in presint power
plants; hest is subsequently transferred to vaporise the methanol-water mix.
This option has the advantage of reducing fuel inventory and retains the
advantage from use of stack heat.) The vapor is separated and returned to
separate passages within the cell stack where the methanol and water vapor
react over a reform catalyst to produce the hydrogen-rich gas used in the
anode (fuel electrode) reaction. The phosphoric acid cell operates at 2040C,
and vaporization and reforming has been a:monstrated at these temperatures.
Use of cell stack reject heat to provide heat for vaporization and reforming
in this manner reduces requirements on ancillary components, such as
radiators, cooling pumps, and faux. Placing reform catalyst in the cell stack
improves packaging. Both effects reduce power-plant weight and volume.
The hydrogen-rich gas is passed over the anode where 85% of the hydrogen
is consumed. rho remaining hydrogen is burned to provide additional heat to
the system and then exhausted. Excess heat at high power is rejected through
the radiator or to the vehicle heater (not shown). The radiator fan also
provides air to the anode exhaust burner during start-up. A proceso air
blower provides oxygen to the cathode (air electrode).
The advanced power plant design is based on improved call performance.
Improved performance reduces stack area and increases efficiency, which
reduces requirements on ancillary components. Impraied performance also
increases overload capability, which reduces the need for a battery during
acceleration transients. Figure 3-11 compares phosphoric acid furl-cell
performance demonstrated in power-plant cell stackb to future expectations for
this technology. A modest improvement in performance can be achieved by
structural and material changes that reduce both resistance and diffusion
losses. Achieving further improvements requires changes to the cathode
reaction or higher pressure operation. Concept feasibility has been
established for two approaches that chan$a the cathode reaction:
(1) imposition of a reduction/oxidation (redox process at the cathode by
changing the cathode catalyst and (2) changing the electrolyte.
Increased pressure can also be used to improve cell-stack performance
and to reduce the size of piping and heat exchangers. UTC's electric utV ity
power plants operate at elevated pressure. Fu•.ther study of this option is
recommended for the vehicle power plant, with special consideration being
given to the performance of turbocotupressors or positive displacement
expander-compressors t) achieve the pressure increases at high efficiency.
UTC has used improvement of performance based on cathode redox catalysts as
the basis for this study because it provides Lne3 simplest system concept.
Energy Research Corporation chose a pressurized system to improve
performance, and described the operation of their system (shown in
Figure 3-12) as follows:
The fuel mixture is vaporized in the reformer by the waste heat of the
fuel cell, then reformed. The reforming reaction is represented by the
following equation:
CH30H + 1.3 H20 — CO2 + 3H2 + 0.3 H2O
f
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The product gas is shifted toward the top of the reformer vhere the
temperature is low. The shifted product gas at 274 0C is cooled down by an
air-cooled exchanger. The fuel is fed to the fuel-:911 anode. The unspent
fuel is returned to the reformer burner. where it is combusted with fresh air.
The heat energy in the flue gas is used to vaporise the fuel mixture and to
provide the endothermic heat of reaction. The s ystem is operated at
3.:6 ato. A tur6ocompressor compresses the air for the fuel-cell cathode and
the reformer burner. To save fuel, the cooling air for removal of fuel-cell
waste heat is not pressurized. The reformer flue gas and the cathode exhaust
are expanded in the turbocompressor to provide energy for compression. for
the turbocompressor to be energy self-sufficient, it should be 80X efficient.
This suggests that &ubstantial development is required to improve the
efficiency of the turbocompressor to 80X (beamo se typical turbocompressors are
about SOX efficient).
During start-up, a part of the fuel mixture is combusted in the reformer
burner. The flue gas prov;des the latent heat of vaporization and the
endothermic heat of reaction. Also, a part of the fuel mixture is combusted
in the start-up burner :• •o heat up the cooling-loop air. The heated air passes
through the stack, transierriug tits heat to the cold stack. Most of the
exiting air is recycled, mixed with ambient air, and circulated, thus rapidly
heating up the stack.
An automatic control unit (ACU) measures the output current (Load) and
accordingly controls the fuel-f Low rate to the reformer. Similarly, it also
controls the temperatures of the reformer and the fuel-cell stack by measuring
the exit temperatures.
Performance Characteristics. The UTC and ZRC designs do not
differ substantially in projected specific power capabilities, although their
design approaches and operating conditions are quite different. The
characteristics are summarized in Table 3-3. Substantial developments are
required to achieve this projected performance. UTC considered a number of
alternatives, including internal reforming, lowering diffusion losses, system
pressurization, and changing the cathode reaction (redox couple). The
resulting performance differences are summarized in Figure 3-13.
UTC can meet the LANL requirements (and perform as described in
Table 3-3) only through a combination of internal reforming, the development
of a redox couple, and specific designs of ancillary components. UTC
estimated that 8 to 12 years would be required for the development. ERC
assumed a pressurized system with better oxidant utilization as well as
improved catalyst utilization and estimated 4 years to system readiness.
Cost and Life. UTC estimated the costs of the vehicular
power plant from its experience with high-production estimates for the natural
gas/fuel, 40-kW unit. Manufacturing cost estimates range from $150 to 250/kW
continuous (1981 dollars) for large production quantities of 100,000 units
per year. The cost range is a function of cell improvement and whether or not
noble metals can be eliminated from the cathode. A life of greater than
5000 hours is projected for the system (as opposed to 40,000 hours for the
utility system).
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Table 3-3. ^-, ejected Pol,+mer Acid Fool Cell System Characteristicsa
Characteristic	 UT-.b	 6RCc
Specific power, W/kS
Continuous	 SO	 Be
Peak	 240	 269
Power density, d W/1
i
Continuous	 59	 59
Peak	 176	 179
Operating pressure and temperatura, atm, oC	 1.0, 204	 3 . 0, 191
.Efficiency at continuous rating, X 	 56	 60
Cold start -up time, min	 5 to 7	 10 to 12
aBased on 96-Vdc, 20-kW (continuous rating) system designs.
bUnited Technologies Corporation.	 3i
c Energy Research Corporation. i
dBased on 0.23-m3 component volume with 60% packing factor.
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KRC estimated the manufacturing cost to be =100/kW continuous (1981
uollars) in Quantities of 100,000 units per year. The life elpectancy is
about 4000 hours. This includes an assumption of 0.375 mg/cm (electrode
area) of platinum catalyst.
The ERC and UTC cost estimates are significantly different, especially
considering that the UTC estimate for a wear-term fuel cell with 0.375-Wg/(.!t2
platinum loading is $250 to 300/kW (1981 dollars). These numbers should be
considered in Light of the lack of production experience and development
uncertainty.
c.	 Trif,luoromethane Sulfonic Acid fuel Cell. The basic
elements for a TFWA fuel cell are essentially the same as the 6RC phosphoric
acid fuel call. The various functional elements of the 6RC fuel cell power
plant are shown in Figure 3-14.
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ERC described the operation as follows: The fuel mixture is vaporised
In the reformer, then reformed. The reforming reaction is represented by the
following equation:
CH30H + 1.3 H2O — CO2 + 3H2 + 0.3 H2O
The product gas is shifted toward the top of th. reformer where the
temperature is low. The shifted product gas at 2740C is cooled down by an
air-cooled exchanger. 1t then ^-,ters the methanator to reduce the CO level.
The mctnanation reaction occurs at about 1850C. The methanated fuel is fed
to the fuel-cell anode. The unspent fuel is returned to the reformer burner
where it is combusted with fresh air. The heat energy in the flue gas is used
to vaporize the fuel mixture and to provide the endothermic heat of reaction.
The system is operated at 3.16 atm. A turbocompressor compreesrs the air for
the fuel-cell cathode and the reformer burner. The cooling air for removal of
fuel-cell waste heat is not pressurised to save fuel. The reformer flue gas
and the cathode exhaust are expanded in the turbocompressor to provide energy
for compression. For the turbocompressor to be .energy self-sufficient, it
should be 80% efficient. This is a questionable assumption bocaute typical
compressors operate around 50X efficiency.
During start-up, a part of the fuel mixture is combusted in the reformer
burner. The flue gas provides the latent heat of vaporization and the
endothermic heat of reaction. Also, a part of the fuel mixture is combusted
in the start-up burner to heat up the cooling-loop air. The heated air passes
through the stack, transferring the heat to the cold stack. Most of w-iting
air is recycled, mixed with ambient air, and circulated, thus rapid ly heating
the stack.
An automatic control unit (ACU) measures the output current ( load) and
accordingly controls the fuel-flow rate to the reformer. Similarly, it also
controls the Temperatures of the reformer and the fuel-cell stack by measuring
the exit temperatures.
Performance Characteristics. The projected performance of
the TFMSA in comparison to the PAFC is given in Figure 3-15. The specific
system characteristics are shown in Table 3-4.
The data show that the TFMSA can meet the physical constraints and
exceed the peak-power goals but apparently still fall short of the acceptable
start-up requirement, in spite of the reduced energy requirements due to its
lower operating temperatures ( 900C vs. 191 to 2040C for PAFC). The
efficiency is somewhat lower than that of the PAFC because of the required
methanator. The methanator is required to reduce the carbon monoxide level to
a few parts per million. Unfortunately, unless the reaction conditions are
carefully controlled, CO can react with the hydrogen to reduce the efficiency
(forming methane in methanator).
In addition to its sensitivity to fuel purity, the TFMSA has the problem
of water management and the related control of the b l ectrolyte concentration
f`
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Table 3-4. Projected TFMSAFC System Characteristicsa
Characteristics	 Value
Specific power, W/kg
Continuous	 93
Peak	 329
Power density, b W/1
Continuous	 46
Peak	 162
Operating temperature and pressure, atm, 0 	 3.16,	 90
Efficiency at continuous rating, % 	 40 to	 45
Cold start-up time, min	 3
aBased on 96-Vdc, 20-kW (continuous rating) ERC system design.
bBased on 0.26-m3 component volume with 60% packing factor
(consistent with UTC assumption).
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between 3 and 6 molarity; accurate temperature measurements are abWately
essential in controlling and ensuring optimal performance versus concentration.
ERC has conceptualized a vehicle system, which is shown in figure 3-16.
Cost and Life. RRC has esttmated the manufacturing cost to
be WNW continuous 1981 dollars) for a system with a Life expectancy of
more than 4000 h. This includes an assumption of 0.375 mg/cm 2 (electrode
arena of platinum catalyst.
4	 Conclusions
If the assumption is made that methanol is the nonpetroleum fuel
for the advanced vehicle power sources, then .he fuel-cell candidates are the
following:
(1) Solid polymer electrolyte.
(2) Phosphoric acid.
(3) tdvanced acid (e.g., TFMSA).
Of these, the phosphoric acid (PA) system has the greatest probability
of technical success. This is because PA systems have the most extensive data
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upon which to b,tild. However, substantial development is required in the
areas of redox cathode reduction and operation at lower temperatures (for
start-up). Next in line are the advanced acid calls because the technology is
quite close to that of the PA cells. However, it should be recognized that
the step from phosphoric acid to one of the advanced acids is a significant
one with no guarantee of success.
The SPE system, while on a firm foundation based on water-electrolysis
systems, is the furthest from reality. None of the major components has ever
been built on a technology level compatible with that projected for the
vehicle application. Enormous reductions from state-of-the-art catalyst
loadings and cost reductions of the solid polymer material are necessary even
to approach the quoted costs.
The generic problem of parasitic power losses for all three fuel-cell
power plants continues to be questionable but apparently not unresolvable.
Losses are quoted to range from 192 to over 800 W based on past utility and
military system data. The frequent start/stop, warm-up/cool-down, and off/on
operations associated with passenger-vehicle driving cycles may well
exacerbate these losses.
Even though it does not appear in the PAFC and TFMSA power plants, a
battery is required for warm-up operation. How these various components
respond to power-demand sequences and controls are questions that have not
been addressed and should be resolved as a part of understanding parasitic
power losses.
It seems unlikely that any of the other systems will be acceptable for
thn advanced vehicle eve" if they perform as projected. The weight and volume
req,iirements along with start-up, cool-down, and severe transient problems are
almost insurmountable for a mass-produced private automobile. The integration,
of an electrolyzer unit and the storage tanks (H2 and 02) in the SPE
system (and possibly the others) is a notable attempt to solve the start-up
problem. However, the projected costs of the systems are extremely high
relative to conventional heat engines.
Regardless of the fuel-cell system chosen, there remain some important
questions (at the cell and system levels) to be answered before the system can
be seriously considered:
(1) Actual fuel required for initial and subsequent start-ups.
(2) Time required for initial and subsequent start-ups.
(3) Capability of system to follow rapid power transients.
(4) Allowable ambient conditions with long-term shutdown.
i5) Possible undesirable exhaust emissions (aldehydes, carbon
monoxide).
(6) Realistic consumer cost for mass-produced units.
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(7) Effect of accelerations and vibrations on coa ponent life.
(8) Determination of realistic parasitic power losses.
However, the fuel-cell system has the potential for the most efficient
utilizPtion of fuel of any system considered. Because the scenario for the
advanced vehicle includes the unavailability of petroleum fuel, the fuel cell
has to be a candidate for further study.
B.	 HEAT ENGINES/NONPETROLEUM FUELS
L.	 Introduction
Internal-combustion engines will continue to be the most
widespread automotive power source in the 1990s. This is not only the result
of product momentum, but also focused research efforts in response to the
perceived decreases in fuel availability as well as market demand and
government pressures for improved fuel economy.
Spark-ignition (81) engines have dominated the vehicle market to date
and will continue to be the baseline for comparison. The efficiency of this
engine type will continue to improve while retaining satisfactory emission
levels. The main technical areas where improvements are being sought are
summarized in Table 3-5 (Reference 3-4).
The Sloan Automotive Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology judges that total vehicle fuel economy gains of about 35% should be
realizable over a 10-year period, based on reasonable success of the
developments listed.
Another means for using methanol in a spark-ignition engine is by
decomposing methanol into hydrogen and carbon monoxide prior to ignition.
Discussions with the JPL team involved in the California Methanol Assessment
(Heft, R., JPL, personal communication, August 1982) indicate that significant
improvements in efficiency can be achieved through using engine exhaust heat
to facilitate the endothermic reaction of decompositioez, increasing the
compression ratio (possible because of the anti-knock properties of the
dissociated gases), and leaning the fuel mixture (which is possible because of
the lower lean limit misfire point). The research work to date implies that a
30 to 40% increase in decomposed methanol engine efficiency relative to
current gasoline engines is practically realizable, of which about half of she
improvement could be realized without dissociation of the fuel.
The use of prechamber-type diesel compression-ignition (CI) engines is
growing rapidly in passenger cars. Further improvements in the efficiency of
thes6 engines are expected if developers solve the problems of the direct-
injection (open chamber) diesel engines. Fuel economy improvements of about
15% are expected by General Motors (Reference 3-5), based on this change
alone. The Sloan Laboratory cites the primary prechamber diesel developments
as those shown in Table 3-6.
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Table 3-5. Spark-Ignition engine Development Prospects
(1) Improved control and optimisation of engine operating conditions
(air/fuel ratio, fraction of exhaust gas recycled, spark
advance). Use of programmed fuel injection, on-board computers,
and sensors for major engine variables
(2) Better emissions cont rol technology, combustion chamber design,
emission control systc i components. (This combined with item 1
above will ease the constraints that emission control places on
fuel economy optimization)
(3) Operation with migher compression ratios to increase engine
efficiency. Use of knock sensors to control operating conditions
prone to knocking. Lan operation to reduce partial load
throttling losses
(4) Reduced weight of engine components
(5) Reduced engine displacement for given amaxim:%d power realized
through improved engine design, improved engine-transmission
matching, use of turbocharger. (Reduced displacement gives
increased efficiency at partial load)
Table 3-6. Prechamber Diesel Development Prospects
(1) Improved control of NOx and particulate emissions Levels inside
the engine cylinder, which reduces the impact of emissions
standards on engine efficiency
(2) Control and optimization of engine operating conditions
(injection timing and duration and exhaust gas recycle) for
maximum fuel econoray for given emissions constraints
(3) Improvements in maximum engine torque by engine design
modifications and use of turbocharger to permit use o'. smaller
and lighter-weight engines
(4S Combustion chamber design and materials improvements to reduce
heat losses, reduce pumping losses between the main and
prechambers, and improve efficiency
In summary, current baseline engines will continue to improve and
provide formidable competition to the alternatives proposed in the Advanc:d
Vehicle Assessment. This engine assessment characterizes improved versions of
these baseline engines with nonpetroleum fuels for the purpose of simulating
advanced hybrid vehicles ar well as advanced baselines for comparison.
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The scope of this task was limited to assessing major fuel effects only
and assumed that the necessary uhanges and adjustments would be made to the
engines to allow operation on nonpetroleum fuels. Nance, the effort did not
include a detailed modeling of engines (which would account for fuel-rated
displacements of the specific fuel consumption island pattern relative to
absolute speed and power), but rather took the approach of developing
conversion factors to adapt current engine maps to the nonpetroleum fuel of
choice. Emissions are only accounted for by the choice of air/fuel ratios
that avoid the peaking of objectionable steady-state emissions (NOx in
particular).
Fuels considered possible for use in vehicles in a petroleum-constrained
market are methanol, ethanol, ammonia, and natural gas. Discussions with
reprerientatives of the automotive industry over the course of this study have
indicated that methanol would be the fuel of choice for widespread use in the
U.S. However, this opinion is influenced greatly by the possibility of
production from coal, of which very little methanol-from-coal capacity is
available at the present time. Ethanol is already being used outside the
United States to power passenger vehicles (e.g., in Brazil). Methane (natural
gas) is readily available and is the primary source of methanol. Presently,
more ammonia is in production in this country than methanol, and this fuel is
attractive as a storage medium for hydrogen, which can be used in fuel cells
or heat engines. The advantages and disadvantages of the fuels and their
effects on engine characteristics (rather than supply scenarios) are presented
in this report.
The major fuel properties influencing engine power are the heat of
combustion, the amount of air needed for chemically correct combustion, and
the latent heat of vaporization. These and ether characteristics are shown in
Table 3-1.
2.	 Spark-Ignition Engines
The naturally aspirated, three-way catalyst-controlled,
electronically fuel-injected, four-cycle spark-ignition (SO engine is the
dominant concept among all new passenger cars currently marketed. Efforts to
improve this engine include, among the others presented in the introduction,
increasing the compression ratio and breathing capability as well as
decreasing engine weight.
Examples of the development of high-compression concepts are underway at
Porsche in Germany (Reference 3-10 and Ricardo in England (Reference 3-12).
High-compression ratios of 12.5:1 to 15:1 have been investigated, with highly
turbulent combustion chambers in conjunction with electronic anti-knock
systems that detect incipient knocking. In fact, the Ricardo May-Fireball
engine with a 12.5:1 compression ratio is currently offered as an option in
the Jaguar Sports 0*t-1 oe (Reference 3-13). Volkswagen (VW) of Genuany has also
experimented with high-compression engines and has found that high-temperature
"squish" flow (so-called because of the flow resulting from the high-
compression piston and head designs) can cause flame erosion surface damage on
pistons of conventional materials (Lee, W., VW, personal communication, March/
April 1982). Tne chambers are not completely free of knock, and ignition has
;i
d
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Table 3-7. Major Nonpetroleum Fuel Properties•
Regular
Criteria	 gasoline Diesel	 Methanol gthanol Methane Ammonia
Research octane 92	 NA	 106	 106	 115	 130
number (RON)
Cetane number 17 40 Negligible 300 NAb NAb
(minimum)
Lower heating 38.9 38.L 18.0 24.1 44.9 16.7
value, MJ/kg
Stoichiometric
air/fuel ratio 14.8 14.5 6.4 9.0 17.2 6.0
Latent heat of 377 to 544 to 1110 904 457 1234
vaporization, 502 795
kJ/kg
Boiling point, 25 to 150 to 65 78 -162 -33
oC 210 360
Freezing point, -40 -15 -97 -117 -182 -78
oC
aReferences 3-6 through :,-10.
bNA - not applicable.
to be retarded in the low-speed range with torque penalties. Volkswagen feels
that high-compression engines will dominate in the 19909, but with transmissions
that allow for operation in the upper-end speed range where knocking is weak.
Bavarian Motor Works (BMW) is also experimenting with high-compression engines
and expect a 15% fuel savings for the average user if designed for maximum
low-end torque at the expense of peak-power output (Reister, D., BMW, personal
communication, March/April 1982). It seems that a 12:1 ratio may be a
reasonable limit to avoid unacceptable wear with gasoline operations.
Other efforts to increase the breathing capability of SI engines include
turbocharging and supercharging. Several manufacturers currently offer knock-
`	
controlled SI engines as options (i.e., Saab and Buick). Based on sales, the
high-speed power boost potential of the turbocharged engines is apparently
attractive to a relatively small group of consumers. This is probably the
result of thp cost differential associated with the turbocharger option and
the 4 to 241 lower EPA fuel economy ratings (Reference 3-i4l. However, VW and
Audi claim that advantages in fuel economy can result from the uve of low-
speed, sized, wastegated turbochargers and lower axle ratios (Reference 3-15).
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Experiments by Bandix and Piat have shown that there are economic advantages
with superchargers as well, with engine unde:sising and optimum axle ratios
(Reference 3-16). In the past, cost and noise development have been the
primary deterrents to this type of system's entering the market.
Notable efforts have been made to increase fuel economy through efforts
to control the engine operation so that fuel is not wasted during idling or
periods of low power demand. 'Lhasa incLvds the General Motors 4/6/8 cylinder
cut-off engine in Cadillacs (References 3-17 and 3-18), the 3/6 cylinder
cut-off efforts at BMW (Reference 3-19), and the engine stop/start concept at
VW (Heitland, H.H., Volkswagen AG, personel communication to H. Schneider,
March/April 1982). The GM 4/6/8 was discontinued because it was unrelia'314,
and the cylinder cut-off and on-off engine operation schemes of the European
manufacturers are visored as concepts that should be used only if all other
means to improve efficiency are exhausted (primarily due to complexity and
reduced reliability).
Other SI engine types of interest include Wankel-type rotary engines and
two-cycle engines. Rotary engines are attractive because of their power-to-
weight and volume characteristics. Dia4dvantagas include fuel economy and
	 x
service life of the early models, though HSU claims n^,w that their engines
are as good or better than piston engines of comparable power output
(Reference 3-20). It is difficult to raise the compression ratio to keep
abreast of competing piston engine development. In fact, Curtis Wright has
made a major development effort just to raise the compression ratio from 8
to 9 (References 3-21 and 3-22).
Two-cycle engines were phased out of the passenger car market in Europe
and the United States years ago because of noise, smoke, and difficulties in
meeting mission control requirements. Because of their mechanical simplicity
and compatibility with extremely low-octane fuels, engines of this type are
still marketed in some countries where high-octane fuels are not readily
available. If the emission problems can be resolved (e.g., through timed
injection), their advantages (i.e., simplicity, low cost, low weight, and fuel
insensitivity) would be attractive features for hybrid vehicles.
In summary, it is expected that the four-cylinder, four-cycle,
Liquid-fueled and electronically fuel-injected piston engine of transverse
front-wheel drive design will be the dominant power-plant concept for small
passenger cars through the end of the century. With this in mind, six SI
engine types were chosen as representative of possible production engines
	
`	 during this period. These include two low-compression (naturally aspirated
and turbocharged) engines, which were selected because engines of this type
with improved characteristics will dominate the market through the current
decade. Two high-compression engines were chosen to represent the dominant
production engines during the 1990s. Two rotary engines (current and advanced
design for aviation use) were selected for study, because of their
compactness, for possible use in a hybrid vehicle.
The selected engine types, which will be used as generic examples, are
shown in Table 3-8. It in not implied that these engines developed by the
indicated manufacturers will dominate the market in the 1990s.
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&able 3-8. Representative Spark-Ignition gngines
Specific Power
Compression power. density, & Development
Engine ratio WAS W/1 status
1.7	 1 Audi 1700, NAb 8.4 448 497 Production
1.6 1 VW Caspan RSV, TO 8.1 5o#7 732 RED
2.0 1 Porsche TOP, NA 12.5 539 798 R&D
2.0 1 Ricardo May-fireball, NA	 15.0 575 693 ue
3.0 1 N8U Wankel, NA 7.5 547 642 Production
1.0 1 Curtiss Wright, NA 8.5 547 4L2 A&D
&Box volume estimates.
bNA - naturally sspirated; TC - turbocharged.
c 12.5 compression ratio version on 12-cylinder Jaguar (1982).
3.	 Spark-Ignition Engines/Nonpatroleum Fuels
Witt: the exception of methane, the heat of combustion of the
alternate fuels is nearly one-half that of the gasoline reference, and more
fuel is needed for chemically correct combustion for the same amount of air.
Starting at Low ambient temperatures is a problam with alcohols and ammonia.
In contrast to gasoline, the alcohols have a fixed boiling point at
temperatures higher than those usually existing under the hood on starting,
and the heats of evaporati-3n are more than twice as high as those of
gasoline. If more volatile fuel additives cannot solve this problem, a heater
system will be necessary for low-temperature starting.
Gasoline-fueled engines were assumed to be throttled, three-way catalyst
controlled and to operate at a fixed stoichiometric mixture ratio. Engines
operating on the alcohols were assumed to be Leaner by 12X to avoid high flame
temperature and NOx while simultaneously minimizing the emission of
aldehydes, which increases with further leaning (Reference 3-23).
Tests with methane-fueled cars (see Reference 3-9) *to ,
 chat the best
thermal efficiencies are obtained at fuel-to-air equivalence ratios on the
order of 0.8. Methane should also be used in a Lean mixture to reduce
combustion temperatures and to minimize NOx.
For ammonia, an equivalence ratio of approximately 0.8 is recommended
for vehicular operation. Such an equivalence .atio yields thermal
efficiencies near the optimum without losing too much power (approximately 3%)
and minimizes the emission of unburned ammonia (which is considered more
objectionable than NOx). In contrast to all other fuels, the NOx
i
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emisstons from ammonia peak at extremely loan equivalence ratios (on the
order of 0.65).
Because of temperature drop resulting from vaporization, the breathing
capability of the engine is greater with alcohols than with gasoline. The
temperature drop for full vaporisation is on the order of 132 0C for
methanol, 820C for ethanol, at.d 190C with gasoline (see References 3-8,
3-24, and 3-25). An average of 60% of the induced fuel vaporises in the
intake manifold depending upon system design and the turbulence of the inlet
flow. It was, therefore, assumed that in a turbocharged engine all fuel can
be vaporized, i.e., the gain in breathing capability is slightly highet in a
turbocharged engine. This does not apply if axternal heat is introduced to
evaporate the fuel.
In the alcohol cases, the power output relative to gasoline at s given
speed for 60% vaporization should be used for iitl naturally aspirated engines,
including rotaries. A 100% vaporization value for relative power can be
applied to turbocharged engines. The rotative power value for 100%
evaporation could also be applied to supercharged engines because the flow
behind the compressors is highly turbulent, and the temperature of the induced
air is higher.
The power output producible at a given engine speed is strongly reduced
by the use of either natural Sao (methane) or ammonia. The maximum producible
power output obtainable from ammmonia is severely limited because engine speed
is limited to 73% of that obtainable with gasoline. This is due to the slower
flame propagation speed of the ammonia-air mixture in the combustion chamber.
The assessment of major contributing factors for equivalence ratios and
the summary of conversion femora are shown in Table 3-9. These factors do
not represent the ultimate potential (or JPL projections) but indicate the
expected effects of changing fuels in an 81 engine with only minor adjustments.
4. Compression-Ignition Engines
Diesel-powered passenger cars are capturing a larger share of the
U.S. market primarily because of perceived reliability, increased fuel
economy, and associated decreased fuel costs. Current efforts to improve
passenger car diesels are in the diioa%tion of open-chamber combustion and
engine noise insulation.
Two engines were chosen to represent generic production compression-
ignition (CI) engines (with improvements) during the period of interest.
These include the naturally aspirated (NA) and turbocharged (TC) VW engines,
as shown in Table 3-10. It should not be assumed these engines nor their
mmmanufacturers would dominate the market at that time.
5. Commipression-Ignition Engines/Nonpetroleum Fuels
There are several concerns in using nonpetroleum fuels in CI
engines. The characteristics of the fuel are such that, without corrective
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Table 3-9. Su miss ry of Major Contributing factors for Equivalence
Ratios and Engine Map-Conversion factors (8I Engines)
Vaporised
Criteria	 fuel fraction Methanol Ethanol Methane Asssonia
Equivalence ratio	 0.684	 0.884	 0.80	 0.80a
Thermal efficiency
relative to gasoline	 1.08	 1.03	 0.75	 1.08
Breathing capability	 0.6 (NA)b 1.026 1.008 1.0
relative to gasoline	 0.7 (TC)c 1.044 1.013 1.0
Combustion energy 0.921 0.890 1.302 0.657
relative to gasoline
Power output relative 	 0.6 (NA) 1.02 0.92 1.0
to gasoline at given	 0.7 (TO 1.04 0.94 0.77
speed fraction
Specific fuel 2.044 1.576 1.180 2.220
consumption relative
to gasoline at given
operating point
Maximum engine speed 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.73
relative to operation
with gasoline
aComprom!se of NO 	 emissions and thermal efficiency.
b 	 a na e - cally aspirated.
c TC - turbocharged.
Table 3-10. Representative Compression-Ignition Engines
Specific Power
Compression power, density& Development
Engine	 ratio W/kg W/t status
1.5-1 VW Diesel, NA.	 23.0 312 346 Production
1.5-1 VW Diesel, TC	 23.0 437 441 Preproduction
4Box volume estimates.
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measures, detonation and abnormal burn rates will occur. gfforts to combat
this behavior include the favestigatioa of additives to increase the cetans
rating (to control the ignition quality) sad experimentation with small
e amounts of pilot fuels (injected to initiate the combustion) in concert with
fumigation of noapstroleum fuels. The possibility of the dual-fuel require-
neat is not likely to be a popular approach for passenger cars in comparison
to the single-fuel capability of SL engines with noapetroleus fuels.
The SI engine sops (Reference 3-26) are for throttled angiass with a
constant fuel/air ratio; therefore, constant equivalence ratios based or,
parameters such as the breathing capability are appropriate. In contrast, CI
engines use leaning for control (i.e., variable fuel/air ratio), and the fuel
is injected after compression (i.e., the breathing -spability is not affected
by the fuel). Therefore, the primary considsrstiona for the conversion
factors are the caloric value differences. The thermal efficiency differences
are expected to be negligible if CI engines can be successfully operated on
tho fuels. A suonary of major fuel effects is shown in Table 3-11.
6.	 Vehicle System Consideration
Advanced vehicle systems will be affected by several factors not
apparent in the engine map conversions discussed in Reference 3-26. These
include the effects on drivability, fuel storage requirements, compatible
material selection, and cost.
as
	
)rivability. The low vapor pressure of the alcohols at
ambient temperature is the source of cold starting problems. Several methods
have been considered in the efforts to solve this problem. The first is the
addition of highly volatile materials to increase the vapor pressure. A
second method employs electric heating of the intake manifold to vaporise the
fuel. Dual-fuel systems have also been considered. These systems use a more
volatile pilot fuel to start and warm up the engine prior to the introduction
of alcohol.
b.	 Fuel Storaas. The volume of the ial tank in the
nonpetrolaum-fueled cars will be larger for a given range than petroleum-
Table 3-11.	 Summary of Engine Map-Conversion Factors (CI Engines)
Criteria Diesel	 Methanol	 Ethanol Methane	 Amunia
a
Specific fuel 1.0	 2.14	 1.60 0.86	 2.31
consumption relative
to diesel at given
operating point
Thermal efficiency 1.0	 1.0	 1.0 1.0	 1.0	 w
i±°l
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fueled vehicles. Methanol storage tanks require about 702 more volume than
gasoline based on the lower energy content but higher thermal efficiency in a
system optimised for methanol. gimilerly, ethanol stora8e tanks will require
about 402 more volume.
Storage tanks for the gaseous fuels are expected to be larger and
heavier than comparable-range gasoline tanks. These fuels will r,: luire
high-pressure or cryogenic storage. Nigh-strength (and high-cost) meterials
could alleviate this problem somewhat; however, hLghly stressed pressure
vessels could also present a safety hazard in an accident. It is interesting
to note that Ford ties developed a compressed natural gas system for small.
passenger cars.
c. Com^at^ible Material gr:ec ion. Material changAs will be
required due to corrosion problems. A.coholtanks will require a corrosion-
resistant material c,r internal coating. Ammonia is generally compatible with
conventional shicle materials with the exception of copper and brass.
d. Cost. It has been assumed that compatible materials will be
selected with minimal effects on the eventual manufacturing costs of the SI
and CI engines discussed in this report. Detailed cost analyses were not
within the scope of this task; hence, the redesigns discussed in this report
are considered part of the expect*4 research of the engine developers, and the
increased manufacturing costs (due to specific redesign) are minimal. Otto
(three -way catalyst) costs were based on the JPL 6HV Cost Handbook (adjusted
to 1982 dollars), and the CI engine cost per kW is based on the manufacturing
cost ratio, relative to the SI engine, derived from previous JPL engine
studies (References 3-27 and 3-28). The cost relationships are as follows
(1982 dollars):
(1) Manufacturing cost (Otto, three-way
cataly ) - 240 NW03.
(2) Manufacturing cost (compression -ignition)
260 (kW)•33.
7.	 Souodary
With appropriate modifications, the thermal efficiency expected
from heat engines burning nonpetroleum fuels is greater than or equal to the
same engines burning petroleum fuels. Further modifications to increase the
compression ratio (to take advantage of the anti -knock properties) up to 12
to 15 : 1, improved fuel distribution and engine control should boost efficiency
by another 152 relative to low-compression SI engines. The projections are
summarized in Table 3-12.
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Table 3-12. Projected Neat Bn&ine/No• .petroleua Fuel Characteristics
Characteristics	 !!ethanol	 Ethanol	 Methane	 Ammonia
Thermal efficiency
relative to h,4soline	 1.22	 1.18	 1.15	 1.22
Specific fuel consumption
relative to gasoline 	 1.81	 1.38	 0.77	 1.92
Thermal efficiency
relative to diesel
	
1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
Specific fuel consumption
relative to diesel	 2.14	 1.60	 0.86	 2.31
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SECTION IV
POWERTRAIN COMPONENTS
a
p
A.	 MOTORS /CONTROLLERS
'r	 1.	 Introduction
This section covers electric motors and the corresponding
processors that are required. Specifically, theory, cost, and performance
information is presented for ac and do components.
a. Background on Motors. The principle common to all
machines 6 is that current -carrying conductors experience forces when in the
presence of externally produced magnetic fields. Thus, all electric motors
(dc, ac, electronic, etc.,) produce shaft torques resulting from magnetic
fiele,s being produced by one part while currents flow in another part. In
this respect, all motors share the same principles of physics. The only
differences are at the engineering level.
Typically, motors currently used with electric vehicles are of the do
brush-commutator variety. In the past, ac and do brushless motors that
require inverted power have not been practical because of cost, efficiency,
and weight limitations associates; with the inverter. It should be noted,
however, that both the ac aad brushless machines are less expensive, more
efficient, lighter, and more rugged than do brush-type machines. Were it not
for the inverter limitations, ac and brushless do drive systems would have
both performance and economic superiority over their do brush-type
counterparts. Fortunately, the electronic technologies are rapidly advancing,
and inverter drive systems seem to have future promise.
b. Brush-Type DC Motors. With commutator -type do machines,
electrical energy is applied to rotor windings via a brush -commutator system.
In a sense, the brush -commutator combination serves as a mechanical inverter
(and transferring energy from a stationary to a moving frame). It should be
noted that the brush-commutator system limits performance beau-c:
(1)
	
	 Forty to 60x 7 of the machine losses are
due to brush -commutator losses (electrical
and mechanical).
6"Machine" and "motors" are used interchangeably.
For a typical traction machine such as GL ' s 23+6 motor, the brush drag is
about 0.034 Alm (0.5 ft-lb) or about 2 .5% of the output torque at continuous
load; the brush voltage drop is about 2.3 V, which is 2.1% of the input
power. The electrical commutation losses are estimated at 1.5% of the input
power under nominal load. Under rated load, the efficiency is 89%. (11% of
the input power is lost, 5.9% at the brush-commutator.) It follows that the
brush-commutator accounts for 53% of the total losses.
(2)
	
	
For most designs, mechanical integrity of
the commutator limits maximum rev/min and,
hence, limits the power density.
The required magnetic field is produced by the stator. For small
machines, permanent magnets may serve; for traction--type machines, where
weight and cost are critical, stator windings are typically used. These
windings may be connected in series with the armaLure (series machine), in
pa-e!)el with the armature (shunt machine), or excited independently of the
srmature circuit (separately excited). Prior to the era of electronic power
pro;:4osing, the series machine was used due to a torque-speed characteristic
that ,ias closer to constant power than the alternatives. With the advent of
;►:writ, • ai,ectronics, the separately excited machine has become the favorito
v. %-;.use regenerative braking and improved high and torque are more easily
:,.i►?sued than with the series machines. The separately excited machine tends
%^o cost about 20% more than the series machine due to the requirement of
inr,rpole compensation	 small magnetic field coils are added to
compensate for distortions in the field flue caused by currents in the
armature (General Electric, El Monte, California, personal eommunieatioa,
1990. Both the South Coast Technology and the GE vehicles use separately
excited machines that are electronically controlled.
co	 Brushless DC Motors. The role of the brushes and the
commutator can be replaced by electronic switches, for example, transistors or
silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs). The most effective mechanical design is
the "inside out" machine where the rotating member produces the magnetic field
and power is applied to the atator (in this case the stator is the armature).
The rotor may use either permanent magnets or windings that derive
external power. Most current designs fe-ture permanent magnets to achieve
simplicity while eliminating the need for slip rings. Unfortunately, the only
magnetic material capable of producing flux levels comparable with energized
windings is extremely expensive (e.g., Samarium-Ccbe10. Using lower-priced
materials, such as Alnico or ferrites, on the other hand, leads to reduced
specific torque and power.
An alternative do brushless design uses a wound rotor and eliminates the
use of permanent magnets. With this approach, high flux levels are possible,
thus enabling high specific torques and powers. Operation emulating
conventional brush-type, separately excited machines is possible where field
control may be used to either provide limited speed control or to optimize
efficiency as torque and speed vary. Power transfer We) to the rotor field
may be achieved by either slip rings or by inductive coupling where on-rotor
diode rectification is included.
Wound rotor do brushless machines will probably have costs and
performance levels superior to do commutator motors but inferior to induction
ac motors. In the near term, the wound rotor systems could be the best choice
economically because simple motor commutated SCR inverters suffice. This type
of system, however, requires that the motor idle; hence, a transmission is
required. By using a pre-regulator (buck-type chopper connected in front of
the inverter) the idle speed can be reduced to a low value. With simultaneous
control of the wound field and the pre-regulator, efficiency optimization is
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possible. Motor starting may be accomplished by pulsing of the pre-regulator
(only light torque loads can be handled during starting; this strategy,
therefore, requires the use of a transmission). This system is nonideal in
terms of complexity and also because energy is processed twice: once at the
pre-regulator and once at the inverter. for the present, however, it could be
the most economical approach to electric vehicle propulsion, with economic
superiority over both conventional de and ac induction and with performance
superiority (power-to-weight and efficiency) over'eonventional de. With the
expected emergence of low-cost modulating inverter technology, induction-
machine-!used systems should, however, gain dominance.
d.	 AC Induction Motors. With induction machines, ac electrical
energy is applied to stator windings tha produce a rotating magnetic field in
the gap between the stator and rotor surfaces. This causes electrical
currents to flow in the shorted rotor windings; thus, a rotor torque is
produced by the interaction of stator fields and rotor currants.
Where balanced, sinusoidal, three-phase power is available, a nearly
ideal motor is achieved by employing three separate stator windings
symmetrically spaced. Under these conditions, a magnetic vector of constant
magnitude and uniform rotation rate is produced. This results in a rotor
torque that is proportional to the so-called slip speed (the difference
between electrical and mechanical rotation frequencies).
For stationary, integral horsepower appli-ations, the three-phase
induction machine is nearly ubiquitous. Its advantages include very low cost
per horsepower, high reliability, and excellent full-load efficiency. Its
main disadvantage is lack of speed control (except by variable frequency
excitation); idle losses and part-load efficiencies are also less than ideal.
With the advent of power processing, where frequency and voltage
transformations are possible, the coltroi and part-load deficiencies of the
induction motor are eliminated. Furthermore, with excitation frequencies
above 60 Hz and with minor design changes, inverter-motor systems are possible
for achieving extremely high conversion efficiencies over large four-quadrant
regions of the torque-speed plane while affording high continuous and peak-
power densities.
w
	
	
Until recently, these potentiais remained untapped due to the high cost
of suitable inverters. With the emergence of low-cost switching transistors
and practical Gate Turn-Off Thyristors MOO, inverter drives are now gaining
industrial markets at a rapid pace (Reference 4-1).
This technology has direct application to electric vehicle (EV)
propulsion. The engineering characteristics of ac drives are ideal for
electric vehicles as demonstrated by high efficiency over wide torque and
speed ranges, inherent regenerative braking, high power density, and
relatively maintenance-free operation. As with the do brushless systems, the
primary impediment is the inverter cost. However, unlike the do brushless,
the ac drive technology is currently being developed for a mass non-EV
market. Thus, as inverter costs fall in response to industrial sales, the ac
drive technology should become available for EVs on a spin-off basis.
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Comparing do and ac systems is made difficult by the lack of
production ac components specifically for vehicle systems. Therefore, the
latest system developments of each type were chosen to represent the present
status. The GE ETV-1 system was chosen to represent brush-type do systems,
and the Eaton system was chosen as representative of possible production ac-
induction systems. There are some notable inequities in trying to compare
production costs of these systems. Neither system is composed of production
components although production cost estimates have been made by the Eaton
Corporation. GE did not publish detailed component cost estimates, and
currently available do propulsion component prices were quoted as
representative original equipment manufacturer (OEM) costs. Production
quantities for these components varied as well. The Eaton system estimates
were made as a function of quantity (10,000 or 100,000 per year) and main
power transistor cost ($40 to $100 each). Quotes for the do components were
made for quantities of 1000-unit lots although costs for the wound motors are
not expected to drop substantially in higher quantities. For comparison, the
1000-unit lot do components were compared to the 1.0,000 per year production
Eaton systems (with $100 transistors, currently $180 to $210 each). The
comparison is shows: i.n Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Comparison of F:osent Brush-Type DC and AC Induction Drivesa
DC OEM AC OEM Specific Power
cost cost powerb density,b Efficiency,
nuotes, b estimate, b W/kg W/1 2
Components $/kW $/kW DC	 AC DC	 AC DCc ACd
Motor 70 25 150	 280 395a	1100 84 95-90
Controls 50 50-165 350	 445 290e	 500 99 85-95
Combination 125 75-190 105	 170 170	 345 83 72-86
aDC performance data, GE ETV-1 (Reference 4-2).
DC cost data, 1 .100-unit lots, 15 kW series-wound GE BT2366 motor and
matched GE Ml controller (Reference 4-1).
AC performance data and lower cost estimate for 10,000 units per year,
Eaton (Reference 4-3).
bContinuous power rating.
cEfficiencies in motoring mode (not including regenerator) over J227aD
cycle.
dMotor efficiency at speeds and torques above 25% rated value;
inverter efficiency it 92 Hz stater frequency; transaxle efficiency in
both gsars; 14 to 41 Nm input torque.
eVolumetric data from Aerospace Corporation (Reference 4-4).
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It could be inferred from this comparison (with the caveats noted) that
ac systems are currently on a par with their de counterparts. However, a
brief survey of available ac components in 1000-unit lots (to compare with de)
indicate present OEM costs at =165/kW for ac controls based on the lowest cost
industrial drives (about $200/kW) with allowance made for rectification and
other circuitry that may be deleted (price quotes on Lovejoy Electronic's
MPR IV line of motor controls, 1980.
This comparison does not include tho coupononts necessary in the vehicle
propulsion system. The transmissions must also be considered. In this cBor,
the transmissions differed substantial".y, i.e., the ETV-1 used a HY-VO chain
fixed reduction and the Eaton system tied a two-speed transaxle. Cost
estimates for the fixed reduction gears are as Low as 45/kW compared to
$45/kW (continuous) for the transaxle (Eaton estimate for 10,000 units per
year).
It should also be noted that most of the system costs and performance
limitations reside with tha inverter. Thus, as the "eleetroni.a revolution"
continues, ac inverter drives may be expected to gain simultaneous economic
and performance superiority. This can be seen in the next subsection, which
compares do brushless and ac induction systems.
3.	 Comparisons Between BC Brushless and AC Propulsion Components
Comparisons o: cost and performance of de brushless and ac drives,
projected for the 1991 time frame, are summarized in Table 4-2. Estimates
were obtained as follows: Induction motor costs are assumed to range from the
present value of x10/kW to a value 50% higher. The 50% increase is attributed
to the expected use of improved magnetic materials and other improvements
(such as reduced lamination thickness). Based on the assumption that wound
rotor types (which are estimated at $15/kW in large production) are the least
expensive, do brushless motor costs are estimated to exceed $15/kW.
The projected cost of controls (power processors) is based on an
estimated five-fold reduction in cost relative to the present. The controls
for the do brushless systems rare estimated to cost twice that of ac controls
due to the required additions of a bidirectional pre-regulator, shaft position
sensors, and sensor electronics in present systems. In the event that the
pre-regulator is not necessary and the development effort is comparable to
ac systems, then the cost differential would be negligible.
The full range of present do brushless specific power is included
because it is not clear whether permanent magnet or wound rotor versions would
be more acceptable. The specific power and estimated efficiencies for the
i.	 controls were derived from studies of advanced inverters conducted at JPL. A
a	 variety of advanced transmissions can be used with these systems. They are
F"
w	 described in a later subsection (B), and the effects on the propulsion system
costs and ch:.racteristics are detailed in the summary (subsection W.
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Table 4-2. Comparison of Projected DC Brushless and
AC Induction Drives
OEM cost Specific Power
estimates, s power . b density,b Efficiency,
$/kW W/:cg W/ 1 X
Components	 DC	 AC DC	 AC DC	 AC DC	 A
Mot'r	 15-	 LC- 330-	 a55- 1040-	 1430- 93-	 93-
15	 15 1000	 525 3150	 1655 95	 95
Controls 40- 20- 500- 2000-	 400- 1610- 94- 94-
80 40 1250 3000	 LOOS 2680 96 96
Combination 55- 30- 200- 370-	 290- 760- 87- 87-
100 55 555 455	 760 1025 91 91
aProduction of 100,000 units or more par /ear.
bContinuous power rating.
4.	 Induction Machine Capabilities
Quantitative findings regarding performance, efficiency, and
economics of traction-type ac induction motors are reported herein.
a.	 Machine Design. The stator winding is characterized by the
number of pole pairs and the number of phases. The simplest, practical
polyphase machine is a two-pole, three-phase configuration consisting of three
stator windings, each displaced by 120 deg to the next. Each of these
windings is designed so that the "density of turns" varies sinusoidally with
respect to angular location. When such a winding arrangement is excited by a
three-phase source, a rotating magnetic field results that has an angular
rotation rate matching the electrical frequency.
With four and higher pole numbers, the winding pattern re?eats two (or
more) times over the stator circumference. As the number of poles is
increased, the field rotational speed proportionately decreases for constant-
frequency excitation. In normal operation, the rotor speed will approximate
the field rotational speed. Under load, the rotor speed will be slightly less
than the field rotational speed; during regeneration, the rotor speed will
increase slightly above the flux rotational speed. The speed difference,
called "slip speed," follows from the requirement that flux lines must cut the
rotor conductors to generate rotor currents (rotor currents are required for
rotor torques).
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Configurations other than three-phase may be used. for single-phase
systems, degraded performance results because the magnetic field produced by
the stator is not constant in magnitude; harmonic currents are induced into
the rotor which cause increased losses but do not increase the output torque.
furthermore, copper and iron utilisatioos are lea` than for polyphase
machines. for two or more phases, it is possible to achieve an ideal,
constant-magnitude, uniformly rotating flux vector. Two-phase windings,
however, are ruled out because of their high sensitivity to "aultiple-three"
inverter-produced harmonics. While three-phase windings are sensitive to all
even harmonics, inverter-type waveforms (while non-sinusoidal) are symmetric
and, therefore, lack even harmonics. for phase numbers greater than three,
improved flux uniformity is possible where inverter drives are used. While
this leads to reduced rotor losses, overall motor efficiency does not
nececsarily improve because stator crest factors degrade with increasing phase
multiplicity. Literature reviews indicate that the trade-offs are yet to be
fully understood.
There are currently two rotor designs: wound rotors and squirrel-cage
shorted rotors. With the former, a non-shorted rotor winding is connected
through slip rings and brushes to an external circuit. With this design, the
rotor resistance may be varied (by external means) to modify the torque-speed
characteristics. This design also permits "double excitation" wherein energy
is either supplied to or received from the rotor via the slip ring system.
This design, which is more expensive and requires brush maintenance, has
Little or no relevance to EV-type traction application; the shorted sgairrel-
cage rotor will undoubtedly be the rule for ac traction applications.
Variations in squirrel-cage rotor designs affect such machine parameters
as efficiency, breakdown torque (maximum torque capability before stall), and
starting torque (toque at zero rev/min with nominal voltage and frequency
excitation). Specifically, rotor designs in which resistance is minimized
achieved maximum efficiency and maximum breakdown torque but with diminished
starting torque. For this reason, conventional machines designed to operate
from 60-Hz lines use compromised rotor designs so that acceptable starting
torques are achieved. In contrast, machines designed for use with variable
frequency inverters need not be compromised in this way; in these situations,
minimizing rotor resistance actually maximizes "starting torque" as well as
breakdown torque and efficiency. Hence, with traction applications, minimum
resistance rotor designs are ideal.
b.	 Torque Below Base Speed. Base speed,o)o, in an inverter
drive system is deinf` ed as the machine synchronous speed that corresponds to
maximum flux and maximum excitation voltage. Under the above excitation
conditions, there exists a continuous torque rating (based on thermal
considerations), and there is also a corresponding breakdown torque. From
data gathered from GE's Small AC (SAC) Motor Division, the continuous torque
capability (at base speed) is on the order of 0.65 Nm/kg of machine weight
(0.22 ft-lb/lb), and the breakdown torque is on the order of 3.0 Mm/kg of
machine weight (1.0 ft-lb/!b). These numbers are based on state-of-the-art,
30-kW continuous traction designs (H. Harmes, GE's Small AC Motor Division,
personal communication, 1980. In practice, a safety margin must be provided
between peak torque demand and the breakdown value. Hence, peak torque capa-
bilities at base speed will be somewhat less than 3.0 Nm/kg for these designs.
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For operation below base speed, the excitation voltage must be decreased
as the frequency is decreased, i.e., excitation "voltage per Harts" must not
exceed a certain critical value or magnetic saturation results with fault-t7pe
currents following. With the voltage-to-frequency ratio held constant, the
above values of continuous and breakdown torque will be nearly independent of
speed. Where cooling is provided by a rotor fan, the continuous torque,
howeter, must be derated at low speeds because of the reduced air
circulation. With external forced cooling, no such derating is necessary.
Because of stator and rotor resistance and reactance combinations,
modifications to the constant volts per Hertz jagime are needed. First, at
very low frequencies and speeds, the stator IR drop becomes appreciable
compared with machine electro-motive force (SMF). Thus, at low speeds, a
"voltage boost" is required to compensate for this drop. Ideally, a voltage
boost equal to the current times the effective machine resistance should be
applied for all points of operation below base speed. At higher frequencies,
a second component of voltage drop proportional to leakage inductance,
current, and frequency becomes significant. Compensation for this component
is complicated because it is in quatrature to the MY. With adequate
compensation (i.e., additional voltage boosi:ing), peak torque levels well
above 3 Nm/kg can be produced for speeds below base (see Figure 4-1).
It should be noted that rotor currents and rotor torque are the result
of a difference between mechanical and electrical rotational speeds. This
difference, which may be expressed either in terms of shaft rev/min (relative
to synchronous) or electrical frequency (relative to sham speed) is called
the slip frequency. For small values of torque, slip frequency and torque are
linearly proportional. For larger values of torque and slip, the two are no
longer proportional due to rotor reactance effects. For state-of-the-art
(SOA) four-pole traction-type designs using low rotor resistance, breakdown
torque corresponds to approximately 3 Hz (Figure 4-2). The breakdown torque
is proportional to the square of the excitation voltage while the breakdown
slid. frequency (i.e., slip frequency at breakdown) is nearly independent of
both the excitation voltage and excitation frequency.
c.	 Torque Above Base Speed. For operation above base speed,
the maximum excitation voltage is bounded by the battery voltage, and, hence,
the volts/Hertz and flux levels must fall with increasing frequency and
speed. Torque is proportional to the product of flux and rotor current.
Because rotor current is proportional to rotor voltage, which is in turn
proportional to the flux (and the slip frequency), it follows that the
breakdown torque decreases as 1/f 2 for speeds above base speed. In
contrast, the continuously rated torque drops off as 1/f because efficiency is
roughly constant with speed. The result of these dependencies is that the
ratio between the peak and continuous torque capabilities diminishes as
rev/mLn is increased above base speed (Figure 4-3.)
8Current times resistance (i.e., resistive voltage).
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Shaft Torque vs. Slip Frequency for Fixed Voltage Excitation
(t - Breakdown Torque, fs - Breakdown Slip Frequency)
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Figure 4-L. Specific Breakdown Torque vs. Specific Speed
(SOA Traction-Type inductims Machines)
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OBy desigaing wQ power-to-weightto be moderately high, high 	 ratios are
possible. for example, with w ;ow 4500 rev/sin, a peak-po r/wight ratio
(at wo ) of about 1.9 hp/kg is po 	
w
ssible. (for rev/sin below wo, peak power
 
i• approximately proportional to f, and above Wo, peak power falls off as
1/f.)
The corresponding continuous power density is 0.36 kW/kg for speeds
between wo and wl. wo is limited by inverter considerations; as wo is
increased, the inverter output to input voltage ratio is lowered for each
torque-speed point, and the resulting increassA zurrents lead to higher
inverter losses and costs. wl is the maximum allowable rev/sin (red line
spud) as limited by rotor centrifugal considerations. for traction machines
in the 30-kW class, w1 is about 15,000 rev/min. As wl/wo is increased,
inverter cost and efficiency improves while the motor power density degrade.
Present considerations indicate that wl/w, optimises at about 2.5 (i.e.,
wo 0 6000 rev/min and wl a 15,000 rev/min).
d.	 Motor Losses at.1 Efficiency. Minimising machine loss is
extremely important because EV electrical energy it "at a premium." To
compensate for incremental losses, both the battery and vehicle structure must
be enhanced. The enarger and each element of the propulsion system must be
sized accordingly. Hence, both vehicle sad energy costs are directly affected
by motor losses.
Data on a motor developed by Eaton indicates average efficiencies of 85
to 90X over that J227aD cycle (see Reference 4-3). JPL test data (ETV-1)
indicate an average J227aD cycle efficiency of 84%; at steady state,
efficiencies of over 90% may be expected.
W	 w
1
SPEED, rev/min
Figure 4-3. Continuous and Breakdown Torque vs. rev/min for Induction
Machine (wo - Ba ps Speed, wl - Centrifugal Limit)
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for most points on the torque-speed plans, losses in order of importance
are stator copper, stray, iron, and rotor (see Table 4-2). Little can be done
to reduce the stator copper losses below the conventional values. increasing
pole multiplicity helps somewhat because inactive open copper is reduced. As
the number of poles is increased, however, the required excitation frequency
must be proportionally increased (to maintain rev/sin speed); this leads to
increased inverter and iron losses. Analyses and experience indicate four
poles are optimal without inverter constraints. However, tai implies that two
poles are optimal with the present inverter limitations (Advanced glectric
Vehicle Powertrain Program, Preliminary Design Review, ford Motor Company,
September 1, 1982).
Iron losses are definitely subject to control. With silicon steel,
which is now universally used for high efficiency applications, magnetic
Losses are half that of soft iron (conventionally used). Machines using
silicon steel, however, cost and weigh about 20Z more than their soft iron
counterparts. Eddy and stray magnetic losses decrease as lamination thickness
is decreased. Nance, these losses may be further reduced by using laminations
that are thinner than the present 19 mil standard. As thickneov is reduced,
material and stamping costs increase rapidly. Nonetheless, a trend to thinner
Laminations may be expected as energy costs continuo to rise.
Rotor losses are directly proportional to rotor bar resistivity. Using
copper bars in place of the conventional aluminum alloy, for example, cuts
these losses by about 60%. On the other hand, little is gained by doing this
substitution because rotor conductor losses are r4latively small.
Furthermore, technical problems associated with copper casting seem to be
significant.
Windage losses, not previously mentioned, may be significant at high
rev/min and low-power points of operation. By using external blowers, as
opposed to integral rotor fans, t ,ess losses may be reduced. As a point of
reference, a fanless rotor capable of handling 30 kW continuously and 60 kW
peak has a length and diameter of about 15 cm and a windage lose at 15,000
rev/min of , out 300 W (windage increases as the speed squared).
Table 4-3 lists component losses for a four-pole, three-phase machine
designed by 66 capable of handling 30 kW continuously and 60 kW peak (base
speed is 5000 rev/min and total weight is 85 kg (187 lb). With most inverter
drives, voltage is maintained proportionate to frequency for below base speed
(constant volts per Hertz) and maintained constant for above base speed. This
"algorithm" (while optimal in terms of inverter efficiency and inverter
simplicity) is non-optimal in terms of motor and system efficiency. An
algorithm developed by 6B (and others) that seems close to optimum provides
constant slip frequency, independent of torque and speed. This requires that:
volts per Hertz be maintained proportionate to P/f, where P is the shaft power
and f is the excitation frequency. With this algorithm, the percentage loss
associated with each component (e.g., magnetic, copper, etc.) remains
approximately constant.
M
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Table 4-3. Component Losses for the General Electric 30-kW High-Efficiency
Traction Machinea,b
Rev/
min
Torque,
No
Input
power,
W
Stator
copper,
W
Stray
loss,
W
Iron
loss,
W
Rotor
loss,
W
Output
power,
W
Effi-
ciency,
X
1000 13.6 1605 93 17 10 55 1420 88.4
1000 40.7 4796 279 52 30 165 4259 88.9
1000 81.4 9583 558 105 60 331 8518 88.8
1000 135.7 16056 1015 175 105 551 14197 88.4
3000 13.6 4583 95 89 43 56 4259 92.9
3000 40.7 13666 283 266 126 167 12777 93.5
3000 81.4 27290 565 532 251 334 25554 93.6
3000 135.7 45569 1030 888 443 556 42591 93.5
6000 13.6 9207 97 256 125 57 8518 92.5
6000 27.1 18295 193 512 247 113 17036 93.1
6000 54.3 36470 385 1024 491 226 34073 93.4
6000 95.0 64468 898 2418 687 536 59627 92.5
10000 6.8 7994 51 303 154 29 7098 88.8
10000 13.6 15703 100 606 301 58 14197 90.4
10000 27.1 31118 199 1212 594 115 28394 91.3
10000 40.7 48476 575 3508 591 346 42591 87.9
aVoltage adjusted to give constant slip frequency - 1.28 Hz.
bDesign based on 19-mil silicon steel laminations; LO-mil laminations
should increase efficiencies by about 2%. Rotor shorting bars use
aluminum alloy having a conductivity rating equal to 54% that of copper.
Data received from GE's Small AC Motor Divisicn (H. Harmes, personal
communication with W. Rippel, 1980.
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Pf = Iav Vfa (2)
5.	 Chopper Technology
a. General Considerations. Voltage control for do traction
machines may be smoothly, efficiently,  and bidirectionally controlled by
chopper-type systems. The technology of such systems has such in common with
inverter-type systems. As with inverters, the trend is away from inductance/
capacitance (L-C) commutated SCR approaches and toward transistors and GTOs
for reasons of cost, weight, and efficiency. With present BOA designs based
on transistors, single-quadrant systems are now in production that sell for
about WNW, weigh Less than 0.5 kg/kW, and have typical efficiencies in
excess of 97% (personal communication with SVC, Inc., Inglewood, California,
1981).
b. Power Loss Considerations. Two types of losses exist:
(1) direct Losses that occur within the chopper itself and (2) induced losses
in the battery and the motor that are a result of chopper-produced current
harmonics. The direct losses, in turn, resolve principally into semiconductor
forward drop Losses, switching losses, and parasitic losses. These will be
discussed subsequently.
With a chopper operating in the buck mode, the primary mechanism of
motor-induced losses is the flow of eddy currents with±u the frame. Because
these current o are determined by the voltage waveform applied to the motor,
the eddy losses are virtually load-independent and are a function of only the
chopper voltage and duty cycle. For typical solid frame do motors, the motor
induced losses range between about 2 and 5% of the full-rated power under
worst-case conditions (Reference 4-5). These losses can be greatly reduced
with the use of laminated frame designs. Alternatively, filtering and
multi-phase techniques may be used to reduce the chopper harmonics.
Battery-induced losses may even be higher than the motor-induced losses
due to the discontinuous nature of the currents drawn by the chopper. Unlike
the motor-iv.duced Losses, the battery-induced losses are dependent on current
levels (squared dependence). Worst-case induced losses occur at maximum
current when the chopping duty cycle is 50%. Under these conditions, the
battery-induced losses may approach 25% of the maximum do losses (which occur
under maximum current and 100% duty-cycle conditions).
As mentioned above, the internal chopper losses resolve into three
components. The semiconductor forward dror losses (associated with the switch
and freewheel diode) are approximated by
Pf = Iav 
IV 
f a D + Vfd (i - D)1
	
(1)
where Iav is the average motor current, Vfs is the forward drop of the
switching semiconductor, V fd the diode drop, and D the duty cycle. Where
Vfs = Vfd- Equation (1) may be simplified to give
a
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With transistor systems, Vfs and Vfd typically range between 1.0 and
1.5 V, thus accounting for a loss that is between 0.01 /D and 0.015/D of the
through power.
The switching losses are approximated by
POW - Vp Iav ft aW 	(3)
where f is the chopping frequency, ane taw is the average of the turn-on and
turn-off switching times.
With typical transistor choppers, the effective switching times, taw,
range between about 2 µs and 5 µs. With series motors, f is typically 500 Hz;
with shunt (or permanent field) motors, f is typically 3000 Hz. Accordingly,
in a typical series motor Fpplication (VB - LOOV, f - 500 Hz, and taw
5fus), Pow/PmOt = U.003/D. Likewise, in a typical shunt motor application
(VB - 100V, f - 3000 Hz, and tow 1- 3 µs), Paw/Pmot =0. 01 /D.  Where
snubbers are required, additional., fixed losses are added.
The parasitic losses, which include base drive, "housekeeping" and
snubbing losses, are typically equal to about 0.5% of the maximum through
power. Under light load; these losses ma y equal a high percentage of the
through power. With conventional L-C forced commutated SCR choppers, much
larger parasitic losses (associated with "trapped" L-C energy) are
experienced. Because these systems are approtz ping obsolescence for EVs, no
further comments will be made.
b.	 Inverter Technology
To provide optimum performance and efficiency, the inverter must
perform a number of functions:
(1) Convert do to symmetric polyphase ac.
(2) Provide optimal frequency for each torque-speed
point..
(3) Provide optimal voltage for each torque-speed point.
(4) Suppress harmonics so that the -um of the
inverter and motor harmonic losses is minimal
for each torque-speed point.
Inverter systems may be divided into three subsystems:
(1) The main power-h%,ndling components (power train).
(2) Signal procesb..ng and logic components.
(3) Support and interface components (drive circuits and
power supplies).
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At the present time, most of thu cost, weight, and power loss is
associated with the power train. Transformerless bridge-type topologies and
their variations will undoubtedly remain universal for reasons of economics
and weight. In the past, bidirectional buck-type pre-regulators have been
used in conjunction with bridge inverters; with those schemes, the
pre-regulator controls voltage while the inverter operates in a simple
six-step, non-regulating mode. With the higher speed switching devices now
available, pulse-width modulation (PWH) systems are currently gaining vogue;
here the inverter switches are modulated so that they perform the dual roles
of voltage regulation and inversion. This latter approach reduces cost,
weight, and losses at the expense of higher technology switching devices.
a. Switching Devices. In the past, inverter-grade SCRs
(thyristors) were the only devices capable of handling the power levels
encountered in EV applications. The external commutation circuitry required
for the SCRs, however, contributed to most of the system's costs, weight, and
power loss. High-power Darlington transistors are now enabling reduced system
costs, weight, and losses as compared with SCR systems. Darlington
transistors are being aggressively developed and marketed for industrial
applications. While transistor-based systems seem to be superior to their
SCR counterparts, the Darlington transistor is still not the ideal device;
safe operating area limitations and base drive requirements remain significant
impedimenta.
The newly developed power field effect transistor (FET) is ideal in
virtually all performance respects. The only drawback is an extremely high
cost factor (more than 20 times that of the Darlington transistor). The
question remains as to whether production costs could fall sufficiently, given
the large potential volume for EV and industrial applications.
A third recent development is the high-power Gate Turn-Off Device
(GTO). New device geometries and fabrication technologies have enabled scale
up to the 1000-kVA class. Despite the requirement for high current turn-off
pulses, it seems that the drive circuits may actually be less expensive than
counterpart transistor drive circuits. Other advantages over transistors
include improved voltage and safe operating area characteristics. For devices
below 10 kVA, GTOs are less expensive than the low-cost Darlirgtons ($0.35/kVA
for the GTOa and $0.65 for the Darlingtons). Unfortunately, the high-power
devices are still expensive ULvices rated above 200 kVA run in excess of
$2/kVA). At present, GTOs are being successfully used in small inverter-
systems rated up to 20 kVA. If large GTO prices are substantially reduced, it
is possible that the GTO will be the dominant device for inverters.
So-called hybrid topologies, wherein two or more switching device
technologies are synergistically combined, may have economic potential. One
example of this concept is an inverter scheme wherein a single PET is used to
commutate all of the SCRs in a bridge. This approach offers high efficiency
combined with go,:A economy. Various other synergistic device combinations
exist that warrant investigation.
b. Current vs. Voltag es-Fed Inverters. The do input to a
polyphase bridge may be either current- or voltage-fed. In the case of
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current -fed systems (Figure 4-4), the bridge input is connected in series with
an inductor, and voltage control is achieve l by a pre -regulator. The inverter
switching algorithm is such that each swicch conducts for one -third cycle,
with one positive switch and one negative switch always conducting. This
algorithm automatically constrains the motor currents to six-step waves where
the current harmonics are fixed fractions of the fundamental current (fifth
harmonic - 20%, etc.).
With voltage -fed systems, the bridge input is shunted by a capacitor.
Voltage control may be achieved either by a switching pre-regulator
(Figure 4-5) or by pulse -width modulation of the inverter switches. In the
case where a pre-regulator is used, the inverter switches are operated in the
classic six-step mode where each has a 50% duty cycle. This algorithm defines
the motor voltage to a six-step waveform. Harmonic currents are, in turn,
determined by the machine impedance. For low-reactance machines, harmonic
currents are large, and the fifth harmonic may greatly exceed 20% of the
fundamental.
With pulse-width modulation systems, a. switching frequency of usually a
few kHz is applied to each switch, and switching duty cycles are modulated so
that a Fourier Fundamental Component of desired amplitude and frequency is
produced while the other Fourier components caused by the switching process
are optimally suppressed. With this technique, current harmonics may be
reduced to arbitrarily low values, depending on the magnitude of the switching
frequency.
PRE-REGULATOR	 I NVE RTE R
Figure 4-4. Current -Fed Inverter (pre-regulator must be bidirectional if
regenerative capability is desired)
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PRE-REGULATOR	 INVERTER
Figure 4-5. Voltage-Fed Pre-Regulator Inverter
(note addition of capacitor W
Although complex in terms of algorithms, the PWM approach is ideal
because Losses, switch multiplicity, and reactive component weights are all
minimized. For these and other reasons, the PWM approach will probably become
universal for traction applications.
C.	 Switching Algorithms. A considerable effort yet remains for
determining the algorithm that will provide optimum efficiency for all
torque-speed points. As mentioned, the function of the switching algorithm is
to achieve the commanded torque for each speed with minimal system losses.
The switching algorithm that will achieve this must generate the correct
frequency and voltage while optimally suppressing harmonics. Numerous
algorithms have been implemented and are under investigation. Thus far,
however, there is no evidence of a fully comprehensive approach. With today's
integrated circuit technology, algorithm implementation promises to be
inexpensive.
d.	 Inverter Losses and Efficiency_. As with chopper drives,
inverter drives produce two types of losses: direct losses within the
inverter itself and induced losses within the battery and motor resulting from
inverter generated harmonics. With pre-regulated inverters, ac currents drawn
from the battery are caused by the pre-regulator. Accordingly, these losses
are comparable to those of a do chopper system (operating at the same
frequency and containing the same input filtering).
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With PWM inverters, the type generally used for LV applications, ripple
currents drawn from the battery are typically small compared with
pre-regulator systems for the following reasons:
(1) With each switching event, the change of input current is
equal to the current associated with one phase and not the
sum of the phases.
(2) Switching times for the different phases are typically time-
staggered, thus leading to harmonic suppression.
(3) Input ripple frequencies are fairly high (:typically 3 to
10 kHz), thus enabling effective filtering of the ac
currents. Because the battery-induced looses are
proportionate to the square of the ac components, theve
losses fall rapidly with filtering.
With six-step inverters, the motor harmonic losses are typically 2% of
the full-load power (i.e., the motor heating is increased about 20% relative
to the full power). The actual heating depends on the specific motor
parameters. With PWM inverters using sinusoidal modulation, harmonic losses
see typically nil.
As with choppers, the direct inverter losses mainly consist of
semiconductor forward drop, switching, and parasitic losses. For PWM
sinusoidally modulated, three-phase, full-bridge systems where the switch and
anti-parallel diode drops are each equal to Vf, the sum of the switch and
the diode forward drop loss is
	
P - 1.56VfP
	 (4)
f	
Vmot
where P is the apparent power supplied to the motor, and Vmot is the root
mean square (phase-to-phase) output of the inverter. Because P R the real
power supplied the motor) is P times the power factor OF),
	P - 1.56 Vf PR	 (5)f	
mot PF
Equation (5), it should be noted, applies equally well to regenerative
power flow because both PR and PF reverse signs.
In a typical application where Vmt - 200 V, Vf - 1.4 V and PF
0.85. The associated lose fraction, ?f /P&, is 2.b%.
Switching losses are extremely sensitive to the actual topologies used.
With a pre-regulator system, it could appear that total switching losses
et reed those of a PWM system because two conversions are involved. Closer
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observation reveals the opposite. First, because the inverter switches in a
pre-regulated system operate at the fundamental frequency and not at a higher 	 k
carrier frequency, the inverter switching losses are much lower than with
PWM. As a matter of fact, because six-step circuits are amenable to l.ossleps
snubbers, the switching losses of the inverter portion can be reduced to nil.
While the major portion of switching losses occur within the pre-regulator,
these losses may also be reduced to values that are small when compared with a
PWM switching losses. The use of large inductance and low pre-regulator
frequencies is one approach. Another is to design the Pystam so that the
motor usually operates above base speed, which allows the pre-regulator to
remain fully on with no switchiug. However, while pre-regulator topologies
may be superior in terms of internal switching losses, the advent of
moderately fast Darlington transistors and GTOs enables PWM systems to compete
-- especially when cost and weight advantages of PWM are considered. Assuming
pre-regulator switching losses dominate over inverter switching losses,
Equation (1) may be applied where Iav is the current supplied to the
inverter.
For PWM systems, switching losses may be fossad by using Equations (3)
and (5). From Equation (5), it follows that the sum of the average currents
through the six switches (in a three-phase system) is 1.56 PR/V=Ot(PF).
Using this value for Iav in Equation (3) gives
P	 1.56 V  PR f t
aw	 (6)
aw	 Vet PF
where f is the "carrier frequency" and Vmot is the phase-to-phase rms
voltage.
For a typical application, where VB/Vmot - 2, f - 2 kHz, tow -
2 s, and PF - 0..85, Paw/PR (the lose fraction due to switching) is 1.3X.
It should be noted that where snubbers are used, tow will lengthen
reciprocally with load, thus causing the partial-load efficiency to degrade.
With PWM inverters, parasitic losses are typically higher than with
choppers due to the increased numbers of switches and switching frequency.
With the present state of the art, parasitic losses (excluding snubber losses)
are about 1% of full load. In Figure 4-6, measured efficiency data on the
Eaton drive system is displayed (Reference 4-3). While the peak-point
efficiency (95.5X) is extremely good, part-load efficiencies are not so good.
The main reason for poor part-load efficiency is high snubbing losses. With
recent transistor developments, snubbing requirements are seduced or
eliminated; future inverter generations using such transistors should display
greatly improved part-load efficiencies.
Performance and Economics. At the present time, cost,
weight, and lose factors imply that inverter drives are closing the gap with
do systems for both iniustrial and traction applications. With the successful
implementation of inverter technology now predictable, power densities and
system economics should each improve two-fold, and the system efficiency
should increase to the "low nineties."
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Figure 4-6. Eaton ac System Efficiency ( Source: Eaton Corporation)
7.	 Performance Characteristics
a.	 Motor Efficiency. Generalized efficiency modeling equations
were produced using the data supplied from NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
which graphically provides efficiency in terms of power and speed for several
propulsion systems (personal communication to J. Graf from P.A. Thollot, LeRC,
January 9, 1980). These equations were motivated by the following
observations from the data:
(1) Over the torque-speed plane, there is
only no peak efficiency point.
(2) For different speeds ( rev/min), peak
efficiency occurs at approximately
the same torque. Likewise, for
different torques peak efficiency
occurs at approximately the same
rev/min.
(3) The efficiency function is not
symmetric with respect to either the
torque or speed axes.
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tFrom observation ( 1) above, an equation of the following fors was sought
^P
E - ko f(T, W)	 (7)
where E is efficiency,ko is the peak point efficiency, and f(T, w) is a
function of torque (T) and rev /sin (W), which reaches unity for the T and
corresponding to the peak efficiency.
From observation ( 2) above, it follows that f(T, W) - g ( T)h(W) where g(T)
reaches unity for the "peak torque" and h (W) reaches unity at "peak rev/sin."
Finally, specific forms for g and h were found that satisfy observation (3);
there are many other forms that also would work. The selected forms are
g(T) a 2 GM-G2&	 (8)
h(W) - 2 Hb-H2b	 (9)
where G - Tj TO , H - w1wo , To and Wo are the torque and rev /min that
correspond to peak efficiency, and a and b are curve-fit constants.
Combining Equations ( 7) through (9) gives
E - ko (2 Ga - G2a )(2 HO - H2b )	 ( ► 0)
An equivalent equation was derived that expresses efficiency in terms of
power and rev/min
E - ko 2(Y/H) a - (Y/H) 2a (2 Hb - H2y )
	
(11)
where Y - P/Po, P is power, and Po is the power level corresponding to
peak efficiency. Equation ( 11) follows from the fact that Y - GH.
Equations (10) and ( 11) are extremely easy to use because ko, T, ) , and Wo
are found by inspection. Because a and b are virtually uncoupled, each may
easily be found on a trial-and-error basis. Using Equations ( 10) and (11),
curve fits for three LeRC-described propulsion systems were obtained. The
systems are described in Table 4-4, and the curve -fit constants are listed in
Table 4-5.
Data were sought for do machines, which include efficiency under
regeneration as well as motoring and provide peak power and peak torque versus
speed. Only one source of suitable data was found: Siemens graphical data
for their 1GV1 separately excited 144-VP	 Y	 , 16-kW traction motor
(Reference 4-6).	 Using these data, the constants for motoring and
regeneration were found using the equations and methods of the previous
`	 subsection. The results are listed in Table 4-6.
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Table 4-4. Propulsion System Descriptions
Electronically
Characteristics	 AC induction	 DC shunt	 coa tated
Motor type	 3-phase induction do shunt wound	 Samarium-Cobalt
Motor weight, kg	 40
Motor size, cm	 28 D x 38 L
Controller type SCR inverter
chopper
Controller
weight, kg	 30
Controller size,
cm	 61 x 30 x 51
Battery
voltage, kg	 120
100
	
16
31 Dx34L
	
16Dx27L
Transistor field Transistor chopper
plus SCR inverter
8	 30
25 x 20 x 15
	
61 x 30 x 51
180	 180
Comments	 Combined system	 30 kW continuous 13 kW continuous
15 kW continuous
at 7200 rev/min
Table 4-5. Selected Curve-Fit Constants
Electroni.cally
Characteristics AC induction DC shunt commutated
Peak-point efficiency, % 0.880 0.915 0.900
Torque, Nm 23.9 53.7 6.62
Rev/min ( o) 6000 2667 22,500
Power, kW 15 15 15.6
Constant, (a) 0.25 0.25 0.15
Constant, (b) 0.30 0.20 0.55
It is interesting to note that the Table 4-6 constants closely agree
with the do shunt system. Using the Table 4-6 constants with Equation (4) and
comparing calculated efficiencies with the original data shows that the worst
discrepancies (under extreme values of torque and speed) are between -6 and
4 ,6% for motoring data and between -4 and +4X for the regenerating data.
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Table 4-6. Curve-fit Constants for Siemens 1GV1 Data
Characteristics	 Motoring	 Regenerating
Peak-point efficiency, X	 CL 87	 0.68
Torque, No	 50	 50
Rev/min (wo )	 2400	 3800
Constant, (a)
	
0.25
	
0.25
Constant. (b)
	 0.30	 0.40
Noting that the LGV1 peak-point motoring efficiency is within 1X of the
GE 2366 peak-point efficiency, it is probable that the 1GV1 data (and the
model) are representative of BOA do traction motor performance.
b.	 'Torque-Speed Envelope (DC Machines ). Again, the only
detailed available information was for the Siemens 1GV1 traction motor. For
below base speed (2000 rev/min) the continuous torque capability (with
external blower) is 80 Nm, and the peak-torque capability for 3 min is
160 Nm. Because the machine weight is 90 kg, the continuous and peak-specific
torque capabilities are 0.88 Nm/kg and 1.78 Nm/kg, respectively. These values
seem to be typical of most traction-type do and ac motors and, as such, may be
used for generic modeling. Relating these specific torque values to power
gives a continuous output kW rating that is equal to 0.00837 times rev/min and
a peak power rating that is equal to 0.0167 times rev/min.
For above base-speed operation, one of two limits prevails: either
power or commutation. For speeds between base speed (2000 rev/min) and
approximately 4100 rev/min, a power limit prevails: 16.7 kW continuous output
(0.185 kW/kg) and 33.4 kW peak output (0.371 kW/kg).
For speeds between 4100 and 6700 rev/min (centrifugal limit), the
continuous power rating remains 16.7 kW while the peak power is commutation-
limited in accordance with the following equation derived from Siemens
graphical data:
P - 33.4 (rev/min/4100)-0.83
	
(12)
S.	 Conclusions
The information gathered indicates that present state-of-the-art
ac and do propulsion systems will soon be competitive in terms of cost,
weight, and efficiency. With continued power semiconductor advances coupled
with the ongoing development of inverter systems for industrial applications,
ac propulsion should gain superiority.
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An alternative technology, the do brushless drive, like the ac drive, is
"electronics intensive" and has the potential for achieving large weight and
cost reductions relative to conventional brush-type do systems.. Compared with
the ac drive, the do brushless seems to have no clear-cut advantages or
disadvantages. The fact that inverter/induction motor combinations are now
being developed for mass industrial markets probably will give the ac drive an
economic edge.
Realising that EV developmental resources will be small compared with
the resources in place for industrial drives, it is recommended that traction-
type ac drives be developed as a spin-off to existing industrial technology.
Even with such a "head start," design optimisation poses a significant
challenge.
A few comments are due concerning specific parameters for ac drive. The
PWM (pulse-width modulation) scheme will undoubtedly remain standard for
traction applications; the high switching stresses are more than offset by
reduced cost and weight. Conventional L-C commutated SCR approaches are not
cost and weight competitive with transistor and GTO schemes. Actual device
technology and power topology details are presently open issues.
The option of phase numbers greater than three is open. Analyses and
measurements, however, indicate no clear-cut advantages with higher than
three-phase systems. Modulation algorithms are still in flux. It is known
that the "constant volts per Hertz" approach is non-optimal and that constant
slip is "close to optimal," but an ideal and standardized approach has yet to
emerge (and may not emerge).
Design algorithms and standards for the traction motor are still not
available. Two poles seems to be optimal with the present inverter limita-
tions; four- and six-pole designs could conceivably demonstrate an advantage.
Optimized traction-type machines will use rotors with minimized resistance.
Copper rotor bars would be desirable if the casting techniques were per-
fected. Lamination grades higher than those used with high-efficiency 60 Hz
machines likely will be standard due to the importance of high efficiency.
Reduction gear technology is discussed in the subsection below.
Although today's technology is easily capable of handling the expected input
speeds of 10,000 to 20,000 rev/min, gear-train design algorithms have yet to
be established. Specifically, reduction gear technology is required to
provid,A adequate life (>5000 h) under high input shaft speeds (>15,000
rev/min). Low spin losses are extremely important to preserve high efficiency.
This study is continuing with an investigation of propulsion system
sensitivity to voltage, which is made difficult because of the lack of infor-
mation concerning advanced batteries and the variables that are affected by
the voltage choice.
B.	 TRANSMISSIONS: PERFORMANCE AND COST CHARACTERISTICS
The simulation tool of the Advanced Vehicle lssessment, ELVEC, has the
capability of simulating various conventional transmission types; therefore,
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the inveorigation of transmissions+ for advanced vehfcles deals prtearily with
assessing the methads of reducing the high-speed output shaft of advanced de
brushless or ac votore to a usable speed (e.g., shaft speed as high as
30,000 rnv/min). Speed control could be accomplished with electronic control
and fixed per reduction. Another interesting approach is the continuously
variable transmission (CVT), which would relieve some of tlw stress from the
electronics.
The °148A Lewis Research Center has been involved in the devel.opmenc of
CVTs for several years and described the history and recant davelopisents of
CVTs at at, FRY Advanced Technology Seminar (Reference 4-7). Of specific
interest were the results of preliminary design studies eonductea under a NABA
contract for D06 on four CVT concepts. The CVT concepts and associated
contractors are shown in Table 4-7.
A primary consideration with transmissions is the energy efficiency in
speed reduction. The design studies were summarized in a NASA report
(Reference 4-11), and the resulting comparison is shown in Figure 4-7.
At this power level (16 kW), the belt-type CVTs seem to have about a
four-point efficiency &Avantage over the traction types. However, all
predicted efficiencies are significantly higher than the nominal 75 to 85Z
values measured for current automatic transmissions (References 4-13, 4-14,
and 4-15). Predicted CVT efficiencies at low power (5 kW) are 69 to 92%;
hence, drive-train energy economy should improve with a CVT because the
typical duty cycle of a car is modest.
Table 4-7. LeRC Preliminary Transmission Design Studies
CVT concept.	 Contractor
Variable pulley,	 Battelle Columbus Labsa
steel V-belt
Variable pulley,	 Kum Industries, Ine.b
flat rubber belt
Toroidal traction
	
Garrett Corp., AiReseareh Mfg.
of Californiac
Cons-roller traction	 Bales-Mc Coin Tractionmatied
aReference 4-8.
hReference 4-9.
'Reference 4--10.
dRaference 4-11.
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Figure 4-7. Comparison of Predicted CVT Efficiencies at
Weighted Average Operating Conditions
A recent study by the Aerospace Corporation (Reference 4-16) summarized
the development status and research needs of advanced automotive
transmissions. This comprehensive survey indicates a large number of
developments presently underway. Table 4-8, reproduceri from that report,
illustrates the current level of activity. Aerospace concluded that CVTs show
significant potential for improvement of vehicle fuel economy. According to
the Aerospace report, most domestic automobile manufacturers apparently vie
advanced conventional transmissions as the most cost-effective technology f
the near term. However, CVTs are under investigation by most automobile
companies, and several designs are in an advanced state of development. So
are being used in commercial applications, and it seems that one may be use
in a production auto within the next 2 years (e.g., Van Doorne).
The advantages of a CVT can be seen in Figure 4-8, which compares the
efficiency of the Volvo 343 CVT with manual and automatic transmissions for
the same vehicle (Reference 4-17). The cransmission, which is a derivative
the original DAF version (Volvo took over the DAF passenger-car operation),
approaches the efficiency of the manual transmission and is superior to the
automatic over the operating speed range.
Evaluating the projections of the transmission developers leads to th
conclusion that CVTs are expected to outperform present transmissions;
however, a great deal of information is still required to confidently comps
the potential of the various types of transmissions for system integration.
This includes consistent performance data or projections, volumetric
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TYPE DEVhOPER DESCRIPTION DEVELOPMENT STATE
HYDROKINETIC FORD VARIABLE PITCH TORQUE FINAL DEVELOPMENT
CONVERTER (GAS TURBINE)
EATON, GM ELECTRONIC SHIFT CONTROL FINAL DEVELOPMENT
GEAR AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS CONSTANT MESH, COUNTER- FINAL DEVELOPMENT
SHAFT, HYDRAULIC SHIFT
MAXWELL ENGINEERING QUAD COUNTERSHAFT PRODUCTION (LIMITED)
BELT VOLVO/DAF RUBBER V-BELT PRODUCTION
DAYCO RUBBER V-BELT SYSTEM ENGINEERING
GATES RUBBER V-BELT SYSTEM ENGINEERING
VAN DOORNE METAL V-BELT PREPRODUCTION
PIV METAL CHAIN SYSTEM ENGINEERING
BATTELLE METAL V-BELT INITIAL DEVELOPMENT
KUMM FLAT RUBBER BELT INITIAL DEVELOPMENT
U. OF WISCONSIN RUBBER V-BELT CONCEPT
HYDROSTATIC ORSHANSKY THREE-RANGE POWER-SPLIT FINAL DEVELOPMENT
LFI€LD HYDROSTATIC INITIAL DEVELOPMENT
NATIONAL RESEARCH FOUR-RANGE POWER-SPLIT CONCEPT
COUNCIL OF CANADA
TRACTION VADETEC NUTATING CONE./RING TBD (AUTOMOBILE)
PREPRODUCTION
(OFF-ROAD)
TRACTION PROPULSION TOROIDAL SYSTEM ENGINEERING/
FINAL DEVELOPMENT
BRITISH LEYLAND/ TOROIDAL SYSTEM ENGINEERING
PERBURY
GARRETT TOROIDAL PAPER DESIGN
BALES-McCOIN CONE/ROLLER INITIAL DEVELOPMENT
TRACTION RESEARCH RING/CONE INITIAL DEVELOPMENT
YOUNG OFFSET SPHERE CONCEPT
FAFNIR RING/CONE FINAL DEVELOPMENT
(AGRICULTURAL IMt! EMENTS)
RATCHET	 POWER-MATIC	 VARIABLE ECCENTRIC/ 	 PAPER DESIGN
HYDRAULIC RATCHET	 (AUTOMOBILE)
PREPRODUCTION (MOPED)
KERR	 NONCIRCULAR GEAR	 PAPER DESIGN
MANCHESTER	 INERTIA	 SYSTEM ENGINEERING
STAGE	 END-OF-STAGE MILESTONE
CONCEPT	 BASIC DESIGN CONCEPT DEFINED.
PAPER DESIGN	 DETAILED DESIGN LAYOUT AND RELATED ENGINEERING CIRCULATION
COMPLETE.
INITIAL DEVELOPMENT	 PROTOTYPES BUILT AND BENCH TESTED.
SYSTEM ENGINEERING	 PROTOTYPES PACKAGED AND VEHICLE TESTED.
FINAL DEVELOPMENT	 REFINED DESIGN COMPLETE AND PRACTICAL PROTOTYPES AVAILABLE.
PREPRODUCTION	 FINAL TESTING OF PROTOTYPE FLEET DONE OR IN PROGRESS.
FINALIZED DESIGN COMPLETE AND READY FOR PRODUCTION .
PRODUCTION	 IN PRCDUCTION.
Advanced Automotive Transmissions Presently Under Development
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Figure 4-8. Full-Load Efficiency of the Volvo 343 CVT
(Source: Aerospace Corpora ion)
characteristics, and production cost estimates. Further development also
is regotired to resolve issues of durability, noise, and controls.
An effort was made to characterize the transmissions by the type of
variable speed assembly (VSA), i.e., belt, hydrostatic, etc. The information
was not consistent (i.e., power ratings), and all the types could not be
assessed in terms of all the specific characteristics desired. Table 4-9 was
formulated to show characteristics of the VSA and represents the assumptions
that will be used in the AV systems evaluation (see References 4-3, 4-16,
and 4-17).
C.	 SUMMARY: PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPARISON
The propulsion system is composed of the motor, controller, and
transmission and must be compared as such. There are several choices for each
of these subsystems, as described in the previous subsections, and this
comparison will focus on the differences between the candidates for ac, do
brush-type, and do brushless systems. The performance estimates have been
sufficiently described previously, and the ultimate decision will be one of
economics; hence, the comparison deals specifically with cost per unit power.
As in the previous cost estimates, the cost estimates in this comparison could
not be acquired under totally consistent scenarios. That is, the quotes were
not available for the same annual unit production rates. The subsystem
production costs vary with production rate, and this relationship is not
constant for the various subsystems due to material and production cost
differences. However, the comparison in Table 4-10 represents the estimates
that were used in the system studies of the Advanced Vehicle Assessment.
_	 _	 _	
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Is 4-9. Transmission Plus Differential Characteristics
Specific Power Mass Average OEM
power,° density,° density, Speed efficiency, costs,b
Characteristics W/kg W/1 kg/l ratio X $/kW
Gear reduction 2200 2800 1.3 5:1 95 2.00
Chain 1200 1080 0.9 8:1 or 93 2.20
reductionc 20:1
Two-Speed 860 780 0.9 8:1 to 88 3.60
Automaticd 20:1
Four -Speed 1640 1450 0.9 4:1 to 90 2.40
Manua le 13:1
Belt CVTf 1700 850 0.5 Infinite 91 4.80
Hydrostatic CVT9 570 900 1.6 Infinite 83 5.50
Ratchet CVTh 2420 5330 2.2 Infinite 90 5.00
Traction CVT i 2190 2400 1:1 3:1 to 85 5.50
33:1
aPeak power, box volumes estimated.
b 1982 dollars, peak-power rating, greater than 300,000 units produced per
year. Adjusted costs from JPL EHV Cost Handbook (Reference 4-18). Fixed
reduction costs scaled from manual transmission costs. CVT cost estimates
based on perceived relative complexity.
cBased on theoretical modifications to Eaton 33.6 kW-peak, two-speed
automatic.
dEaton 33.6 kW-peak, two-speed automatic transmission and differential.
eGM X-Car 67 KW, four-speed manual transmission.
fKumm Industries, 75 kW-peak (5 s).
gSundstrand DMT-25, 186.5 kW-peak.
hPower-Matic PM-1, 186.5 kW-peak, without differential.
iBalea -Mc Coin, 75 kW-peak (5 a), without differential.
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le 4-10. Comparison of Projected Propulsion System Sales Pricesa
DC brush, b	DC brushless, b	AC induction,b
Component	 $/ kW 	 $/kW	 $/kW
Motor 53 to 105c 23 to 30 15 to 23
Controller 42 to 83' 60 to 120 30 to 60
Transmission 2 to 6 2 to 6 2 to 6
System 97 to 194 85 to 156 41 to 89
aSales price - 1.5 times OEM price.
bContinuous power rating, maximum power overload of 1009 assumed.
c Allows for production cost to reduce up to one-half in large quantities.
This study indicates that the ac induction systems are expected to
improve to the point that they will become the system of choice in advanced
vehicle systems. This expectation is based on the foreseen improvements in
electronics cost and performance as well as the ongoing commercial pressure to
develop ac systems independent of the vehicle development programs. If the
commercial development pressure for ac systems diminishes or the development
effort for do systems is comparable to acs the cost differential would be
negligible.
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SECTION V
VEHICLE SUBSYSTEM
Several characteristics of the vehicle subsystem are examined in this
section, including vehicle mass reduction, aerodynamic drag, rolling 	 }
resistance, and heating/cooling loads. These topics are not attributes of the
propulsion and energy-storage subsystems; however, they have a definite impact
on the road-power requirement and thus on the overall performance of the
vehicle system., Changes in the power dissipation that are due to these
non-propulsion factors will affect the necessary capabilities of the
propulsion and energy-storage subsystems for the vehicle to perform a
specified mission; therefore, establishing baseline values for these
parameters is essential to the system evaluation tasks.
Four basic vehicle sizes were established for the study: two-, four-,
and five-passenger cars as well as small vans... The general assessment method
was to determine parameters for the baseline ICE (Internal-Combustion Engine)
vehicles, and from these develop appropriate AV configurations providing
equivalent passenger space, performance and cargo. This included the weight
changes due to the various components, plus weight propagation and the changes
in vehicle volume that are required to accommodate the subsystems.
A.	 VEHICLE-MASS REDUCTION
The objective of considering the vehicle-mass reduction potential is to
define the 1992 baseline ICE car weights and thus the AV baseline weights, by
projection from Lne weights of cars presently produced. Three potential
levels of technology for the vehicle are considered: 1992 baseline,
high-strength steel (HSS) plus composites, and all-aluminum or advanced
composites. As a starting point, specifications for current production cars
show curb weights for the lightest four-passenger cars (VW Rabbit, Honda
Civic, Renault LeCar) to be in the 820 to 890-kg range, so it seems reasonable
to select 820 kg (1800 lb) as the current minimum weight for four-passenger
cars. Above this level, cars are available with continuously increasing size
and weight, and at which point a true five-passenger capacity is attained can
be a subjective judgment.., Looking at rear-seat width, the GM X-cars
(Chevrolet Citation) at 1135 kg and Chrysler K-cars at 1070 kg certainly
qualify, while other cars in the 1000-kg range (Plymouth Horizon, Audi 4000)
are somewhat marginal on rear-seat capacity. Because the main reason for
considering a separate five-passenger category in the AV study is to consider
a car distinctly larger than a four-passenger vehicle, we selected 1088 kg
(2400 lb) as the current baseline curb weight for five-passenger cars.
The two-passenger subcompact category presents a problem because no such
low-weight, high-fuel economy care are presently available that differ from
small, four-passenger cars. An idea of their likely characteristics may be
obtained by looking at the Japanese micro-cars, made only for Japan's domestic
F market. To take advantage of special licensing laws, these cars have a 550-cc
maximum engine displacement and curb weights of about 545 kg. While there are
seats for four occupants, the space would be quite inadequate for typical U.S.
w
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passengers, Eliminating the two rear seats and adapting such a car to U.S.
safety requirements would probably have cancelling weight effects, so 540 kg
(1200 lb) was established as the baseline curs weight for this (hypothetical),
current two-passenger car.
The potential for mass redu-tion in the next decade (1990s) is difficult
to assess. With the best of the :urrent cs:s, as included in the preceding
baseline descriptions, many approaches to lower vehicle weight are already
incorporated, such as thorough attention to design details and better vehicle
packaging, partially through front-wheel drive. The major remaining area is
material substitution, primarily by replacing conventional steel-body
components by HSS plastic composites or aluminum. So far, this has not 1. ►een
adopted to any large extent by the industry for either cost or production
capacity reasons although "soft" front ends with integrated bumpers and
fiberglass-reinforced plastic (FRO grille-surround/headlight panels are
becoming widely used. These applications allow one single complicated part to
replace numerous separate metal parts and are thus justified on the basis of
cost reductions in piece parts and assembly labor.
The weight-saving benefits of composites and FRP have certainly been
demonstrated. As part of JPL's EHV Project, the Budd Company fabricated an
outer door panel for a 1977 Chevrolet Impala sedan, complete with integral
side-intrusion beam weighing 6.6 kg, which replaces a multi-part steel
assembly of 11.6 kg, for a 43% weight saving (Reference 5-1). On a larger
a,-;ale, PPG Industries undertook a project to reconstruct the body and numerous
chassis components of a 1976 Cadillac Seville almost entirely of FRP
(Reference 5-2). The curb weight was reduced from 1900 to 1590 kg, which
reflected a 37% decrease in the affected portion of the car (although it did
not meet the crash standard). Yet there is some question about now relevant
such examples are to small cars at the lower end of the weight scale. Both of
the above examples used large, heavy American cars of the older design
generation when weight was still an ^nd in itself. The Seville was originally
derived from the 1400-kg Chevy II, so its steel components may not have been
designed to the minimum possible weight.
An indication that weight reductions in small cars may be more difficult
to achieve can be found in reports from the Frankfurt Auto Show
(Reference 5-3), where several futuristic prototypes were shown with emphasis
on high fuel economy through good aerodynamics and low weight. Volkswagen's
Auto 2000 used items such as plastic wheels and seats, a plastic front body,
FRP rear axle, and an all-aluminum engine. Basically a Rabbit-sized package,
it weighs 780 kg (without US-spec bumpers), within 45 kg of a German Rabbit.
Audi's project car was more closely based on their 5000 model, using a plasti
sandwich floor/subframe structure, plastic roof, aluminum fenders, and an
aluminum sandwich hood, it weighs 1200 kg, compared to the current 5000's
1226 kg. There is substantial evidence, therefore, that the scope for weight
reductions of the steel structural parts of current weight-efficient small
cars may be more limited than old, heavy car designs would indicate.
In s.:mmary, estimating the baseline car-weight reductions that can be
reasonably expected in the next decade is rather judgmental. The evidence
seems to favor moderate magnitudes, limited by the factors of feasibility,
production cost, and safety requirements. Although safety is only an
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.yexternally imposed constraint, the inherently higher injury exposure as car
sizes continue to decrease makes it unlikely that present attention to crash
safety will be eased substantially. Based on available data and projections
at the time of this report, the weight reductions in the baseline cars are
projected at 45 kg, 70 kg, and 90 kg, respectively, for the next decade.
Recent interest in electric vans has prompted the addition of advanced
vans to this assessment. At the time of preparation of this report, the
Chrysler T-Van, the first "minivan" of the three largest automotive
manufacturers, is available; and the other manufacturers are preparing to
release their competition. The Chrysler product has the advantage of
front-wheal drive, allowing placement of the batteries below the floor of the
cargo area. It also has attractive aerodynamics and represents a reasonable
effort at reducing weight. However, in the interest of being reasonably
consistent with the other vehicles, an additional LOX reduction was assumed
possible with another decade's development. Bence, the weight of the
ICE-powered baseline vehicle was projected to be 1080 kg. The other
characteristics remain the same as the current van and are compared to the
passenger vehicles in a later Section.
Another way to reduce automobile weight is to decrease the engine
power. This has the cumulative results of, first, lower engine and drivetrain
weight and then decreased weight in the rest of the vehicle due to weight
propagation effects. This is an appropriate topic for the discussion of
baseline vehicle weights because the performance level specified for the
1992 AV is substantially below that in current prodi.ction cars. Typical 1981
gasoline-engined four-passenger cars have a power-to-weight ratio 9 of
0.049 kW/kg (0.030 hp/!b) or higher, which gives them 0 to 97 km/h (60 mi/h)
acceleration times of 14 s or less. The AV acceleration specification of
090 km/h (56 mi/h) in 20 s, which is intended to be equivalent to current
typical naturally aspirated (non-turbocharged) diesel cars, requires about
0.030 kW/kg (0.018 hp/Lb) of venicle weight. Using the specific engine and
transmission data developed in this study, the weight reduction due to
performance decrease can be significant. The Low weight of the micro-cars,
from which the two-passenger baseline car is derived, is partly due to their
smAll engines. In fact, their power-Lo-weight ratio closely equals the AV
value, so their true weight difference from the four-passenger baseline is
smaller than it would seem at first glance. This effect can be seen from
Table 5-1.
x
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Depending on the powertrain and energy storage system of a specific AV
concept, the base vehicle weight may have a much stronger effect on overall
performance (including range) than for an ICE car. This would justify a
greater effort toward additional weight savings, despite the probable higher
cost. This was the primary reason for investigating the HSS plus composites
and aluminum vehicle options. The sources for this investigation were a
report by Alcoa (Reference 5-4) that contrasts HSS, plastics, and aluminum-
intensive cars; discussions with GM (personal communication between R. Nelson
and G. Klose at the General Motors Electric Vehicle Project Center,
July 1982.) concerning their aluminum prototype EVs; and previous JPL studies
9Based on EPA test weight, curb weight + 136 kg (300 lb).
i
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Table 5-l. Effect of Vehicle Weight Reduction and Performance
on the Baseline Passenger Vehicles
Power-to- Two- Four- Five-
weight passenger, passenger, passenger,
Vehicle ratio kg kg kg
1982 ICE 0.05 kW/kg NA 820 1100
1992 ICE 0.05 kW/kg 560 750 1000
Baseline 0.03 kW/kg 500 670 895
(References 5-5, 5-6). The results, shown in Table 5-2, imply substantial
weight savings can be achieved. However, it remains to be seen if the
increased cost is justified.
The methodology of deriving the AV parameter set from the (ICE) baseline
vehicle in to remove the ICE-associated components, add the AV powertrain and
energy-storage components, and apply weight propagation to the component
weight differences to arrive- at the total AV weight. A weight propagation
factor of 0.30 is used, as generally adopted in automotive studies. Whether
the process starts with the baseline car at the current ICE power level or at
the AV power level will make no difference, as long as the procedure is
carried out consistently. Current diesel-powered care could even be used;
their substantially higher engine and driveline weight oer horsepower would
subtract out to result in the same AV characteristics.
B.	 AERODYNAMIC DRAG
Both the drag coefficient (CD) and the vehicle frontal area affect the
aerodynamic drag. The frontal area depends primarily on the assumed seating
package but may have to be increased for some AV configurations with large
subsystem volume requirements. For the baseline cars, area values near the
lower range of current cars can be established. A two-passenger package may
include a more reclining seating position and thus have slightly lower area
than the four-passenger car; the five-passenger vehicle will require somewhat
more width. Thus, frontal area values of 1.70, 1.85, and 2.00 m2,
respectively, are used.
Claimed drag coefficients of current domestic production care range down
to 0.37. The ETV-1 prototype achieved a measured CD value of 0.31, but that
required some design features that might not be adopted in series production,
such as compound-curved side windows that do not roll down. Several of the
automobiles of 2000 prototypes exhibited at the Frankfurt Auto Show were
projected to have CD values as low as 0.24. Some of these were rather
radical body shapes whose marketplace acceptability was a concern even to
their creators., Also, past experience indicates that in the process of
becoming production cars, such prototypes experience inevitable increases in
A.
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Table 5-2. Projected IC6 Passenger-Vehicle Curb Weights
as a !unction of Material Substitution
Primary vehicle	 Two-passenger,	 lour-passenger,	 live-passenger,
materials	 kg	 kg	 kg
Mild steel
(1992 baseline)	 650	 750	 1000
HSS plus plastics	 475	 640	 850
Aluminum or
advanced composites	 390	 525	 700
CD , partly through the elimination of features, like the full belly
underpan, which are not feasible in everyday auto use. The most optimistic
value that can be justified for the actual CD of an operating production car
is probably 0.30. A pure-electric vehicle like the ETV-1 benefits from the
absence of cooling-air flow through a radiator, which is required for a
powertrain that includes a heat engine and typically causes a CD increment
of at least 0.02.
Finally, for realistic simulation of actual vehicle operation, the
effect of typicr'. ambient winds must be included. Such winds, combined with
the headwind due to the car's forward motion, impinge on the car at an angle
to the centerline, or, technically, with a nonzero angle of yaw; this causes
a drag increase of 6 to 10%, depending upon the car's aerodynamic characteris-
tics and the speed-time relationship of the driving cycle (Reference 5-7).
The resulting value is called the effective (wind- weighted) drag coefficient,
Cp(eff.). Summarizing all these points, Cp(eff.) - 0.32 for baseline
vehicles with radiator cooling airflow and 0.30 for those without. For
specific vehicle/powertrain configurations, individual adjustments to these
values may be appropriate.
C.	 ROLLING RESISTANCE.
Tire-rolling friction is the most significant single source of power
dissipation in urban driving. It can be reduced by increasing inflation
pressure and using harder rubber compounds, and much work has been done in
recent years to minimize the resultant adverse effects on handling all
safety. The ETV-1 coast-down tests showed a C RR (tire-rolling resistance
coefficient) of 0.0095 on specially made, high-pressure radial tires at 29/41
(front/rear) psi, with brakes and drive line disconnecrad, but including wheel
bearing and seal friction. Tire-only tests at high pressures (60 psi) have
given CRR - 0.008, but it is not established that in-use road behavior of
such tires would be acceptable. Bearing and seal losses would add at least
0.001 to any measured tire-only value.. Allowing for continued development
over the next 10 years, CRR - 0.008 can be used for simulations, with
bearing and seal losses included.
i
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Cold tires have substantially higher rolling resistance than the
steady-state value until they warm up, because of the heat generated by the
tire's flexing as it rolls. The BLV6C simulation program incorporates a tire
warm-up factor that adds 30S to CU
 at the beginning of a trip, decreasing
exponentially to 14% at 5 ka of travel, 4% at 14.5 km, and under It at 24 km.
Although the effect is dependent upon initial temperature and trip-speed
profile, the warm-up factor has been formulated to represent typical operating
conditions. This also applies to freely rolling tires. When transmitting
large torque loads, such as during acceleration, CRR can increase up to
30%. !f sufficiently quantified data is available, the importance of this
effect over typical driving missions will be assessed and will be incorporated
in the simulation program, if feasible.
D.	 ACCESSORY POWER
Significant auxiliary power requirements are primarily the passenger
compartment ventilation fan and the headlights for some fraction of the daily
driving; these total a few hundred watts. A specified level of accessory
power can be input to the simulation program. Air conditioning, if desired,
completely overshadows the other auxiliary demands. According to a recent
study performed for JPL's ENV Project (Reference 5-8), even with special
design features to minimize losses to the outside, a four- or five-passenger
car will require 5 kW of • ir-conditioning (A/C) capacity at design conditions.
A typical automotive A/C system operates with a coefficient of performance
(COP) of 2.0 and thus needs 2.5 kW of input power. To put this into
perspective, at the 31.2 km/h average speed of the EPA Urban cycle, this is
about 81 Wh/km, which equals half the entire average propulsion power; in
other words, turning on the air conditioner would increase the energy
consumption of an Advanced Vehicle to one-and-a-half times its normal value.
This clearly has strong design trade-off implications, especially for
powertrain configurations with sharply constrained energy-storage capaziry.
Fortunately, the full capacity of the A/C system is only required at
maximum temperature conditions. Most of the time, after an initial 5- to
10-minute cool-down effort, the system will switch to a lower output 1ptvel
required to maintain the passenger compartment temperature with the existing
outside conditions. Specific statistical data on the A/C output demands may
be difficult to obtain. Also, the trip-length distribution has an obvious
effect because every time the car is parked (even a few minutes), the heat
build-up will require a new cool-down cycle.
An ideal AV environmental control system would be completely without
on-board power requirements, relying entirely on stored energy., A variety of
such systems have been proposed, and the only disauvantage is that the storage
capacity chosen for a specific system is a definite limit, with no adaptation
possible for a trip length beyond the design point. The most promising system
identified in the recent study is an ammonia-water split heat pump system that
could provide both heating and cooling, with a capacity of 2.5 h of full-power
cooling operation; this choice was based on trip-length profiles..Sueh a
system has no moving parts and no power demands on-board the vehicle, with the
regeneration carried out with home-based, off-vehicle equipment.. Although the
individual components are all feasible with today'a technology at acceptable
x
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cost, several years of system development would be needed, still allowing the
system to be available within the decade time frame of the AV. The on-board
weight is projected to be 143 kg, compared to 45 to 55 kg for current A/C
systems. V e effect of this extra weight on the AV's overall road energy
consumption will also have to be determined but will undoubtedly be less
severe than the energy requirement of a conventional A/C system incorporated
in an electric vehicle.
6.	 SUMMARY
The follow'_ug t.ble sumnariaes the previous sections and the assumptions
that will be used in the AV systems evaluations.
Table 5-3.	 Advanced Vehicle Baseline (ICB) Characteristics
Two- Four- Five-
Characteristics Passenger& Passenger Passenger Van
Curb weight, KS 500 670 895 1080
Frontal area, w2 1.70 1.85 2.00 2.50
Cp(efS.)
With radiator 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.47
Without radiator 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.45
Tire-rolling
resistance (CRR)
	
0.01	 0.01	 0.01	 0.011
A/C power, kW	 2	 2.5	 2.5	 3.0
&Theoretical two-passenger commuter vehicle.
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